


AH Philosophy Part 112 

Back in the letters column of Vol. 21, No. 5, 
I requested that the secretaries (or presidents) of 
wargaming clubs around the country send me 
information on their organizations in order to 
publicize the FTF aspects of our hobby. The re- 
sponse, to  say the least, was disappointing. It 
leads me to  have some concern for the future of 
this fascinating pastime, since it would appear 
that apathy or antipathy have made some serious 
advances therein. (For those interested, the full 
list of those clubs responding to my appeal for 
information follows at the conclusion of this 
column. Of course, there are also a number of 
clubs listed in the "Opponents Wanted" ads on 
the back cover of this issue as always.) 

Looking over this, I find that the sentiments 
expressed by Mr. McMahon in his letters (Vol. 
21, Nos. 3 and 5) to  be all too true. It does seem 
that the social competitive play of wargames is 
in decline. Too, without the encouragement of 
at-hand experienced gamers, how can we expect 
newcomers to  stay long in this hobby. As the 
"hard-core" gamers grow older, they will 
seemingly gradually become more isolated as 
those around them drop out. Without local clubs 
where these "grognards" can gather, attrition 
speeds up in a deadly cycle. Conventions are fine 
for bringing gamers together, but such "events" 
are all too limited in duration. I've been lucky 
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THE RUSSIAN FRONT DISSECTED 
OR "Ivan, We Hardly Knew Ya" 

By S. Craig Taylor, Jr. 

Do you really have to be crazy to design and de- 
velop wargames? No . . . and contrary to popular 
legend, it doesn't really help. Actually, it is mental 
ourlook (not mental health) that contrasts design- 
ing a wargame from developing one and this clear 
division in thought processes is not always well- 
understood in the hobby. 

DESIGN ELEMENTS 
Properly designing a wargame requires research; 

not only to find an accurate map and order-of-battle 
but, even more importantly, the identification of the 
major aspects of the situation in order to devise a 
board game "system" reflecting the overall 
dynamics of the historical events. The last 27 years 
have seen the introduction of myriad wargame sys- 
tems and sub-systems and most games feature 
familiar systems and mechanics that are assembled 
in some new combination or applied to some new 
topic. These games can be regarded as "develop- 
mental designs" in that the design mental outlook 
is there, along with the requirement for design 
research, but the game itself develops existing 
systems. Properly developing a game usually re- 
quires additional research that centers on smaller 
aspects of the situation, actually playing the game 
to identify problems and making minor corrections, 
additions and improvements to smooth over any 
anomalies that may lie hidden in the game's basic 
systems. Good game development or good develop- 
mental designs can produce superior games but the 
improvements are incremental rather than 
wholesale. 

Wargames featuring original major "systems" 
are less common. New "systems" (always assuming 
that they work well and get consumer acceptance- 
more than one widely-heralded new system has sub- 
sequently vanished without a trace) make possible 
advances in the state of the art because they open 
up the possibilities of reapplying the same new sys- 
tem in future developmental designs. As a company 
that already has the two most popular and widely- 
played games on the topic/scale, The Avalon Hill 
Game Company was understandably reluctant to risk 
publishing a third until it became apparent that 
RUSSIAN FRONT was one of those rare games that 
both introduced major new systems and also plays 
smoothly, providing an interesting game that is in- 
novative and playable. 

RUSSIAN FRONT designer Neil Zimmerer (also 
the designer of NAVAL WAR), a number of whose 
games I've previously developed, is one of the most 
systems-oriented designers in the business. He likes 
playable and elegant game systems that emphasize 
the most important and interesting details and what 
he has done with RUSSIAN FRONTis nothing short 
of remarkable. Games on this topic and scale are 
certainly nothing new in the hobby. The Avalon Hill 
Game Company alone has STALINGRAD and THE 
RUSSIAN CAMPAIGN in print, and similar games 
from other companies 111ake these two far from 
unique. For all this output, which includes some 
first-class efforts (RUSSIAN CAMPAIGN remains 
a personal favorite), the fact is that all of these games 
are, to a large extent, development designs on the 
major systems of the first of the "breed", STALIN- 

GRAD (which, in turn, shows the lineage of all the 
old "classics"). What Neil did was to carefully 
research the events and then mentally stand on his 
head to re-examine the campaign from new perspec- 
tives. Many tried-and-true games systems were kept, 
as it's rare for any game to be totally new. Other 
major systems were freshly minted to introduce a 
startlingly different overview of the campaign com- 
pared to other titles. The rules and systems were 
carefully considered and assembled as part of the 
designer's overall concept and the result is a game 
with only slightly more complexity than RUSSIAN 
CAMPAIGN and with many familiar systems and 
concepts, but having a totally different "feel" from 
any other game on the market. 

The earlier game systems feature unit combat 
factors based on total combinations and evaluations 
of unit strength, equipment, leadership, support, 
tactics, and so forth; battles are resolved by com- 
paring linear additions of these factors, usually, but 
not always, using an odds-comparison combat 
results table. On the surface, RUSSIAN FRONT 
looks deceptively similar until played. A cursory 
component and rules inspection reveals that com- 
bats are resolved within the hexes rather than against 
adjacent hexes, and use a differential combat results 
table. Casualties are handled with incremental 
"hits" (which oddly enough do not alter the unit's 
combat factors); combat can extend over several 
rounds; air and sea units are more prominent and 
numerous than in similar games; and, curiously, for 
most units, the unit's attack factors are larger than 
their defense factors. Since this particular combi- 



nation of rules and factors looks new, there is an 
initial tendency to identify these differences as the 
game's "innovations"; but these variations are 
actually more the consequence of a new game sys- 
tem rather than the definition of the system itself. 

Looking at the unit counters, one sees the com- 
mon format of "Attack Factor-Defense Factor- 
Movement Factor". That looks reassuringly 
familiar, but why is the attack factor larger than the 
defense factor and why don't increasing losses 
reduce those factors? And what about the rule that 
stacked units cannot add their factors together? Is 
this the Tivilighr Zone version of the campaign or 
is there more to the units than first meets the eye? 
Yes, there is, and the unit counters are the key to 
the combat system, which, in turn is fundamental 
to understanding the logic and simulation under- 
pinnings of the entire game system. 

The attack factor is usually larger than the defense 
factor simply because the cost of replacing a unit 
is based on the attack factor. It is larger so that an 
entire unit costs more to replace than repairing hits 
on an existina unit (an existing unit is eliminated 
when the n u d e r  of hits equalithe usually smaller 
defense factor). Thus, the attack-factor size is an 
aspect of the game's replacement system rather than 
its combat system. Any effects that the skewed com- 
bat factors might have on battle are accommodated 
by the combat results table. Also, the component 
elements used to calculate the combat factors are 
more limited than those used in other games. The 
strength included in the combat factors of most other 
games numbers, among many other elements, ab- 
stracted major support and the shock value of ar- 
mor. These are not included in the RUSSIAN 
FRONT combat fhctor calculations but are presented 
as separate "supporting" air, sea and artillery units 
or as distinct game mechanisms like the "blitz 
attack"). The support mechanism abstracted to a 
limited degree in RUSSLQN CAMPAIGN through the 
use of Stuka units is detailed with a vengeance in 
RUSSIAN FRONT. 

Increasing losses do not reduce combat factors 
because the combat factors do not represent the sum 
total of a unit's combat value. In World War 11, 
losses were usually concentrated in the front-line 
combat units-individual infantrymen and AWs. 
It was not unusual for even a heavily-battered unit 
to still have most of its automatic weapons and 
artillery available, these are the basis for most of 
a unit's effective firepower. What the hit unit does 
lose is a portion of its ability to sustain combat over 
a period of time (especially when remembering that 
combat in RUSSIAN FRONT can continue for 
more than one round). A heavily hit unit becomes 
"brittle", regardless of its remaining firepower. 
Historically, a common and, in wargame design, 
largely overlooked method of rating combat units 
is to define them as having a certain percentage of 
effectiveness based upon their ability to sustain com- 
bat. For example, a unit rated at thirty percent ef- 
fectiveness could be viewed as being capable of only 
limited defensive operations while a unit rated at 
60% could be viewed as being capable of limited 
offensive operations. Similarly, in the game, this 
method applies and a unit only one step from e l i i -  
nation is defined as being capable of only very 
limited defensive operations; and its combat factors, 
either large or small, will change this perception 
only slightly. Even at full strength, some units- 
notably Axis allied infantry corps-are quite brittle 
and their ability to sustain combat is always low. 
Similarly, unsupplied units have their combat factors 
unaffected while their movement rates are cut in 
half. Unsupplied units are eliminated (representing 
a complete and catastrophic collapse of organiza- 
tion and effective firepower) if not returned to sup- 
ply during their next turn; so the more common fuel 
and command problems are emphasized over any 
losses in firepower that would, in reality, more rare- 
ly apply. An unsupplied unit wishing to breakout 

of an encirclement as a coherent formation would 
have to make the attempt while ammunition re- 
mained to do so. Terrain modifiers of combat factors 
have the effect of raising or lowering the number 
of hits that can be expected on an engaged unit rather 
than granting absolute advantage as with an odds- 
comparison combat system. Thus, unlike other 
games where a unit's combat effectiveness is based 
almost totally on the size of its combat factors, a 
unit's combat effectiveness in RUSSIAN FRONTis 
based on the combined relationship of its combat 
factors, the terrain and its hits. 

All right, then why can't units stacked together 
have their combat factors added togther for a bat- 
tle? This is admittedly an abstraction that is a result 
of the designer's view of and research into the actual 
events and of the game's scale, which feahues hexes 
about 25 miles across and month-long turns. Theo- 
retically, it would not be difficult to simultanwusly 
employ thefull strength of two or more units of the 
size typically employed in the game (Axis corps and 
Soviet armies) in such an area if that were an 
effective deployment for World War II. Much more 
likely, additional units in a hex-sized area would 
be used to relieve a front-line unit after it had its 
chance to fight and get chewed-up, or several units 
would initially commit only a fraction of their 
strength each for about the same effect as if all of 
one unit is used. Twentieth century armies do not 
fight shoulder-to-shoulder, but mass at selected key 
points along their frontage while holding back sub- 
stantial portions of their strength to reinforce suc- 
cess or retrieve failure. 

More important than sheer numbers is how a com- 
bat is "supported", and this perception is one of 
the game's major innovations. What the designer 
has done is to reject the notion that success is usually 
based on brute force and weight of numbers (com- 
bat factor comparisons) than on proper timing, sup- 
port by air, naval and massed heavy artillery and 
the commitment of reserves. Sometimes it is easier 
to speak facilely of the "Russian hordes" over- 
whelming the Axis defenders by numbers and not 
to look inquiringly at the record to see just how often 
numbers were the decisive element. Prior to 1914, 
most soldiers were assigned to front-line combat 
units. World War I convinced even the most con- 
servative military thinkers that machineguns and 
modem infantry firepower largely negated the deci- 
sive effects of superior numbers (or combat factors, 
in game terms). World War 11 saw, for the first time, 
armies where most of the soldiers were assigned to 
support units-and this trend continues to the present 
day. 

If sheer numbers of men and equipment were 
really the key to battlefield success, Tel-Aviv would 
today be an Arab city, even considering Israeli tac- 
tical excellence. Following reports of Soviet tacti- 
cal clumsiness and German tactical finesse (both of 
which are built-in to the unit's combat factors) one 
can forget that Soviet strategic and operational com- 
binations (which are the level of maneuvers in the 
game) were often very skillful and effective. The 
"Russian steamroller" is there, but effective use 
of its raw power requires more than lining up the 
troops and pointing them west. In RUSSIAN 
FRONT, a 7-5-6 panzer corps and a Soviet 4-3-4 
army depict similar numbers of men and integral 
artillery support and their combat and movement 
factor differences reflect primarily training, leader- 
ship and equipment differences. In a head-on con- 
frontation (depending on terrain), neither has a 
decisive advantage, although the higher factors of 
the German unit do give it an edge in most situa- 
tions. Instead of a straight comparison of numbers 
and tactical expertise, Neil chose to interpret the 
key to success at the game's level on proper "sup- 
port" and on operational and strategic combinations. 
Can't break through or push back the enemy line? 
Try adding air support. Can't capture Sevastopol? 
Try adding heavy artillery and navd support. Enemy 

line too strong for a successful frontal attack? Try 
massing armor and penetrating a weak point to get 
behind it. 

In RUSSIAN FRONT, a more detailed represen- 
tation of the opposing fronts is possible because the 
unengaged units can be adjacent-it is necessary to 
enter the enemy's hex to have a battle, so the map- 
board "looks rightv-there is no need for a hex- 
wide gap between forces on inactive fronts. Salients 
large and small appear all along the front and 
"pinching" them off or using them as advanced 
offensive springboards are important game consider- 
ations. A RUSSIANFRONTgame in progress both 
looks and plays differently than any other game of 
the same topic and scale. 

DEVELOPMENT ELEMENTS 
A major problem with "new" game systems is 

that they often contain a number of serious glitches 
that must be eliminated to ensure smooth, accurate 
play. RUSSIAN FRONT was mercifully free of 
major problems of this nature, so the major develop 
ment efforts were concentrated on adding minor de- 
tails, checking game balance and in rules 
presentation and format. 

Every commercial wargame, to avoid becoming 
an unwieldy monster with a million different sub- 
systems covering every conceivable topic in myopic 
detail, needs a "focus". Without a clear focus, war- 
game rules can start to resemble a major city phone 
book and are unplayable in any normally accepted 
sense. It is actually easier to develop a game by 
throwing in a separate rule for every possible situ- 
ation than to find ways to maintain a game's focus 
by abstracting lesser details to achieve the same 
effects in a more playable format. A game's focus 
consists of the major points that the game empha- 
sizes and establishes a game's priorities. Any other 
items are more or less abstracted to mesh with the 
major points while causing the least possible ex- 
penditure of player time and effort, although these 
other points may be necessarily a bit "out of focus" 
and some less important detail is sacrificed. This 
game's focus is on playable large-scale land com- 
bat and the air and sea elements, for example, are 
abstracted and present in play more as support for 
the ground units than as independent combat arms. 
Less important items that add to a game's flavor 
and detail, often called "chrome", should be added 
in such a way as not to distort a game's focus. 

The partisan rules provide a perfect illustration 
of how and why a rule is developed in a certain way. 
The Soviet partisans played a very important role 
in the actual campaign, but, given the level of the 
game and its focus, detailed rules and separate 
partisans units to move around seemed out of place 
and inappropriate compared with other game 
mechanics. Neil had actually left them out of the 
original prototype, although we both realized that 
they were too important to leave out of the published 
game and some rules were eventually needed. Fur- 
ther research revealed that, although partisans 
engaged in constant and varied operations, the major 
effects of their activities that show on a game of 
this scale primarily concern the reduced capabili- 
ties of the Axis rail network and that the Soviet com- 
mand often used lulls in the fighting to re-organize, 
move and recruit their partisans so that they were 
available at full strength b support major offensives. 
These considerations ameared to be the kev to their . . 
use in the game. Partisans are presented as "parti- 
san factors" available to the Soviet side as replace- 
ments and these can be used as they arrive or 
accumulated for use in mass at the most appropri- 
ate time. When used, the number of partisan fac- 
tors employed and expended during one month 
modifies the die roll on the Partisan Table; the more 
partisan points employed, the better the odds of 
being effective. The Pam'san Table affects the num- 
ber of units the Axis can transport by rail during 



a turn and these abstracted partisan activities, with 
good modifiers and a decent die roll, can virtually 
shut down the Axis railnet during those three months 
(the start of major Soviet offensives) when the Axis 
player most wants to transfer major reserves. 
Although an easily performed abstraction, the effect 
on the game is about "right" and there is no need 
for players to fiddle with anti-partisan operations, 
leaving them free to concentrate on major oper- 
ations. 

Game balance was established by repeated play- 
i n g ~  of the game. The Victory Points Chart was ad- 
justed a bit at the start but remained remarkably 
stable for the rest of development. Rather than send- 
ing the Axis on a mad dash to seize a few specific 
cities to win, all major cities and oilfields on the 
mapboard (some of which are worth more than 
others) are counted to determine victory levels every 
six months. Captured factory units also count, but 
the Axis player must return one factory unit after 
each Victory Level Phase to reflect the rebuilding 
and expansion of Soviet industry. The victory levels 
obtained from this city count are cumulative as a 
game continues, but "float" and are different in 
each six month period, forcing the Axis player to 
attempt to continue his career of conquest early in 
the game and forcing the Soviet player to attempt 
to liberate "Mother Russia" in the later stages of 
the game. This allows for great planning flexibility 
and a wide variety of possible startegic options by 
both sides. 

Balance appears acceptably close. Although the 
playtest program included several hundred playings, 
most were concluded before a final decision was 
reached. If RUSSLPNFRONTis played for the entire 
42 turns, the game can last eighteen or more hours 
and requires several gaming sessions to complete. 
A variety of scenarios allow for games with later 
starting points that also permit shorter games. To 
allow for games that can be concluded in a single 
evening, there is both a "short scenario" (three 
turns) and a mechanism where the game can be con- 
cluded without a decisive victory at the end of any 
six turn period if the players accept the victory level 
at that point (which will produce either a marginal 
victory or a draw). 

Of reported "complete" games that started in 
June 1941 and went the entire distance or were 
decided by a decisive victory for one side or the 
other, early games where the players were still 
learning the game system were culled out-and this 
produced a list of 69 completed campaign games 
between experienced players (both players had 
previously played at least three times). This showed 
30 (about 43 %) Axis decisive victories and 27 (about 
39%) Soviet decisive victories with most of the re- 
mainder evenly split (five each) between early resig- 
nations (which amount to a decisive victory) by one 
side or the other. One game went clear to the end 
in a draw and another ended with a Soviet marginal 
victory; but, although 20 of the games went into 
1944 before a decisive victory was achieved, the 
typical game ended in a decisive victory or a resig- 
nation before the end of 1943. Only four of these 
games saw a decisive victory (three Axis, one 
Soviet) in the first six months of play (and one of 
the Axis victories was an "early start" game that 
commenced in May 1941) and exactly the same 
number of games saw the fall of Moscow during 
the first six months (it was immediately retaken in 
two of those four games, but the other two times 
the fall of Moscow did produce an Axis decisive 
victory). Comparing these games to those involv- 
ing less experienced players on both sides, the 
Soviets do considerably better, indicating that they 
are the easier side to play. Using smaller and less 
statistically significant numbers of experienced 
player games, the short scenario was almost exactly 
even in assorted results for both sides; scenarios 

starting in June 1942 gave the Axis a marked edge 
of 14-7 and June 1943 scenarios gave the Soviets 
a victory edge of 15-4. 

Rules presentation and format is always a 
challenge with a new game system because there 
are no games with a similar system to provide a 
tested format sample suitable for shameless 
plagiarism. Also, some care must be taken to ex- 
plain the new concepts, but this can't be overdone 
or the rulebook becomes more of a design primer 
(of marginal interest to most gamers) than an ex- 
planation of how the game is played. This would 
increase the game's price and leave no material for 
GENERAL articles. I decided to include a four-page 
Basic Game Folder to learn as well as to provide 
a short "practice" session covering the major new 
concepts in the game system for "grognards". Most 
players discover that they're doing something back- 
wards in the middle of the first few games, any- 
how, so why foul up a long game when you can 
make the same discovery during a short game? It 
helps to know how to float before you attempt to 
swim. Players are advised to read and play the Basic 
Game first as it makes learning the "real" game 
(the Advanced Game Rules) and transitioning to the 
new system much easier. The rules are basically laid 
out in the familiar sequence of play order, but the 
seperation into Basic and Advanced Rules does make 
a bit of jumping around and cross-referencing neces- 
sary. This is no problem and, indeed, makes the 
game easier to learn ifthe instructions are followed 
and the Basic Game is read and played first- 
followed by reading and playing the Advanced 
Game. Times have changed since the introduction 
of the old "classics" during the sixties when players 
would practically memorize the rules and play a new 
game repeatedly and continuously. Rules formats 
evolve to reflect new playing habits. Most players 
today tend to read over a set of rules once, play the 
game a time or two, and then move on to another 
game, returning only weeks or months later for more 
playings. To make refreshing the memory after such 
intervals easier and for reference during play, the 
rules are extensively broken up by explanatory bold 
type headings. There is an extensive table of con- 
tents referenced to these headings. And all the charts 

and tables and many notes on play are printed on 
a separate game card that is completely referenced 
to the appropriate rules sections. Despite attempt- 
ing to accomplish so many things at once, rules 
should also be kept as concise as possible. With so 
many factors to consider and incorporate, it is a 
pleasure to report that game play questions are run- 
ning far below normal. 

GAME ELEMENTS 
What does'all this come to when playing the game 

and how does all this differ from other games on 
the same topic? Competent play of RUSSIAN 
FRONT requires changing and rethinking many ac- 
quired "game tactics". The traditional method of 
comparing all-inclusive combat factors is a viable 
method of representing combat at this level (that is 
why it has been around for so long) and its abstrac- 
tions and design theory are well-understood by war- 
gamers, but much of a situation's unique "flavor" 
can be lost. The R F  system forces the players to 
think about game details in a manner more similar 
to the considerations of their historic counterparts. 
What units should be sent replacements to prepare 
for an offensive or maintain a defense? What major 
combat units and what support assets should be 
transferred to a section of the front? What should 
be the direction of an attack? Where is the best place 
to attack, and what are the chances for success there? 
Instead of worrying about that extra attack factor 
required for a perfect "3-1" attack, players have 
to look at the larger picture. The Combat Results 
Table can cause losses to both sides at any dif- 
ferential (naturally, the chances for success go up 
in the more favorable columns) and this means that 
there are few "sure things", but also means that 
there is no chance of losing half your army on one 
"attacker eliminated" result. 

Since an entire game cannot turn on the result of 
one die roll, the RF system permits the realistic (at 
this level) and effective incorporation of limited in- 
telligence rules. The hits on opposing units may not 
be examined prior to combat and, if option 19.5.2 
is used, any units not in direct contact with the 
enemy may be inverted (all Axis units have a grey 
back and all Soviet units have a red back for just 

Figure 1: Initial Blitz 



Figure 2: Assault on Leningrad 

this purpose). The order in which units are moved 
can be very important and play can be very inter- 
active. In other eames. the maior difference between 
the armies are thYe percentages*of powerful and weak 
units and the differences in movement factors. Both 
sides still fight using approximately the same offen- 
sive and defensive tactics-in RUSSIAN CAM- 
PAIGN for example, you would not normally 
consider having the Germans always attack by caus- 
ing a few "3-1" or better odds combats while the 
Soviets always attack by causing a larger number 
of "2-1" or less odds combats. Instead, bofh sides 
tend to rely primarily on fewer but higher odds at- 
tacks and their primary differences lie in how easy 
or difficult putting these attacks together can be be- 
cause of combat and movement factor differences. 
In RUSSIANFRONT, there are two different armies 
that perform to their own specifications and have 
to use their own appropriate strategies to achieve 
success. 

The Axis forces must utilize a "high risk" blitz- 
krieg strategy to have any hope of victory. In the 
Axis forces, the limited number of German panzer 
corps are at once both most powerful and the most 
mobile units and true massed schwerpunckts must 
be formed of these and properly supported from the 
air to achieve decisive breakthroughs and rapid 
advances on narrow fronts. Even later in the game, 
they are the units best suited for spoiling attacks, 
limited offensives and rearguard actions. As such 
they are the heart of the Axis armies, but their 
"high-tech" capabilities require (along with 
maintenance of their primary support, the Luftwaffe 
fliegerkorps units) a high expenditure of replace- 
ment factors (two replacement factors per hit as 
opposed to one for infantry units). The high replace- 
ment cost of keeping these units in action can be 
somewhat discounted by use of the Axis "refit" 
capability (a refitting unit replaces one hit per turn 
for no replacement expenditure [game hint: use this 
capability to the maximum]), but it is rare that 
the panzer corps can be held out of action for 
months on end to totally refit. Their relative ineffec- 
tiveness in cities and unfavorable terrain such as 
swamps, mountains and forests limits the areas 
where they can be favorably deployed. The Axis 
player is also caught in a constant one-handed 
juggling act between using replacements to keep the 
panzer and Luftwaffe units fully capable and lack- 
ing infantry to form firm fronts or keeping the in- 
fantry up to snuff and watching the panzer and air 
units approach extinction. Proper use of the Axis 
forces requires a large degree of precision and skill. 

The Soviet forces are blessed with large numbers 
of "all-arms" armies (abstracted as "infantry" 
armies in the game) that are primarily infantry and 
include some very powerful units, especially the 
Shock and Guards armies. Regarding replacement 
costs, they are relatively inexpensive to keep in 
action but lack the breakthrough and exploitation 
capabilities of the armor formations. The powerful 
infantry armies arrive only gradually, so offensive 
capability increases slowly. Powerful Soviet tank 
armies build up leisurely, until, by 1944, the Soviets 
have a definite blitzkrieg capability, but prior to that 
time overextending their few tank armies can lead 
to their being chewed up to little purpose by counter- 
attacking panzers. 

An interesting choice confronts the a Soviet player 
as the game continues. Guard units (infantry armies, 
tank armies and cavalry corps) can, when their entry 
turn arrives, be placed on the mapboard by substitut- 
ing for a standard unit of the same type or by being 
"purchased" using replacement factors. There is 
usually no hesitation in substituting a 7-6-5 Guard 
infantry for a 4-3-4 infantry or a 4-3-6 Guard cavalry 
for a 2-2-6 cavalry, but substituting a 9-7-6 Guard 
armor for a 8-6-4 unit seems much less worthwhile. 
Historically, the Soviets in every case converted 

standard tank armies to Guard status, but the game 
provides a player with the alternative of purchas- 
ing the three Guard tank armies for eight replace- 
ment factors each (24 total) and improving on the 
actual quantity of Soviet armored forces. The 
problem is that the 24 replacement factors required 
for this could otherwise be used to, say, put four 
eliminated air armies back into play. Augmenting 
the Soviet tank forces in this manner is recom- 
mended only if the Soviet side is in a superb ac- 
cumulated replacement situation; otherwise, the 
replacement points are better expended for other 
purposes. 

The Soviets are always hampered by their less 
capable primary support units, the air armies, 
although large numbers become available as the 
game progresses. Even late in the game Luftwaffe 
units can achieve air superiority over limited sections 
of the front. Soviet offensives, therefore, for most 
of the game must concentrate their attacks over 
broad fronts that will wear down and defeat large 
Axis forces and force them into large scale retreats 
to avoid total annihilation. Defensively, armies must 
be deployed in continuous lines and in depth to avoid 
deep Axis penetrations while causing unacceptable 
attrition to the expensive Axis spearheads. Proper 
use of the Soviet forces requires less precision than 
use of the Axis forces, but requires as much skill 
and an adjustment in thinking to accommodate the 
fact that most air-to-air battles will be lost and that 
even the most powerful offensives will involve some 
local defeats. Soviet players cannot afford a 
mentality that calls for a few "high-odds" attacks 
but must have the ability to see a large series of bat- 
tles as a cohesive whole. 

PLAY ELEMENTS 
Like every game, RUSSIANFRONThas a number 

of "gaming tricks" or commonly used strategies 
that work well with the game's system. The measure 
of a game's strength or weakness as a simulation 
lies in how well these "tricks" and the actual play 
of the game represents actual events. The true test 
of any game is not in how it looks in theory, but 
how well it works in practice. Drawing on my per- 
sonal experience in over 80 playings of the game 
(yes, I do like it), here are some illustrations of com- 
mon situations, their resolution and what they 
simulate. 

Initial Blitz (See Figure 1) 

The Soviet problem at the start of Barbarossa is 
that they lack the ground units to form a defense 
in depth and prevent Axis breathroughs. Soviet 
counterattacking capability is also small due to the 
lack of powerful ground units and air armies for 
support. The Axis player must ruthlessly exploit this 
advantage to destroy Soviet units and push forward 
at maximum speed. To illustrate a typical first turn, 
let's examine the northern end of the front and the 
initial operations of Army Group North (with an 
assist from a few Army Group Center units). 

Instead of moving, a reserve unit is placed on the 
German infantry corps in hex JJ4 so it will be avail- 
able for later movement during the Exploitation 
Phase, supplementing the panzer exploitation. The 
German infantry corps entering hexes I17 and KK6 
both expend an extra movement factor that will 
convert the railroads in those hexes ifthe German 
units hold those hexes at the conclusion of combat. 
The German 44-7 naval flotilla supports the coastal 
attack in NN5. The Soviet player could, but doesn't, 
send the Baltic Flotilla from Riga to also partici- 
pate in this combat. Note the German corps left in 
KK5 to block possible Soviet retreat there. Units 
can always retreat to a coastal hex if they have a 
naval unit in the same body of water. Since this is 
Turn 1, Advanced Rule 15.5 (Axis First Turn Sur- 
prise) applies and the attack factors of all the in- 
volved Axis units are modified by " + 1 ". 

A blitz unit ("4" showing) is placed on the com- 
bat in hex KK6. This is the centerpiece of the entire 
German offensive on this front. Blitz units are faced 
to show any movement factors remaining afrer an 
armored unit enters a combat hex. Blitz attacks are 
resolved before any other ground combats and any 
remaining movement factors (in this case, four) can 
be used for additional movement (at the usual costs) 
and/or combat (one movement factor per additional 
round of combat during the blitz attack) by the blitz- 
ing units. Although there are three German ground 
units in the hex, only one may be used in a round 
of combat and the Axis player uses the 8-6-6 panzer 
corps with the 4-3-10 air unit in support for " +7" 
(actually 14 to3,  or "+11", but " f 7 "  is the best 
column on the CRT) attack in hex KK6. A "1" is 
rolled, putting one hit on the panzer corps and two 
hits on the Soviet infantry corps. The Soviet player 
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decides to voluntarily retreat to LL7. After a round 
of combat, if no mandatory retreat was required by 
the combat result, the defender has the opportunity 
to voluntarily retreat followed by (if the defender 
does not retreat) an opportunity for the attacker to 
retreat. Here however, the blitzing Axis player pur- 
sues the retreating Soviet corps with the 8-6-6 pan- 
zer and the air unit, expending one movement factor 
to enter the hex, one movement factor to fight an 
additional round of combat and one movement fac- 
tor to convert the railroad in LL7 (the blitz unit is 
adjusted so that a " 1" now shows). The 6-4-6 pan- 
zer corps splits off and expends one movement fac- 
tor to enter KK7 and one movement factor to convert 
the railroad there and ends its movement. The 4-3-6 
German infantry unit remains in LL6, as infantry 
units cannot be moved as part of blitz attacks. The 
new combat in LL7 annihilates the Soviet unit with 
no further German loss. The 8-6-6 panzer corps ex- 
pends its last movement factor to enter MM7. The 
panzer schwerpunckt has punched through and 
turned back to envelop and cut retreats by adjacent 
Soviet units to ensure that there will be a big hole 
(at least three hexes wide) in the Soviet front for 
exploitation when the combat is finished. 

Without going into the gory details, the rest of 
the combats yield the following results: HH7- 
Soviet tank corps eliminated for one hit on the pan- 
zer corps; In-Soviet infantry corps retreats to II8 
with one hit for two hits on the German infantry 
corps; JJ6-Soviet infantry corps retreats into JJ7 
with two hits; KK6-Soviet tank corps is eliminated 
with one hit on the opposing infantry corps; 
MM6-Soviet tank corps retreats into NN6 carry- 
ing one hit; and NN5-Soviet infantry corps is elirni- 
nated with one hit placed on the enemy infantry 
corps. Following the combats, the German naval 
and air units are moved to base at Memel during 
the Post Combat Step. 

During the Exploitation Phase, the German in- 
fantry unit held in reserve in JJ4 moves through the 
hole in the Soviet line to JJ5, KK6, LL6, MM8, 
NN8 and NN9 (Riga)-the seventh movement fac- 
tor expended to enter Riga costs one hit, as option 
19.2 is being used (where extra movement factors 
can be expended at the cost of an equal number of 
hits). The panzer corps at HH7 enters HH8. The 
panzer corps at KK7 moves LL7, LL8, KK9, KKlO 
and KK11. The panzer corps in MM7 moves LL7, 
LL8, KK9, KK10, JJlO and II10. This nails down 
a good advance (although most of the infantry has 
been left far behind, a major problem for the Axis 
in the early months of the campaign) and leaves the 
surviving Soviet units in hexes II8, JJ7 and NN6 
out of supply (no replacements are possible and 
movement is halved) during the coming Soviet 
Phases of the Turn. The exploiting panzers could 
have plunged deeper into the enemy rear, but this 
might have left them out of supply at the start of 
their next turn (out of supply units may not move 
forward, only back toward their own supply 
sources). If the exploiting panzer corps had been 
moved further east, on the following turn the Axis 
player could possibily use air supply (if option 17.2 
is used) to permit their normal use or leave them 
in place until rail hexes are converted far enough 
east to supply them for use during the Axis Exploi- 
tation Phase. 

An Assault on Leningrad (See Figure 2) 

Leningrad can be one of the toughest nuts to crack 
on the entire mapboard. The city itself is very strong 
(" +3" as a fortress city and " + 1" for having a 
river) and it usually contains the powerful Baltic 
Fleet (5-5-7) for support. It is hard to reach by Axis 
naval support because of the dense naval minefields 
and the surrounding terrain (mostly forest and 
swamp) is hardly conducive to fast-moving blitz 

attacks. Naval operations, including minelaying and 
minesweeping, can appear deceptively unimportant 
until a place like Leningrad or Sevastopol is reached. 
Then, they can prove to be the decisive element in 
determining if they can be taken or held. Until the 
German siege artillery unit becomes available for 
support in mid-1942, the best Axis chance to take 
the city is usually to cut it off and force a surrender. 

This sample attack details an attempt to cut off 
Leningrad and demonstrates the problems and 
dangers associated with these maneuvers. The Ger- 
man infantry corps in QQ17 attacks Leningrad 
directly-this is hopeless (a " -5" attack-the worst 
column on the CRT), but like the concept of "soak- 
off '  attacks in many other games, it pins down the 
defenders. The Soviet naval and air units in Lenin- 
grad cannot interfere elsewhere while tied up in their 
own combat. The German infantry corps in PP17 
joins the panzer corps in QQ18 and enters QQ19 
for a blitz attack ("4" showing on the blitz 
counter)-the German fliegerkorps in Pskov will 
also join this combat during the Air Movement Step, 
as will the Soviet air army from Tikhvin (an 
attacker's air units are moved, followed by the 
defender's air units during the Air Movement Step, 
after all ground movement is completed). The 
Finnish infantry corps from TT19 attacks SS19, 
joined by the Finnish Air Force during the Air 
Movement Step. The German and Finnish flotillas 
are both moved forward during the Naval Move- 
ment Step to "sweep" the outer belt of Soviet 
minefields protecting Leningrad in RR17 and SS18. 

The blitz attack in QQ19 starts with the air-to- 
air combat between the German and Soviet air units. 

In any combat hex, the air-to-air combats are 
resolved fist, followed by the ground attacks (which 
may be supported by victorious or unopposed air 
and naval units). With a German attack factor of 
"4" and a Soviet defense factor of "2", this is a 
" +2" attack. A "1" is rolled and the German unit 
takes two hits to the Soviet unit's single hit. This 
leaves both units only one hit from elimination, but 
the Soviet player can't stand the heat and voluntarily 
retreats the air army into 4420. The panzer corps 
supported by the German air unit then makes a 
" +7" attack that results in two hits on the Soviet 
army and one hit on the panzer corps. Again, the 
Soviet player chooses to retreat to 4420. 

This opens up RR19 to the blitzing panzer corps, 
although the marshy terrain there means that all re- 
maining blitz attack movement factors are expended 
when the panzer corps enters the hex (three to enter 
the hex and one for the coming combat) accom- 
panied by the batteredfliegerkorps. The 5-4-6 Ger- 
man infantry corps is left behind as the panzers and 
Stukas roll north. In RR19, the Soviet army's "3" 
defense factor is increased by one for the river and 
by one for the marsh, plus the support of the naval 
flotilla (" +2"), giving the Soviets a total value of 
seven for the combat. Note that naval units in a base 
(port city) hex under ground attack are not used in 
a separate naval combat before the ground combat 
is resolved, but are used only for support of the 
ground combat in that hex. The panzer corps, up 
to its idlers in muck, has its "8" attack factor 
reduced by three for the marsh (the terrain in a hex 
can influence both attacker and defender), but the 
air unit still adds " +4" in support, so the Axis has 

Figure 3: On to Kharkov 



a total value of nine for the combat. This gives them 
a " +2" attack, and a "2" is rolled. This puts two 
hits on each side (marked on the Soviet army and 
German panzer units). Nobody wants to voluntarily 
retreat, so an identical second combat round is 
fought. This time a "3" is rolled so both sides take 
one hit, but the attacker must retreat. The Axis 
player decides to use Option 20.1 to ignore the man- 
datory retreat by taking an extra hit. One hit is 
marked on the Soviet flotilla and two more hits on 
the German panzer corps (five hits total now 
indicated on the panzers). Both sides grit their teeth, 
there are no retreats and there is a third combat 
round. Another "3" is rolled. The Soviet player 
takes his hit on the army, which eliminates it and 
forces the flotilla (with nothing left to support) to 
retreat. The Soviet player could have chosen to mark 
the hit on the flotilla (eliminating it instead of the 
army), but wants to keep it to maintain a supply line 
across Lake Ladoga to hex SS20 for the Soviet 
Phases. The Axis player takes his hit on the flie- 
gerkorps, which causes its elimination but the 
mandatory attacker retreat can be ignored because 
the last Soviet ground unit was eliminated in the 
same round of combat. The mauled panzer corps 
retains sole possession of hex RR19. 

In other combats, both Axis naval units sweep 
their minefields (unopposed); the attack on Lenin- 
grad is duly repulsed with (luckily for the Axis) only 
one hit. The Finnish " +3" attack in SS19 puts one 
hit on the Soviet Marines, who voluntarily retreat 
to SS20. During the Post Combat Steps, all the sur- 
viving air and naval units return to their original 
bases, except for the Soviet naval flotilla, which goes 
to Volkhov, and the air army in Leningrad, which 
is moved to join the other air army using Tikhvin 
as a base (up to two air units may be based in the 
same city hex). If this air army had been left based 
at Leningrad, it would have been "out of supply" 
and could not be used for combat during the Soviet 
half of the turn. Leningrad is well and truly cut off. 
The two Soviet units in hex SS20 are not out of sup- 
ply, because they are in a shore hex of Lake Ladoga, 
a body of water where the Soviet player still has 
a naval unit. The weakness in the Axis position is 
that no Germanfliegerkorps remains available (air 
units may only support ground units of the same 
nationality) and the panzer corps in RR19 is so 
weakened that serious consideration should be given 
during the Axis Exploitation Phase to moving it back 
to the protection of the infantry in QQ19-but this 
is not done and the panzer corps remains in RR19. 

During the Soviet Phases, the Soviet player uses 
replacements to eliminate all the hits on Soviet units. 
An attack is then launched to break the ring and 
relieve Leningrad. The 4-34 army from SS20 enters 
hex RR19, later to be joined for support by the 
flotilla from Volkhov and by one of the air units 
from T i v i n .  The Soviet army at 4420 moves and 
attacks QQ19 (" + 1"); with a little luck, this com- 
bat will broaden the corridor to Leningrad. The 
other air army at Tikhvin is moved during the Air 
Movement Step to attack the Finnish air force at 
Vyborg-this is a lousy attack (" -2"), because the 
Finns are " +2" when defending their own base 
against a purely air attack, but it will keep the 
Finnish flyboys from attempting to interfere with 
the decisive attack at RR19. (Although the Finnish 
air unit could not support the German panzer corps, 
it could have fought and possibly driven off the 
Soviet air army supporting the RR19 attack.) 
Regardless of the results of the other combats, the 
Soviet player has a "+5" attack in RR19 and this 
guarantees (there will be at least one hit on the 
defender) the destruction of the panzer corps and 
the opening of a supply route through RR19 to 
Leningrad. Overall, although some ground was 
gained (SS19) and some minefields were swept, the 
month-long series of battles around Leningrad 
proved to be a costly Axis fiasco. 

On To Kharkov (See Figure 3) 

This is used as an example of a typical Soviet 
"broad front" offensive. The main Soviet objec- 
tive is Kharkov and, rather than drive straight at 
it with the fairly unimpressive forces available which 
would simply create a narrow (and vulnerable) 
salient centered around P20 and 021 followed by 
bitter fighting for the city, the Soviet player is 
launching a series of attacks to the north and south 
of the city. If all goes well, this will cause unac- 
ceptable attrition and eventually cause an Axis 
retreat along the entire front or pocket the Khar- 
kov defenders and permit the capture of the city 
without the need for a costly combat through the 
streets. Kursk is also threatened. (Actually, more 
directly threatened than Kharkov-this is a partial 
feint that may force the Axis player to worry more 
about Kursk and draw Axis strength from closer to 
Kharkov.) The German panzer corps in Q19 is 
marked with a reserve counter which allows it to 
be moved after the Soviet ground movements are 
completed. The air units are moved to support the 
ground forces in the normal manner during the Air 
Movement Step. 

The combats are resolved as follows: V22-("0") 
two Soviet to one German hit, and the Soviet army 
voluntarily retreats to V23 (this looked like a " +2" 
when the offensive started, but the shifting of the 
reserve panzer corps to the hex changed that); 
T21-("0") one Soviet hit, the Soviet army volun- 
tarily retreating to T22; S22-air-to-air (" + 1 ") 
results in one Rumanian hit and a voluntary retreat 
by the Rumanian air unit (staying for another round 
of air-to-air combat with one hit would entail a 516s 
chance of elimination), ground and air (" +7") 
gives the Rumanian mountain corps three hits and 
eliminates it; R21-("+4") one hit each and the 
Rumanian corps voluntarily retreats to R20; 
021-("- 1") each side takes two hits, the Axis 
player takes them on his air unit to avoid the elimi- 
nation of the infantry corps and the Soviet army 
voluntarily retreats to 022 (the movement of the 
fliegerkorps to this hex spoiled what originally 
looked like a " +2" attack; N21-("+2") two 
German hits, the German infantry corps retreats to 
N20; and M22-("+3") one Axis hit and the 
German unit voluntarily retreats to M21. During 
the Post Combat Steps, all air units return to their 
original base hexes. As these examples should make 
obvious, multiple rounds of combat in one hex are 
rather rare and are usually restricted to important 
hexes when the odds are close or to hexes from 
which retreat is impossible. 

This was a successful opening, with very favor- 
able Soviet attrition. Losses will cost the Soviets 
only six replacements to repair, while Axis losses 
call for fourteen replacements for full recovery. The 
Soviet player conservatively passes up the oppor- 
tunity to occupy S21 with the tank army in S22 dur- 
ing the Exploitation Phase as this would leave the 
tank army vulnerable to a counterattack. Although 
the Axis line is intact, except for the hole at S21 
left by the destruction of the Rumanian moun- 
taineers, what can be done in response depends on 
the situation along the rest of the front. If a unit is 
available and if partisans have not wrecked all Axis 
rail capacity, a new infantry unit might be shipped 
to the front to plug the hole at S21. If this is not 
possible, the hole will have to be blocked by the 
panzer corps, thus eliminating the last Axis local 
reserve. If few replacements are available, the 
position is already untenable, as the next Soviet turn 
could see the destruction of as many as five ravaged 
Axis infantry corps-the Axis player would do better 
to retreat the whole line four hexes to beyond the 
reach of most of the Soviet units. Assuming that 
enough replacements and/or reinforcements are 
forthcoming, the Axis player might consider using 
the panzer corps as a "fire brigade" to help attri- 
tion matters a bit and recover a good defensive hex 

by joining the Rumanian infantry in R20 to counter- 
attack R21 with the support of the Germanflieger- 
korps (" +4", assuming that the air unit can win 
its "+2" air-to-air combat in the event of inter- 
vention by a Soviet air army or armies). 

Pinching Off A Salient (See Figure 4) 

Since the non-phasing side can commit support 
and reserve units after the attacker's dispositions 
are complete, and since the Combat Results Table 
provides a wide variety of results, it is usually im- 
possible to guarantee the success of a whole series 
of attacks. Normally, some units will advance into 
a.new hex while others will retreat and this may 
leave small exposed salients vulnerable to an enemy 
counterattack. Reducing these salients cannot only 
eliminate powerful spearheads but may even help 
shorten the front. In this example, the Soviet 5-4-4 
army occupies such a salient. 

The combat in T16 should be fought first-the 
Soviet 5-44 army cannot retreat into S17 or T17, 
as there are combats still going on here, so the 
Soviets can probably be destroyed (" +7" attack). 
The holding actions in S17 and T17 may or may 
not be successful, but elimination of the 5 4 4  should 
produce a very favorable loss ratio. 

Rearguard Actions (See Figure 5) 

The zones of control exerted by ground units in 
RUSSIAN FRONT are very tenuous and the game 
instead incorporates a mechanism called "response 
movement" that permits a non-phasing unit to force 
combat with an enemy unit moving from one of its 
ZOC hexes to another. Against a weak enemy, this 
permits one unit to screen a long (three hexes wide) 
stretch of front, although the game normally requires 
continuous fronts. Against a strong and numerous 
attacker, a screen has no chance. One enemy unit 
moves into the defender's hex, forcing it into com- 
bat and negating its zone of control, and the rest 
of the enemy units move past uninterruptedly into 
the defender's rear. 

It is not unusual for defending units to win a com- 
bat in their hex while combats in adjacent hexes to 
either side are lost, leaving the victorious defender 
out of supply or at least so placed that its retreat 
can be halted by enemy response moves. Armored 
units make effective "rearguards" by moving to 
attack the flanking enemy units to rescue trapped 
defenders who can then move back to safety. The 
armored units can then use their Exploitation Phase 
to rejoin the main defense line after combat, as in 
this example. 

Early in the game, the Soviets (as usual) are in 
trouble and one of their best units-a 6-54 army 
(among others)-is partially surrounded, although 
it is not out of supply. If simply moved back to 
GG15, either or both of the German corps in FF14 
or HH14 can response move to trap the powerful 
Soviet unit short of the defensive line the Soviet 
player is struggling to establish just to the west of 
Smolensk. Since the Soviet infantry corps in GG14 
already has two hits and is just about gone anyway, 
this is moved in HH14 to combat that German corps 
in a hopeless holding action. The tank corps in 
GG15 then enters FF14 (later to be joined by the 
Soviet air army from Smolensk) to tie up that Ger- 
man corps while bracing up the other shoulder of 
the GG hex row gap. These attacks prevent any pos- 
sible response movements and the Soviet 6-54 can 
retire up to four hexes to the east to join the new 
defense line. Although the Soviet infantry corps 
fighting in HH14 can be written off, if the tank corps 
survives one round of combat (" +3", unless a 
Germanfliegerkorps is sent to intervene), it can use 
its Exploitation Phase movement to fall back and 
also join the new defensive line. 



Figwe 4: Pinching off a Salient 

Moving Pockets (See Figure 6) 

Encirclement battles can lead to "moving 
pockets", which are a problem for the Axis player 
in RUSSIAN FRONTin the summer and fall of 1941 
and for the Soviet player in the latter stages of the 
game, as they were in the actual campaign. Spear- 
heads manage to encircle or "pocket" enemy units, 
but the encircling forces are too thin on the ground 
to prevent breakouts by at least some of the enemy 
units, which remain in existence for at least another 
turn and must be fought or surrounded again. All 
the Soviet units in the example except the army at 
DD18 are out of supply (ZOCs can cut supply routes 
unless an enemy ground unit occupies the ZOC hex), 
but the German encirclement is thin and incomplete 
and the German's penetration into the Soviet rear 
has not been too deep. The Soviet 6-54 army enters 
EE18 to combat the panzer corps there while the 
army in GG18 moves to combat the other panzer 
corps in GG19, leaving the Soviet tank and infan- 
try corps free to move (half speed since they started 
out of supply) through the gap in the FF hex row. 
The two attacking Soviet units will take their knocks 
in one round of combat only, then voluntarily retreat 
east. All Soviet units (somewhat bloodied) have 
escaped the pocket for at least one turn and can fight 
again. 

STRATEGIC ELEMENTS 
A player's strategy at any stage of the game 

depends on the relative strengths and positions of 
the sides. At the start of a full game, the Axis player 
must make a decision as to where to make the major 
effort. Unlike RUSSLPN CAMPAIGN, the various 
units in each Axis army group in June 1941 are not 
restricted to attacking the Soviet military district 
directly opposite, but may be shifted to attack at any 
point that can be reached from their initial place- 
ment areas. There are initially ten German panzer 
corps and five air units available with Army Groups 
North, Center and South and another panzer corps 
which becomes available on Turn 2. These are the 
most important offensive units and their employ- 
ment defines the major offensive effort. 

The panzer corps can be launched to the north 
or south of the Pript Marshes and, once committed, 
shifts from one major axis of advance to another 
can be time-consuming. Normally, the Axis player 
should consider a major effort involving seven or 
eight panzer and three to four air units on one side 
of the marshes and the remainder on the other side 
for the "minor" effort. A smaller minor effort 

would tend to stall that advance and a smaller major 
effort (say, with a roughly even split of the panzer 
and air units on either side of the marshes) would 
lack the individual "punch" in either sector to 
provide the rapid advances needed for an Axis 
victory. Making the major effort north of the Pripet 
Marshes endangers a large number of important 
Soviet cities (including Leningrad and Moscow) and 
the area includes a convenient rail network to sup- 
ply the advance, but the terrain is rough and, in 
many areas, not favorable for blitzkrieg operations. 
A major southern effort provides ideal tank country 
but, in the early stages of the advance, less cities 
for capture and a far less conveniently situated rail 
network-Kiev and the Dnieper River line must be 
cleared before any southern panzers are in position 
to make really major conquests. 

During most of 1941, it is springtime for Hitler 
and Germany as the Axis side should be able to 
sweep deep into the Russian heartland. Careful 
attention should be paid to converting railroad hexes 
with infantry units to keep the drive in supply (a 
ground unit must be within five unblocked hexes 
from a friendly railroad hex or rnapboard edge to 
be supplied). Initially, do not waste time and units 
trying to repair all the railroad hexes; only convert 
those essential to keep the offensive moving, as other 
hexes can be converted later. Seize cities with an 
eye to their use as forward airfields. Do not waste 
the panzers in attacks close to Leningrad unless the 
Soviet player has left that part of the front remark- 
ably weak or it has already been determined that 
Leningrad is to be the ultimate objective of the initial 
northern drive and Moscow will be ignored for 
1941. Have a plan. Be firm about objectives, but 
flexible in the methods used to obtain them. It is 
easy to get sidetracked and send off panzer corps 
in every direction to grab attractive secondary 
objectives. Except during the first turn, to exploit 
the Axis First Turn Surprise rule and wear down 
the Soviet fronts, do not bum up Axis strength 
attacking every Soviet unit that can be reached. Use 
blitz attacks and exploit gaps in the enemy line to 
penetrate into the rear and leave by-passed Soviet 
units out of supply. Even if some Soviet units can 
attack to break out of encirclements, the encircling 
units can be defensively supported by air units that 
were busy elsewhere during the Axis Phases-this 
allows the use of air units during the same 
turn. All of this will leave much of the Axis strength 
straggling up from far behind the rampaging panzer 
spearheads and care, especially after October 1941, 
must be taken to avoid becoming overextended. 

Although the German units definitely consitute 
the bulk and quality of the Axis armies, the assorted 
Axis allies can still play a useful role in the initial 
blitzkrieg. The Finns provide far and away the best 
allied force, although they lack mobility and are 
"brittle" due to the low Finnish replacement rate. 
Hango may or may not be stormed immediately to 
secure the rear; but, if the attack is made, definitely 
do not commit the Finnish flotilla to this attack or 
a sortie by the Soviet Baltic Fleet (non-phasing naval 
units may be moved to react to moves by enemy 
naval units) could defeat the attack. The main 
Finnish effort for the first few turns should be to 
drive south to Leningrad to both threaten the city 
and tie up Soviet forces and replacements that could 
be profitably deployed elsewhere. A secondary 
effort involving one infantry corps should be made 
to convert the rails leading to Petrozavodsk, and, 
after the August reinforcements are brought forward 
and the outskirts of Leningrad are srcured, this 
effort should be converted into a full-blown drive 
on Petrozavodsk and the Svir River by winter. Leave 
the 3-34 corps in Helsinki to guard against a pos- 
sible Soviet Marine amphibious landing (if Option 
17.5 is used) or an attack from Hango; later, con- 
sideration should be given to laying a belt of 
minefields in the Gulf of Finland to close it to Soviet 
naval forces. 

To the south, the other allies are weaker, but the 
Hungarian and Rumanian mechanized corps can be 
useful in maneuvering over the steppes and the in- 
fantry can be used to convert railroad hexes. On 
the first turn, be sure to garrison Constanta (prob- 
ably with a Rumanian infantry corps) and Bucharest 
(probably with the Rumanian cavalry corps) to 
secure these from a possible raid by the Soviet 2nd 
Cavalry Corps, which will probably be lurking in 
the marshes along the Black Sea coast. Initially, 
fronts in the south will be very porous. As the 
advance accelerates, these garrisons can be brought 
forward. 

During the summer and autumn of 1941, the 
Soviet player may start to feel that the onslaught 
is unstoppable, but an attempt must be made to con- 
tain it. Garrison and hold Odessa as long as pos- 
sible and keep the 51st Army in Sevastopol. Use 
naval units to support coastal operations, but beware 
of the Luftwaffe and especially careful not to lose 
the Baltic Fleet before it can get back to Leningrad. 
Try to build up solid fronts blocking advances on 
the most irnporfunt objectives and deny access to 
important railroad hexes. Even an isolated front of 
two or three units placed in and around distant but 
important points such as Rostov and and Voronezh 
as winter closes in can stall the final Axis lurch for- 
ward and keep these places in Soviet hands. Don't 
hesitate to sacrifice the brown corps to keep the more 
powerful red army units in being or to cover with- 
drawals to avoid total destruction. Defend as far 
west as possible, but do everything practical to en- 
sure the survival of the better units. Don't be afraid 
to retreat when necessary. If the choice is losing 
a city or losing a city and the defending units, kiss 
the city goodbye and show a clean pair of heels. 
Don't risk losing five or six units while attempting 
to "save" one or two units. Pay close attention to 
the situa~ion and anticipate Axis airbase and rail 
needs; in many cases, dropping off a sacrificial corps 
in a city forces the Axis player to deploy ajieger- 
korps in reducing it to secure the needed airbaselrail 
hex and this is one less air unit available that turn 
to attack the main front. Use your own air armies 
judiciously to prevent ground unit eliminations (even 
if this sometimes calls for marking a hit on a sup- 
porting air army instead of on the ground unit) and 
to support ground units in key hexes if the use gives 
a chance of preventing a breakthrough; often, 
preventing just one unit elimination andlor break- 
through can prevent exploitation and stall an entire 



Axis front for an entire month. Watch for over- 
extended panzers and try the occasional counter- 
attack if there is an opportunity to destroy an isolated 
spearhead unit. Only a few successful counterattacks 
that eliminate panzer corps are required to reduce 
a cocky Kraut to a hanied Hun. Keep cool and don't 
get discouraged. Whistle Slavic folk tunes. Hope 
for an early winter. 

Then the snows come! Winter 1941-42 found the 
Axis armies woefully unprepared for cold weather. 
During all snow months during this "first winter" 
period (weather is determined by die roll and may 
vary on the different panels of the mapboard), all 
Axis ground units (except mountain corps and the 
Finns) have their combat factors reduced by one and 
two of the powerful Germanfliegerkorps are with- 
drawn (historically, one went to the Mediterranean 
and the other back to Germany to rest and refit). 
Axis infantry is strung all across the mapboard and 
the panzer spearheads (probably considerably 
weakened by hits) maintain a precarious "front 
line" to the east. Powerful Soviet reinforcements, 
especially the Shock armies and new air armies, also 
arrive at just this time. If the Axis is anywhere close 
to victory at this point and the Soviets are, in spite 
of their winter advantages, too weak for serious 
counter-offensives, the Axis just about has the game 
wrapped up. The Soviet player must use this favor- 
able period to attack and recapture cities, to drive 
the Axis lines back from threatened cities, and to 
weaken the Axis forces to hinder and delay their 
1942 offensive. Don't wait! Start attacking in 
November or December while the panzers are hold- 
ing isolated forward positions waiting for most of 
their infantry. A word of warning to the Soviet play- 
er: Do not overextend these offensives as Stalin did 
historically. When the snows end, those panzers can 
rapidly regain their ability to smash up prodigious 
quantities of exposed Soviet units. 

The coming of good weather in 1942 (this also 
applies to games starting in 1942) forces the Axis 
player to make another major decision, probably 
the most important since his choice of whether to 
make the major effort to the north or south of the 
Pripet Marshes at the start of the game. The two 
wandering fliegerkorps return in May and June as 
well as a more powerful Rumanian air unit, a horde 
of allied infantry corps and the German seige 
artillery unit. Replacements reach the Axis high 
point for the game (it is all downhill from here) and 
permit shattered units to recuperate to a presentable 
condition. The Soviets are infinitely more power- 
ful than a year earlier, have more support available, 
and stretch across the map in a continuous line that 
probably has some depth at selected points. If play- 
ing the 1942 scenario, the Soviet line contains some 
tempting salients, notably a large one to the north 
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of Smolensk. Consider very carefully before decid- 
ing to mass offensive forces to cut off this salient, 
as the ground is not favorable for the blitzkrieg, 
there are no cities to capture, and the completion 
of this offensive will leave much of your striking 
power in the midst of a maze of forests, marshes 
and mountains. Any plan that envisions this maneu- 
ver should look on it as merely the preliminary to 
a sweep to outflank Moscow to the north. 

Any serious Axis 1942 offensive will require a 
very powerful striking forces; probably at least five 
or six full-strength panzer corps, powerful German 
infantry and as many fliegerkorps and allied air 
forces as can be spared from the rest of the front. 
A proper RUSSIAN FRONT offensive is not some- 
thing that you and the other kids can stage in Dad's 
barn. Planning is a required, as the ground and sup- 
port forces must be amassed and available to carry 
out long and powerful offensives that can gain lots 
of ground. Take a look at the dispositions of the 
German army groups at the start of the1941 offen- 
sive. They were as massed and ready to uncoil and 
strike as a hungry rattlesnake. That mass can't be 
matched in 1942, but a smaller version should be 
attempted. 

Where is the offensive to be made giving the best 
chance for an Axis victory? Check that "Victory 
Points Chartw-just what is required at this point 
in the game? Leningrad, assuming that it is still in 
Soviet hands, is tempting but, as shown in the 
example above, is a poor area for the blitzkrieg. 
This would primarily be an infantry battle, with the 
seige artillery brought forward and available for a 
final direct assault on the city and heavy air sup- 
port required to allow the Axis flotillas to sweep 
the Leningrad minefields. Planning for this attack 
while using the panzers for a more "limited" offen- 
sive to the south splits up the air support assets and 
runs the risk that both offensives will fall "just 
short" of achieving their objectives. Moscow should 
always be in the back of each player's mind. Not 
the best blitzkrieg terrain, but passable. Are the Axis 
lines close enough to make a drive feasible, espe- 
cially, assuming Soviet player competence, since 
this front is precisely the one that should be the best 
defended? 

Then how about the south? This is the reasoning 
that got Hitler where he is today, but there are many 
good arguments for an Axis southern strategy. 
Voronezh, Rostov and Stalingrad are all extra 
objective point replacement cities and, in addition, 
the capture of Rostov andlor Maikop oilfields will 
not only reduce Soviet replacements but increase 
Axis replacements. The terrain is ideal for a blitz- 
krieg and the southern part of the line is so long 
that there are bound to be some weak spots in the 
line. If Sevastopol can be reduced (and it can, if 
the seige artillery unit is used there), the far southern 
flank is secure and a subsidiary attack across the 
Kerch Straits can be used to expand the Soviet front 
and stretch it to the limit. A rapid and successful 
blitz toward Voronezh leaves open the chance for 
a follow-up drive to the south or, possibly, a gleam- 
ing opportunity to outflank Moscow from the south. 
A disadvantage is that the Hungarian, Italian and 
Rumanian units must, under the rules, be employed 
only on the southern half of the mapboard, mean- 
ing that good German infantry must be left up north 
to hold the line and the weak allied corps must be 
employed to hold large portions of the vast southern 
Axis line. If the Axis side is too weak for a major 
1942 offensive, the Soviets just about have the game 
wrapped up. It's now or never. The Soviets must 
be decisively beaten or at least severely weakened 
in 1942. Axis thumb-twiddling through the summer 
of 1942 will only allow the Soviets to uninter- 
ruptedly mass their superior replacements and re- 
inforcements for a barn-burner of an offensive by 
late 1942 or early 1943. 

By late 1942 or early 1943, if no one has secured 
a decisive victory, the roles of the players should 
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permanently change. The Axis forces are now stra- 
tegically on the defensive while the Soviets must take 
the offensive and regain lots of ground just to avoid 
an Axis victory caused by the Axis forces doing 
better than they did historically. Looking at the 1943 
scenario set-up and balance of forces, one becomes 
convinced that the old "rug chewer" was com- 
pletely out of his mind to contemplate a major 1943 
offensive, but, hmmmm . . . if the Soviet player 
fails to pack that exposed Kursk salient with ample 
troops, there's always a chance . . . Think that one 
through very carefully. The situation at this stage 
of a campaign game may be more or less favorable 
to the players than the actual 1943 situation. 
Although Hitler and Stalin both made some grave 
errors in the real campaign (they had, after all, only 
the one playtest), players usually find ways to make 
their own original mistakes. Now it is the time for 
the Soviet player to make major offensive decisions. 
The Soviets should have enough powerful armies 
and air support to initiate a number of broad-front 
body blows that will bleed the Axis white and force 
either their annihilation at the front or extensive 
withdrawals. 

To the north, the terrain-as always-favors the 
defenders but it is always useful to put Leningrad 
out of danger or, if necessary, to recapture the place 
and drive back the Finns. This can be a gradual all- 
infantry drive backed by an air army or two. It is 
usually not useful or necessary to totally overrun 
Finland as these troublesome Balts will automati- 
cally surrender in September 1944 if Leningrad is 
in Soviet hands and, isolated from the rest of the 
front as they are, it is more profitable just to sit on 
the defensive with an occasional attack to keep the 
Finns in line while major offensive assets are massed 
further south. The best way to deal with German 
Army North is to ignore it and exert just enough 
pressure and a few local attacks to prevent the move- 
ment of reserves south while outflanking its strong 
defensive lines with drives further south. 

South of the Baltic States, the Soviet player should 
amass for a number of broad front offensives aimed 
generally at Smolensk-Minsk in the center and Kiev- 
Hungary-Rumania in the south. Normally the open 
terrain and inept allied units to the south call for 
major offensive steamrollers through the Ukraine 
with subsidiary offensives in the center; but mak- 
ing the major effort in the center or roughly halv- 
ing the efforts are certainly viable alternatives given 
the Soviet offensive strength and supporting assets. 
Keep up a continuous pounding on the Axis forces 
to prevent them from regrouping and replacing 
losses. All this fighting will lead to heavy Soviet 
losses, but, since there should be far more armies 
available than can be profitably used at the front, 

Continued on Page 40, Column 3 



RUSSIAN FRONT PLUS 

RUSSIAN CAMPAIGN was good-but RUSSIAN 
FRONTis even better! The Avalon Hill Game Com- 
pany's newest game simulating that portion of 
World War I1 between Russia and Germany, oper- 
ates on the same scale as RUSSIAN CAMPAIGN 
(armytcorps level) but it depicts this conflict in far 
greater detail. RUSSIAN FRONT is just the game 
for those who like more detail than is found in 
RUSSIAN CAMPAIGN but who do not want to drive 
every tank in the German army as one has to do 
in monster games dealing with the Eastern Front. 

Because of the additional detail neatly incorpo- 
rated into RUSSIAN FRONT, the potential for 
simulating variant situations is tremendous. The var- 
iants presented in this article are intended to exploit 
a small part of that potential. Players may use these 
variants to examine how various historical factors 
and events might have altered the outcome of this 
campaign. Since the use of variant rules can drasti- 
cally change the game's balance, it is suggested that 
players use variants that are neutral or pairs of 
variants that each favor one side. A variant that 
favors the Axis is marked A, one that favors the 
Soviets is marked S and a variant that favors neither 
side ("neutral") is marked N. Even this will not 
rebalance the game, but the whole purpose of these 
variants is to explore these effects. Copies of units 
required for some of the variants are included in 
this issue's insert. Unless otherwise mentioned, all 
original game rules are unchanged. 

Variants for the Latest Invasion 
By James E. Meldrum 

I. NEUTRAL BALKANS (S): 
This variant assumes that the Balkans remained 

neutral throughout the war. Consequently, 
Rumanian and Hungarian units may never be used 
and German forces may not begin the game in either 
country. The German Black Sea flotilla starts any 
1941 scenario with Army Group North and in the 
same hex as the German Baltic Flotilla in other 
scenarios. The Gennan ground units in Rumania in 
1941 start with Army Group South. Italian rein- 
forcements use Germany as their "home country" 
and "other" replacements (which apply only to the 
Italians in this case) are cut to one and are avail- 
able only on Turns whose number is divisible by 
four from Turn 16 (Sept. '42) to Turn 24 (May '43). 
Neither side may enter any Rumanian or Hungarian 
hex with any units. The Axis side still gets the one 
replacement from the Ploesti oilfields throughout 
the game. 

11. NEUTRAL FINLAND (S): 
This variant assumes that Finland remained neu- 

tral throughout the war. Consequently, Finnish units 
may never be used. The German 18th Mountain 
Corps arrives in Germany in August 1941 instead 
of in Finland. The Soviet 19th and 27th armies are 
not withdrawn on Turn 10 (March '42). Neither side 
may enter any Finnish hex with any unit. 

111. CHANGED ITALIAN 
PARTICIPATION: 

Zhis variant presents two options on Axis Mediter- 
ranean strategy that could have affected the Eastern 
Campaign. 

a. No Italian Participation (A): In this option, Ger- 
many does not go to Italy's aid in North Africa, 
causing Italy to shoulder almost the entire burden 
for the war in the south. 

1) No Italian units are used in any scenario and 
the "other" replacements are reduced'by one on 

all turns divisible by four from Turn 16 (Sept. '42) 
to Turn 24 (May '43). 

2) German replacements are increased by one per 
turn from Turn 2 (July '41) through Turn 8 (Jan. 
'42). 

3) The Afrika Korps was never sent to North 
Africa and is available in the east until the inevit- 
able early Italian collapse. The extra "AK" air and 
armored units from the insert may be added to the 
forces starting in Rumania in 1941 (note: if variant 
1 is also used, the air unit is set up with Army Group 
North). Both of these units must be withdrawn on 
Turn 9 (Feb. '42). 

b. Greater German Support for Italy (S): In this 
option German support for Italy in North Africa is 
increased. 

1) German replacements are reduced by one for 
Turns 2 (July '41) through 27 (Sept. '43). 

2) Italian units are not removed on Turn 28 (Sept. 
'43). 

3) "Other" replacements are increased by one 
on Turns 28, 32, 36, 40 and 42. 

IV. MORE ACTIVE AXIS ALLIES (A): 
The Hungarians enter the war immediately. Any 

German units normally set up in Rumania may be 
set up in Hungary instead and Rule 4.4.2 is sus- 
pended. The Finns may pursue the war more 
vigorously than they did historically by modifying 
11.2.2 so that Finnish units may now move any- 
where on mapboard panels "A" and "B" at any 
time. 

V. NO PARTISANS (A): 
One of the major reasons that Soviet partisans 

were so active was because of the brutal Nazi 
occupation policies. This not only provided partisan 
recruits but gave them the local support necessary 
for effective operations. In this variant, the Nazis 
opt for a more reasonable occupation policy and par- 
tisan replacements and the Partisan Activity Step 
are not used. 

VI. BETTER AXIS WINTER 
PREPARATION (A): 

In this variant, the Axis forces are prepared 
for the harsh Russian winter and Rule 15.6 is 
suspended. 

VII. GERMAN PARATROOPER 
JUMP CAPACITY (A): 

In this variant, the German parachute corps is 
assumed to be able to conduct airborne operations. 
Apply optional Rule 17.3 to this German corps. 

VIII. NO LEND-LEASE (A): 
This variant supposes that, for several reasons, 

the Western Allies decided not to extend unlimited 
lend-lease to the Soviet Union. For this variant, the 
Lend-Lease rules (13.2.1.2.3) are not used and, to 
reflect the effect this would have had on mobility 
of the Soviet forces (most trucks and half-tracks used 
came from the West), all Guards armies (this does 
not include Guard cavalry corps) have their move- 
ment factor decreased to "4" and their attack fac- 
tor decreased by one. 

IX. JAPANESE INVASION (A): 
As the Gennans advanced toward Moscow, Stalin 

sporadically worried about the threat of Japanese 
intervention in Siberia that would cause reinforce- 
ments needed at Moscow to remain in the Far East. 
These fears were never realized, but suppose they 
were? To simulate the effects of a Japanese attack, 
the Soviet player must choose one of the following 
during the Turn 6 (Nov. '41) Victory Level Phase: 

a) None of the Turn 7 (Dec. '41) or Turn 8 (Jan. 
'42) reinforcements arrive. These units are treated 
as eliminated, although the red counters can be pur- 
chased later using replacment factors. 

b) The reinforcements arrive on schedule, but the 
victory level is automatically shifted one level in 
the Axis favor (i.e., an Axis " + 1" would become 
an Axis "+2"). Soviet replacement factors are 
reduced by two per turn from Turn 8 (Jan. '42) on. 

X. MORE GERMAN MOTORIZATION 
(A) : 

This variant has two parts, either one of which 
may be selected for use. 

a) Historically, the Russian mud hindered both the 
Axis and Soviet forces because both utilized large 
numbers of trucks that depended on the almost non- 
existent roads. This variant assumes that the Ger- 
mans produced enough tracked and half-tracked ve- 
hicles to completely equip their armored formations. 
As a result, the movement cost to enter clear and 
forest hexes is reduced to "2" during mud weather 
for all German armored units. 
b) In this variant the Germans have increased 
production of trucks enough to equip all ground units 
except parachute, cavalry, and mountain corps with 
some form of motorized transportation. The move- 
ment factor of all German infantry corps is increased 
to "8". 

XI. UPGRADED SOVIET ARMY (S): 
This variant is based on the assumption that the 

purges of the late 1930s, which decimated Soviet 
military leadership, never took place. Players may 
depict this possibility by having all Soviet reinforce- 
ments arrive one turn earlier than normal through- 
out the game. 

XII. FORTIFICATIONS 0: 
Fortification units are available to both sides in 

limited quantities (the countermix in the insert). 
Variants 13 and 17 require the use of fort$cation 
units or they may be incorporated into any game. 

a) These units can be constructed in any land hexes 
not containing a major or fortress city; completed 
fortification units add an additional " +2" to defend- 
ing ground units' defense factors. Fortification units 
have no effect on other terrain in a hex. 

b) Available pairs of fortification units may be pur- 
chased during a Replacement Step for an expendi- 
ture of one replacement factor per pair. Fortification 
units are placed on the mapboard at the end of the 
same turn's Ground Movement Step. 

c) Fortification units may only be placed in a hex 
containing a friendly ground unit. When placed, they 
should be inverted to show that they are "under wn- 
struction". They have no value while under con- 
struction. 

d) Fortifications are turned upright and are com- 
pleted and ready for use at the end of the following 
turn's Ground Movement Step. 



e) Fortification units are eliminated anytime an 
enemy ground unit enters a fortification hex that 
does not contain a friendly ground unit, or whenever 
all the friendly ground units in a hex are eliminated 
and/or retreat from the hex. A player may also 
voluntarily eliminate any of his fortification units 
at anv time. Eliminated fortification units are avail- 
able t o  be rebuilt elsewhere. 
f) Add six completed fortification units to both sides' 
available countermix for the start of the 1942 and 
1943 scenarios. 
g) The German "ST" artillery unit may use its 
attack factor when attacking in a hex containing a 
Soviet fortification unit. 

xIn. SOVIET FORTIFIED 
BORDER (S): 

The Soviets were in the process of fortifying their 
newly acquired borders when the Axis invasion 
started. This variant assumes that the fortification 
process was completed before the invasion. All of 
the Soviet fortification units may be placed, as 
desired, in any hexes (normal restrictions-see var- 
iant 12) located in the military district areas. All 
are complete when the game begins. 

XIV. GREATER SPANISH 
PARTICIPATION (A): 

To pay Hitler back for favors during the Spanish 
Civil War, Franco sent the Spanish Blue Division 
to fight in Russia, where it served with Army Group 
North as the 250th Infantry Division. This variant 
assumes greater Spanish participation, so increase 
available German replacement factors by one in all 
194 1 and 1942 turns. 

XV. A GERMAN VICTORY AT 
KURSK (A): 

Many historians wonder what might have hap- 
pened if the Germans had won the battle of Kursk 
and eliminated a large portion of the Red Army's 
reserve forces. Could the Axis have won in the East, 
or was the outcome of the war decided at Stalin- 
grad? This variant considers the effects of such a 
victory. A German victory at Kursk is simulated 
by removing two (8-64) armor armies, four (7-6-5) 
and five ( 5 4 4 )  infantry armies, and four (3-2-10) 
air armies from the Soviet countermix for the 1943 
scenario. These Soviet losses reflect what the Ger- 
mans hoped to accomplish at Kursk. Given Soviet 
strength at Kursk, the Germans would have had to 
pay a price. The price paid by the Germans is simu- 
lated by marking all 9-8-6, 8-7-6 and 8-6-6 panzer 
corps in the German countermix with three hits each 
in addition to the normal hits marked. Otherwise, 
begin the 1943 scenario normally, except start it on 
Turn 27 (Aug. '43) and the Kursk "bulge" is elimi- 
nated, Axis units may be set up in the bulge area 
using the "2" start line across the base of the 1943 
bulge (from S21 to V22). 

XVI. NO PRESSURE IN THE 
WEST (A): 

The purpose of this variant is to explore how the 
course of the war in the East might have been 
changed if the Germans had inflicted a defeat on 
the Western Allies that precluded a "second front" 
in Western Europe. For game purposes, assume that 
the Western Allies lost the Atlantic submarine cam- 
paign or suffered a crushing defeat while invading 
Europe in 1943. This variant is played only with 
the 1943 scenario. To the Turn 27 (Aug. '43) rein- 
forcements add two (7-5-6) armored corps, one 
(6-5-6) and two (4-3-6) infantry corps, and one 
(4-3-4) paratrooper corps. Use units not included 
in the 1943 scenario countermix for these reinforce- 
ments. Also, German replacements are increased 
by two per turn for Turn 28 on and all German unit 

withdrawals are ignored for the rest of the game. 

XVII. GERMAN STRATEGIC 
WITHDRAWAL (A): 

More than a few historians have suggested that 
!he Battle of Kursk should never have been fought. 
The Germans squandered their precious armored 
reserves by part in this ill-advised 
Historically, several German generals wanted to 
retreat form a fortifed 
defended line rather than anack at Kursk. The use 
of this strategy can be simulated by stam'ng the I943 
scenurio with the following modifciations: 

a) The "3" start line is modified to the west of the 
Ore1 salient and now runs from hex AA19 to V16 
in that area. Four of the hexes encompassed by this 
new section of the start line may contain four extra 
completed Axis fortification units at the Start of the 
scenario. 
b) The Axis ground units that would usually be 
deployed east of the Kerch Strait may be placed any- 
where in the Crimean Peninsula instead-one of 
these units must be placed in Kerch (E18). 

XVIII. OPERATION BARBAROSSA 
GERMAN STYLE (A): 

When the Axis forces invaded the Soviet Union, 
they did not suspect the existence of the huge reserve 
armies that allowed the Soviets to hold Moscow, 
counterattck at Stalingrad and ultimately force the 
Axis armies back to their own homelands. This var- 
iant modifies the 1941 scenario to simulate how the 
Germans anticipated the progress of Operation 
Barbarossa. This is done by deleting all Soviet rein- 
forcements appearing at Moscow except for any one 
unit of the Soviet player's choice on Turns 4 , 5  and 
6. All other units appear at the indicated times and 
places. This so unbalances the game that it is sug- 
gested that it be played through the Turn 
(Nov. '41) Victory Level Phase. If the Axis fails 
to win a decisive victory at that time, consider that 
the Soviets have won a decisive victory, instead. 

These are just a few of the myriad factors that 
affected the outcome of the war on the RUSSIAN 
FRONT. I hope that you have as much fun 
experimenting with these variants as I had research- 
ing and designing them. And I look forward to see- 
ing some of yours. * 
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CONTEST 128 
It is November 1942 and the weather is 

(as is to be expected)' The hard-driving 
Axis player has reached the gates of Moscow 
(positions are shown below, Axis in grey). If 

forces can seize and Moscow' they 
will win a decisive victory and end this game 
of RUSSIAN FRONT no matter what happens on 
the rest of the mapboard. No units shown have 
any hits. All rail hexes on the respective sides 
of the front line are properly converted. The 
~~i~ player may use all three of his "blitz'' and 
"reservew -ken, if needed, but only the corn- 
bat units shown are available to him; to the rear 
he has three 4-3-10 air units able and ready to 
join the assault. Assume that during the Soviet 
Phases, all Soviet hits can be removed and up 
to two air units (but no more ground units) will 
be available for use if an attempt to retake 
Moscow is necessary. All Advanced Game rules 
and select Optional Rules (17.2, 18.0, 19.2 and 
20.1) are in play. What Axis moves give the best 
chance of taking and holding Moscow? 

The answer to this contest must be entered on 
the official entry form (or a facsimile) found on 
the insert of this issue. T~~ winning entries will 
receive merchandise credits from The Avalon 
Hill Game Company. To be valid, an entry must 
be received prior to the mailing of the next issue 
and include a numerical rating for the issue as 
a whole and a listiig of the three best articles. 
The solution to Contest 128 will appear in Val. 
22 NO. 5 and this list of winners in vol. 22, 
N:, 6 of l-he GENERAL. 

The following is a position listing for all units tobe considem 
in solution of the problem (in addition to the three off-map air 
units available to the German player). 

GG24' 3-2-61nfantry 
FF23, 5-5-6 Mountain 
FF24.8-6-6 Panzer and 6 4 - 6  Panzer 
E~23 .6 -5 -6  Infantry 
EE24,7-5-6 DD24,4-3-6 Panzer Infantry and 5 4 - 6  Infantry 

sovier: ~ ~ 2 5 , 5 4 4 1 ~ f a n t r y  
F F 2 6 . 5 4 4  Infantry 
EE25.4-34 Infantry and 3-2-10 Air 
7 - 5 4  Shock 
7-6-5 Guard Infantry 
4-3-4 Infantry 
3 - 3 4  Mountain 



BEFORE THE SNOW FLIES 
A Tour of the June-August 1941 Turns of RUSSIAN FRONT 

By Dan Thompson 

Hitler's invasion of Russia in June of 1941 will 
always be a classic (perhaps the classic) wargame 
situation. Why? Unlike the overrunning of Poland 
(which left no chance for failure) or the almost 
precise execution of the invasion of France (which 
left just enough chance for excitement), the German 
invasion of Russia was overshadowed by doubt from 
the moment it was first put down on paper. This was 
in part thanks to Napoleon; Hitler did his bit as well. 
Yet the campaign in Russia offered a truly massive 
confrontation between skill and size which lends it- 
self admirably to the wargaming format. An even 
contest of minds is the mark of a good wargame, 
and that is what Barbarossa translates into during 
the play of RUSSIAN FRONT. 

But why bother with another game on it? That 
orher Avalon Hill game is good, right? Of course. 
But while wargames are first and foremost a con- 
test of minds (or equally acceptable, "mind': for 
those who enjoy playing solitaire), they also offer 
an interpretive view of the historical event. In the 
same way you might read three or four books on any 
given subject to form an opinion of your own, a new 
way of treating the campaign on the wargaming table 
should be welcome. A new rule or approach may 
be fascinating and enlightening. It may help to bring 
the actual event just a little bit closer to you. That's 
another thing a good wargame should do. 

Avalon Hill's recent release, RUSSIAN FRONT, 
fits right into the above comen t s .  While the map 
is nothing new (after all, Russia is Russia is Russia, 
right?), it offers some unique impressions which are 
welcome. And once you set up the counters for the 
first time you are going to have basically the same 
units as that orher Avalon Hill game; but again, there 
are differences which must be assimilated. Basic 

strategic moves and plans will be similar to that other 
game; but the new rules, the slightly different ter- 
rain, counters, combat tables and such will all in- 
fluence your moves. Those players who simply 
repeat the tactics of that other game will find them- 
selves defeated more times than not. 

I don't intend this article to discuss in detail all 
those differences or their effects. I want instead to 
present a general impression. The intent of this 
article is to discuss some basic tactics, initial set- 
up and movements in the game. To that end, I've 
presented a sample game, with brief discussion. 
Neither definitive nor necessarily expert, I would 
hope that it serves as inspiration for more articles 
on this excellent game. I welcome any comments 
and criticisms. That is, in the end, the real purpose 
of articles such as this [and, indeed, of The 
GENERAL]. 

INITIAL RUSSIAN SET-UP 
We begin with the Russian initial set-up. Far from 

being an exercise in futility, placement of the Russian 
"At-Start" forces holds the possibility of good results 
for the Russian player if he is careful. This is 
primarily'true for the units of the military districts 
since they must deal immediately with the invading 
Germans. As such, interior force set-up should be 
viewed less rigidly than the military districts whose 
deployment should be strictly followed. 

Initial Forces, Interior 
Given the size of Russia, a difference in place- 

ment of a hex here or there will make little matter. 
Remember to place the big infantry units on rail- 
road hexes in case a particular one needs to move 

in that manner. Those units close to the military dis- 
tricts should be placed so as to be in reach of possi- 
ble defense lines. For example, the 21 Army at 
Gomel sets-up in hex 214 in order to be able to reach 
DD14 should the Germans pierce the initial line 
dramatically. The 27 Army at Pskov is stationed in 
LL14 so that it can reach the Dvina River. At Minsk, 
both a m o r  units go in DD12 in order to allow rapid 
movement towards Vitebsk and Dvinsk should the 
Germans cut the other approaches across the Vilna. 
The 13 Army in hex DDlO will help mask any ad- 
vance towards the city by exploiting panzers. The 
paratroopers should hold Minsk itself. 

Initial Placement, 
Leningrad Military District 

The Leningrad district is the only one with an 
actual excess of units. The 10 Armor Corps should 
not be put into the line (alone anyway) because it 
is the only unit in the district which can be destroyed 
in one shot. Therefore, it is placed in Leningrad 
where it can move towards Pskov if desperately 
needed. The other units set-up as 7 Army in hex 
WW2.0, 23 Army in TTl8, and the Marine in TT17. 
It makes little difference which of the three infan- 
try units are placed where, except that the Marines 
may have a hard time slugging through those forests 
so they hold Vyborg against the Finns. 

Here is a fine example of the main concept 
underlying initial (and later) Russian strategy. The 
front line is held wherever possible by units with 
a defense strength of three as opposed to the weaker 
units. Only with a great superiority of numbers can 
the German hope to destroy the large units; even 
then, at best, the odds are even as to success or 
failure. After the initial punishment, all Russian 



m y ?  units retreat in the face of the German advance, 
badly damaged but still existent. The need for a line 
of defense on the second turn of the game is all im- 
portant. The only thing that can win the campaign 
for the German army is its mobility, and if the 
Russian player can deny that for the second and pos- 
sibly the third turn he has a chance. Let the line be 
blown open in two or three places on the opening 
salvo and the Wehrmacht will flood past as it did 
historically. And don't count on yow opponent mak- 
ing the same mistakes as Hitler did to lose the game 
in later turns. 

To get back to Leningrad, the defense as shown 
will permit the Finns to hit the Marine unit at re- 
latively good odds (given air support), but that's 
about all. They may even have a tough time clean- 
ing out the garrison of Hango (especially if Russian 
air flies there in support). But whatever the case, 
the Marine unit will survive the initial round of wm- 
bat and retreat to SS18. That will be pretty much 
the limit of the Finns' advance for some time unless 
lack of Russian air cover gives them a chance to 
lunge at Leningrad. 

Initial Placement, 
Baltic Military District 

The units of the Baltic district are set-up as shown 
in Illustration #l. Both the 11 and 16 Infantry Corps 
are positioned to hold the right flank of the Western 
district. While the Germans could easily reach +7 
on the Combat Table against these two units, failure 
to annihilate them will result in a Russian line on 
the second turn (and blitzing armor won't be mov- 
ing very far in the forests). The rest of the line is 
weak and most likely will disappear well before the 
Russian has an opportunity to move. Little can be 
done about this except to try and stop exploiting pan- 
zers with a retreat of the 11 Infantry Corps to hex 
KK8 so that marauding enemy tankers will have to 
detour through the marshes. 

All in all, the Germans should crack the Baltic 
district with relative ease, but space and distance 
will save the Russian. Panzers which drive too 
deeply may find themselves out of supply and im- 
mobile for July. While Riga is important for estab- 
lishing a defense line along the Dvina River, chances 
are it will prove impossible to form a line here any- 
way (since there will be no units capable of hold- 
ing here on the second turn). 

Initial Placement, 
Western Military District 

Illustration #1 also shows the Russian attempt to 
stop the advance of the cream of the German Army. 
Given the strengths of the panzers and German air 
support, most Russian units will be hit at the +6/+7 
end of the Combat Table. This is where the Russian 
player can expect to see most of the blitz markers. 
The small armor corps are placed behind the line 
to 'limit exploitation movement. Bialystok is 
sacrificed for a better position along the river. The 
cavalry holds Brest-Litovsk since it can retreat 
through the marsh with more ease (should it actu- 
ally survive). Once again, any unit capable of retreat 
must do so. Death will be certain on the second turn 
but time and distance are critically important, 
whereas destruction of units is not. 

Initial Placement, Kiev Military District 
Again an attempt is made to stop any broad ad- 

vance. There will probably be very little blitzing 
armor down here and a good piece of the Russian 
forces should succeed in escaping the opening on- 
slaught. Admittedly, there seems to be a threat from 
the south with the Rumanian border as open as it 
is, but there are few German units free there to roam 
behind the Russian lines. The weak Russian infan- 
t~ and armor units are  laced on border dutv or 

Illustration 1: Russian Initial Placement wiitten off. See 1llustra60n #1. IUushtlon 2: G e m  Positions &, ,ule Laations (see notes) for June 



Initial Placement, 
Odessa Military District 

As per Illustration #1-although if you feel threa- 
tened in the Kiev district you may want to strengthen 
the northern shoulder of the district (just be pre- 
pared to hand over Odessa if you do). While the 
Russian forces in this district are even worse than 
those in the Baltic, the fact remains that the 
Rumanians are little better. What German units are 
in Rumania cannot be supported by air unless it 
comes from Lublin (or later, from Lwow). The lack 
of exploiting enemy armor will also be a big help. 

THE GERMAN PLAN 
The number one objective for June and the fol- 

lowing summer months is to drive a wedge of Ger- 
man armor followed by infantry as fast and as deep 
as possible directly through Vitebsk and Smolensk 
to Moscow. This will draw the major portion of the 
available Russian forces into the central sector of 
the board to mask and protect Moscow. A subsidi- 
ary penetration along the north coast to Leningrad 
should prove highly successful if the main thrust 
preserves its striking effect and speed. The forces 
of Army Group south together with the Rumanian 
units concentrate on beating down and annihilating 
any Russian forces in froniof them. There will be 
no great arc south from Gomel to the coast to cut 
off Russian forces around Kiev. The drive on 
Moscow is all-important. 

One easy way for the German player in RUSSIAN 
FRONT to lose the game is to forget the lessons of 
the historical campaign. Attempts to encircle and 
destroy pockets of Russian units will prove success- 
ful, but these will also seal the fate of the German 
army by slowing down and in effect stopping the 
drive on Moscow. Always remember that when you 
attack the enemy line do so at right angles; that is, 
drive directly through the line towards an objective 
deep in the rear of the Russian area. This creates 
more of a problem and panic and requires the de- 
fender to give up more ground faster than if shallow 
and diverging penetrations are made (as Mont- 
gomery found out with GOODWOOD at Caen). So 
drive for Moscow full force and never divert pan- 
zers and air support to the flanks unless necessary 
to eliminate a sore spot which threatens that drive. 

Of course, you must drive as far as possible 
during both movement phases each turn with the 
panzers. Supply will be a problem on the first turn 
and Russian units the problem in succeeding turns, 
but try to gain as much ground with that extra 
movement-as opposed to having to gain it through 
combat. As with every simulation of this campaign, 
time is very much a critical factor. If you dally too 
long executing fancy maneuvers with your panzers, 
you will most likely experience your fair share of 
Russian mud considerably sooner than desired. 

June Objectives for Army Group North 
The Russian units holding hexes KK7, LL6 and 

MM6 must be destroyed to permit exploitation by 
41 and 56 Panzer Corps as well as the 1 and 2 and 
38 Infantry Corps held in reserve in JJ5. The 
Russian 10 Infantry Corps in MM6 will be hit by 
28 Infantry plus air support ( + 7  on the combat 
table). The 41 Panzer and the Russian 3 Armor 
Corps in KK7 will be hit by 56 Panzer Corps using 
Blitz movement. The right shoulder of the Army 
Group will be held by 23 and 26 Infantry Corps and 
the Russian unit on the coast will be kept occupied 
by the German 10 Infantry Corps assisted.by the 
naval unit. 

The use of Blitz by 56 Panzer Corps is made to 
insure the destruction of the Russian defenders. 
While neither attack by 41 Panzer nor 28 Infantry 
Corps are guaranteed of destroying the enemy, 
further use of Blitz cannot be justified given the sit- 

uation facing Army Group Centre. Exploiting armor 
will move into positions across the Dvina to cut the 
railline at Dvinsk and block movement of the 
Russian units to the west. The reserve infantry takes 
Riga (forcing the Russian flotilla to evacuate if still 
there) and helps to close the noose around the 
Russian units bypassed in the forests around Kau- 
nas. Blitzing armor may want to convert railroad 
hexes to extend the supply route for the exploita- 
tion phase. 

June Objectives for Army Group Centre 
The plan is to use the two remaining Blitz markers 

to insure destruction of the Russian 5 and 12 Infan- 
try Corps and to drive the German armor in wedges 
east through Vilna and along the Nieman to hex 
EE8. Following exploitation should insure that most 
of the Russian units in this sector will be unsup- 
plied during their portion of June. Since it is im- 
possible to advance the infantry further than the 
Russian initial line, there are no reserves, the in- 
fantry hitting all along the line in force to do as much 
damage to the Russians as possible. One might sus- 
pect that it would be wiser to leave the greatest 
portion of Russians unmolested to prevent retreats 
but retreat will be curtailed by the panzers blitzing 
in behind and damaged Russian units will most 
assuredly destroy themselves should they attack the 
encircling German armor. German casualties may 
be higher than desired but if the maneuver proves 
successful then most of the combat in July and 
August will be done by the armor with air support, 
allowing time for the infantry corps to be rebuilt 
and moved up to the front positions. 

The 46 Panzer Corps will execute the attack 
against the Russian 5 Infantry Corps in GG7, sup- 
ported by air and followed by 24 and 39 Panzer 
Corps as well as the 12 Infantry Corps. The armor 
will use the remaining movement from Blitz to 
occupy all three hexes GG8, GG9 (Vilna) and GGlO 
to maintain a supply route. They can also convert 
the rail to Vilna. The 57 Panzer Corps will lead the 
assault against the Russian 12 Infantry Corps in FF6, 
assisted by air, joined by 47 Panzer and 9 Infantry 
(who converts the rail). Armor pushes to EE7 and 
EE8 (or to DD7). Exploitation is possible if handled 
correctly and a supply line is open to the panzer units 
at the beginning of July (i.e., all Russian units in 
between the German armor and infantry must die 
from lack of supply). 

The remaining three Russian corps in the line are 
attacked by a minimum of two infantry corps each, 
one 5-4-6 and one 4-3-6. Attrition is the objective. 
The German 13 Infantry Corps holds HH6 in order 
to maintain a supply line down through the Vilna 
corridor to 116. Bialystok is hit by a lone 7 Infantry 
Corps and the 42 Infantry Corps holds the flank in 
hex CC4. Note that all rail hexes from EE3 through 
to FF6 are converted for German use (providing 
combat is successful) as well as HH7 and CC4. See 
Illustration #2 for positions and battle locations. 

June Objectives for Army Group South 
Faced with numerous units and a strong Russian 

defensive position, the panzers of Army Group 
South must attempt to bludgeon their way through 
the Russian 15 Armor Corps and 13 Infantry Corps 
-hopefully eliminating the defenders and exploit- 
ing one hex each to hold X5, W5 and V4 to pin the 
remaining Russian units and to be in position to 
respond to any Russian movement. The left shoulder 
of the Army Group is held by the heavier infantry 
corps attacking the Russians at the river and the 
weak infantry shadows the right shoulder or" the 
penetration. The Russian should be allowed free 
movement towards the south since this leads only 
deeper into the pocket which will eventually be 
formed by Army Group South linking up with units 
from Rumania somewhere around Vinnitsa. Also, 
more Russian units could be attacked at lower odds 

but by not doing so as attempt is being made to 
reduce Gennan casualties which will be high enough 
as is in Army Group Centre. Rail lines will be con- 
verted during the July turn (except for 2 4  which 
is converted by 44 Infantry Corps during its attack 
on the Russian defenders there). 

June Objectives for Axis Forces in Rumania 
Given the pitiful forces in Rumania and the fact 

that they must be further weakened by being 
stretched thin on border duty, the Rumanian forces 
will be capable of hitting in only one place effec- 
tively, assisted by the German 11 and 54 Infantry 
Corps. Supported by air, the Rumanian 1 Moun- 
tain Corps attacks the Russian armor in hex N6 to 
blow open a hole in the Russian line. The two Ger- 
man infantry corps put pressure on the right flank 
and the lone Rumanian armor moves through to M7, 
from where it may or may not exploit. Without some 
type of reinforcements there is very little which can 
be achieved here barring excellent luck on June com- 
bat until Army Group South puts in some appear- 
ance. See Illustration #2. 

June Objectives for Axis Forces in Finland 
More often than not the pace of operations in the 

north will be set by the outcome of June combat. 
The Finnish army is very strong but very fragile 
with a low replacement rate even with Riga, Tallinn 
and Vilna controlled in the south. Should the Finnish 
air strength be destroyed it will be quite some time 
before the Finns can mount any type of determined 
offensive until reinforced by German ground and 
air. On the other hand, should the Finns succeed 
in eliminating the Russian air cover around Lenin- 
grad and survive, they will be in a very strong 
position to gradually force their way right up to 
Leningrad-although they will probably lack the 
necessary power to take the fortress itself until 
elements of Army Group North approach from the 
south-west. 

The opening attack is as per Illustration #3. The 
big Finnish corps plus air hits the Marine unit in 
Vyborg. This brings the Russian air out of Lenin- 
grad to decide the events of the next couple months. 
The Hango garrison is ignored until later. One 
month cannot be wasted in eradicating a tiny Russian 
garrison at this point in time. 

Extent of the Army Groups June '41 
As you can see in Illustration #4, Army Group 

North devastates the Russian defenders in the Baltic 
Military District with almost no casualties sustained. 
The Russian flotilla from Riga, damaged in action 
off the coast at NN5, evacuates to Tallinn when 
41 Panzer Corps exploited through Riga to its 
present location. The Russians in the pocket around 
Kaunas should find it almost impossible to reach 
a supplied hex by the end of their turn. The panzer 
wedge driven through Vilna could have been ex- 
ploited deeply into Russian territory but the armor 
would have found itself out of supply at the start 
of the German July turn. As is, they are ready to 
respond to any Russian movement and are well 
placed to move against the Russian defensive line 
which will probably form in front of Vitebsk. The 
German 2 and 8 air units are well advanced and in 
range of Smolensk and the rail from Warsaw will 
be converted all the way to Dvinsk by the end of 
July. 

In the south (Illustration #4) progress has been 
less dramatic and most of the Russians are in sup- 
ply for June movement. Use of the Blitz would prob- 
ably have resulted in a pocket of sorts but with 
reinforcements sent into Rumania and pressure 
applied from there onto the Russians at Vinnitsa, 
the Russians will use the fact that they are in sup- 
ply to retreat towards Kiev in order to maintain s u p  
ply and the over-all German gains will be about the 
same. Also, the rapid advance of the northern Ger- 
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Illustration J: Finnish Positions and Battle Locations (see notes) for June 

man Army Groups will pose a threat of encircle- 
ment which most Russian commanders will not 
ignore, and they will eventually establish a line of 
defense well back along the Dniper anchored in 
Kiev. 

Casualties were somewhat high on the Rumanian 
front with both German infantry corps suffering 
heavily while their Russian opponents survived com- 
bat. The Rumanian Mountain Corps destroyed the 
Russian armor and the Rumanian armor pushed fur- 
ther east to cut the rail to Odessa. It should be quite 
obvious that reinforcements are nqeded to give the 
Rumanian forces any chance of exploiting oppor- 
tunities such as this. With more infantry and a 
panzer corps, the situation at the end of June would 
have been dramatically different and most of the 
Russians defending along Army Group South would 
have been effectively trapped. 

In the north with the Finns, the Russian air force 
was blasted out of the skies (although the Finns took 
two points of damage). The Marine unit was forced 
back. The weakened state of the Finnish air means 
that it will be some time before it can be used against 
Russian air without the risk of loss. If no Russian 
air appears in the Leningrad area then the Finns will 
make steady progress towards the city. 

RUSSIAN MOVES FOR JUNE 
In the far north, the Russian 23 Army should take 

up position in SS18 and the Marine unit moves to 
SS19. The armor comes out of Leningrad to defend 
along the shore of Lake Ladoga in hex SS20. The 
air unit originally at Smolensk moves to Novgorod 
from where it can support either Leningrad or 
Vitebsk areas. 

But the real crisis for the Russians is in the center. 
Around Vitebsk the Russians deploy as per Illus- 
tration #5. Most of the defenders surrounded by the 
initial German push have vaporised from lack of 
supply; but the 6 and 11 Armor Corps managed to 
fight their way out and have taken up positions 
where they can respond to advancing panzers (or 
at least make that threat). Note that the 19 Army 
is railed in from Dnepropetrovsk. The original 
defenders of Minsk have retreated into the swamp 
east of the city as any defense of the city itself will 
achieve nothing but the destruction of the defenders 
and loss of the city anyway. Even if the Russians 
managed to hold Minsk they would be unable to 
move the factory. Pskov is shamefully held but there 
are simply no other units available to bolster the 
defense in that sector. 

Illustration 4: Extea of German Advances for June 



IUustrPtion 5: Russian Positions at the end of June 

In the Kiev Military District a line is formed up 
further west than normally expected due to the 
slowness of the surviving Russian infantry. The Ger- 
man portion of July should see most of this infan- 
try destroyed, but the armor will then be able to 
retreat well back to Kiev where it will meet up with 
reinforcing armies from Kiev and Dnepropetrovsk. 
The Rumanian forces can be held up by the posi- 
tions along the Dniester for July and when the 
Russians then retreat to the Bug, the Axis units in 
this area will find it extremely difficult to attack and 
maintain supply routes given the distance back to 
the line running through Rumania. Note that the 4 
air unit stationed At Start in Rostov flies to Gomel 
to support either sector. See illustration #5 for 
deployment. 

GERMAN MOVES FOR JULY 
In Finland the battle heats up with attacks a l l  along 

the line just north of Leningrad. This assault is partly 
a gamble that the Russian Marine unit will take a 
casualty and disappear even if supported by air; it 
is even more a gamble in that the Finnish air may 
be lost in a confrontation with Russian planes. With 
luck the Russian 10 Armor Corps may also sustain 
enough damage to remove it. While the attacks by 
the Finns are at relatively low odds (even negative 
on the part of Finnish 6 Corps attacking the Marines) 
and casualties will be high, the excellent chance of 
breaking open the front to Leningrad cannot be 
passed up or delayed until German arrival. This will 
be the best shot the Finnish army has for getting 
right up to Leningrad since reinforcements are due 
there during the Russian portion of this turn. Once 
again the Russian garrison of Hango is ignored and 
Helsinki is held by the Finnish 7 Corps and the 
flotilla. See Illustration #6. 

With Army Group North the infantry moves 
through Riga converting the rail and 41 Panzer 
Corps streaks across to the coast and captures 
Tallinn so that an additional Finnish replacement1 
will be available starting with the August turn. The 
56 Panzer Corps, the only armor unit within near 
distance of the Russians, is the sole German unit 
to use Blitz in this sector. The attacks here along 
the river will not result in the elimination of many 
Russians but will cause some damage, and the Ger- 
man armor will be set up for full use of Blitz dur- 
ing the August turn. This threat could normally be 
countered by an inflow of Russian forces from 
Moscow and the south (Dnepropetrovsk); but if the 
situation at Leningrad becomes critical due to 
Finnish successes then Army Groups North and 
Centre will face less opposition than the Russian 
might desire and considerable gains should be made. 
Mopping up ''battles of annihilation" are performed 

IUushntion 6: Finnish Positions and Battle Locations (see notes) for July 



by the infantry corps as they move up. Refer to 
Illustration #7. 

In the southern half of Russia, Army Group South 
unleashes its power with full effect on the Russian 
line west of Kiev and this should remove a large 
portion of the defenders. The Army Group is now 
assisted by German reinforcements available at the 
start of July which railed to Rumania before move- 
ment. The Rumanian sector is relatively quiet with 
only one attack being made by the Mountain Corps 
and the air unit. The idea in the south now is to kill 
as many Russians as possible during July and August 
so that the Russian must commit at least some of 
his reinforcements to this sector (thus weakening 
the line defending the road to Moscow). See Illus- 
tration #I. 

With relatively few casualties expected on Ger- 
man infantry this month, any damage sustained by 
the air units' entanglements with the Red Air Force 
will be the at least partially replaced during August. 
Also, if Rumanian replacements continue to build 
up those units just might see more action than 
normal. 

Extent of the Army Groups July '41 
Combat results in heavy Russian losses includ- 

ing both air units (one of which takes down the Finns 
with it), the Marine unit at Leningrad and surpris- 
ingly the Russian 20 Army by Vitebsk. Heavy 
damage is inflicted by Army Group South but the 
Rumanian attack in 08 is repulsed. German exploi- 
tation is minimal given the positioning of Russian 
units. The only significant movement is by 41 
Panzer Corps on the north coast which takes Narva 
in an attempt to deny that river defense line to the 
Russians. The unit will be out of supply with the 
start of August but the infantry corps of the Army 
Group should open a supply line by the end of the 
turn. With the Finns, the only good results are the 
removals of the Marine unit and Russian air, but 
along with the loss of Finnish air there is also five 
points in damage to the Finnish infantry corps. That 
will be the extent of Finn progress for quite some 
time. 

RUSSIAN MOVES FOR JULY 
The forces now at Leningrad should prove cap- 

able of stopping anything the Finns could throw at 
the city. The Marine unit (rebuilt) holds Schlussel- 
burg and 8 Army the city. South-east of the city in 
the forests by Narva, the German panzer corps is 
being held off by two infantry armies. Pskov is held 
by 27 Army and two armor corps shadow 
Novgorod. The line in front of Vitebsk still stands 
(as per Illustration #8) and this will deny the 
Germans any possibility of capturing either Vitebsk 
or Smolensk during August. Indeed, if victory points 
are added up, then the German may find himself 
on the wrong end of the draw. 

Likewise in the south, the Russian line pulls back 
to just west of Kiev-running to Vinnitsa and from 
there along the Bug to the coast. This prevents the 
capture of Kiev for August victory conditions. The 
port of Odessa should also remain in Russian hands 
for at least August unless the Rumanians are 
extremely lucky in their attack there. Granted, 
another round of combat and losses like the last and 
there won't be much Russian qrmor left around 
Kiev, but the reinforcements from Kharkov should 
be enough to hold the line. The Russian air is hurt- 
ing and only one could be replaced this turn 
(Bryansk) . See Illustration #8. 

GERMAN MOVES FOR AUGUST 
In the centre, the German panzer formations con- 

centrate into two main attacks designed to puncture 
the Russian line and with the use of Blitz movement 
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to reach around past the city of Vitebsk while 57 
Panzer Corps pushes in the direction of Gomel. 
Unless the panzers can achieve some spectacular 
successes with these attacks it will be a long hard 
drive to the forests around Moscow and there would 
be little chance of getting that far before bad weather 
starts. Exploitation here may take 57 Panzer as far 
as Gomel or Bryansk, and the armor lunging past 
Vitebsk may do a similar sweep towards Rzhev if 
the Russian defenders take heavy casualties. One 
thing should be obvious from this situation: that is 
the need for the German player to continually push 
his armor formations east and whenever possible 
to concentrate them into Blitz attacks where the 
excess movement can be used to penetrate the 
Russian line if enough armor is present to insure 
supply back through to the German lines at the be- 
ginning of the exploitation phase. If you check the 
Short Game victory points now, you see that the 
German is falling behind at this critical stage of the 
game. If things start to go well then there should 
be no problem come the November check point. But 
the panzers must get moving. See Illustration #9 for 
positions at beginning of combat. 

As for the south, once again the Army Group 
opens up on the Russian line in an attempt to finally 
crack it. If the panzer corps had been farther south, 
they could have attempted to Blitz through the 
Russians in hex P9 to cut off a large number of units. 
Even so, Russian casualties will be very high and 
the Germans should end up one turn away from 
Kiev. The rail lines have been converted right up 
to the front as well as half-way to Odessa, so sup- 
ply will be no problem until the Russians fall back 
to the Dnieper. Air support is stretched to the limit 
but Vinnitsa should fall during September and the 
air will then be well within reach of the Dnieper 
and Gomel. See Illustration #9 again. 

The Finnish front becomes static until German 
air can be brought into reach; then the German 18 
Mountain Corps will begin assaulting Leningrad. 
Finnish replacements are being stored to permit 
rebuilding of their air force. There is finally an at- 
tempt this turn to take out the garrison of Hango 
by the Finnish 1 Corps while the naval flotilla 
sweeps the harbour of mines. 

Extent of the Army Groups August '41 
The only real progress is made by Army Group 

Centre (see Illustration #lo) where the massed pan- 
zer attacks result in encirclement of those Russian 
defenders not eliminated in the combat assaults. If 
the Short Game victory points are added up now, 
the Russian gets a Decisive Victory. But the situa- 
tion is such that eight points are within immediate 
grasp of the'German Army and if Kiev should fall 
then it would be one point away from the German 
Decisive Victory. 

Hopefully all of this has illustrated the need to 
use &e ~ e &  Panzer Corps correctly to maximise 
the advance of the army. It should be obvious from 
the progress of Army &oup South (see Illustration 
#lo) that sheer bludgeoning will not give the Ger- 
man Army the early victory which it desperately 
needs. It should be seen that progress for Army 
Group South will normally be fairly difficult given 
the manner in which the terrain funnels the Ger- 
man advance and allows the Russian armor (plen- 
tiful but weak) to form double lines of defense to 
prohibit Gennan exploitation. You must also take 
into account the extreme weakness of the forces in 
Rumania (witness the Rumanian attack in P9 fail- 
ing again) and the necessity to detail German in- 
fantry corps to rail conversion to insure adequate 
supply. It is also difficult to place Odessa within 
German air range. In all, the only thing that can 
dramatically unhinge the Russian defense in the 
south is the threat posed by Army Group Centre of 
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massive encirclement and destruction. Faced with 
this, the Russian line must pull back to at least the 
Dnieper and this maneuver will place Kiev at the 
point of the Russian line and it should then fall in 
either September or October. German progress 
towards Dnepropetrovsk and Sevastopol will be 
entirely a matter of weather conditions. 

With Army Group Centre, the main thrust 
towards Moscow must be continued with full fury. 
The temptation to wheel to the south with the 
panzers must be ignored, although if opposition is 
extremely heavy in the forests masking Moscow 
then it could prove highly successful to execute a 
massive wheel south from there through 
Orel-Kursk-Kharkov-Dnepropetrovsk. This would 
then position the German forces for a strike north- 
east towards Gorky in the Spring of '42. Extrava- 
gant ideas perhaps but extremely likely if the Ger- 
man can continue to use the panzers effectively by 
blitzing through two or three key units and trapping 
a large number of other Russian units. Exploitation, 
handled right, can be phenomenal. 

On the Finnish front it can be seen from the events 
of June and July that the Finns are capable of rapid 
progress towards Leningrad but will almost certaidy 
fall short of capturing the city due to fragility of 
Finnish units, lack of German support until too late 
and stout Russian defenders sufficiently numerous 
by August. 

Finally, while with time players will learn to play 
the German army almost to perfection, the fact that 
even at the best of odds all but the weakest of 
Russian units may survive wmbat will continually 
plague the German player as key Russian units 
which m t  be destroyed remarkably survive to hold 
the Wehrmacht up for another month. Blitz attacks 
can guarantee elimination but the blitz will not be 
possible if the Russian pulls back away from the 
panzer corps and gives up ground to help surviv- 
ability (see the lack of German blitz movement in 
Army Group Centre during July). At this early stage 
of the game the German player should find that his 
armor is usually enmeshed in the Russian line dur- 
ing exploitation and thus unable to be placed in 
reserve to respond to Russian positioning during the 
Russian turn. All this means is that any player should 
find RUSSLQN FRONT to be an extremely tense and 
even game where in any one turn the victory con- 
ditions might say that one or the other is ahead (see 
the state of conditions at the end of August here) 
while the "losing" player is but a breath away from 
being equally ahend. 

Aspiring field marshals should also take note of 
what poor weather conditions can do to slow down 
the German drive for Moscow. Blitz movement will 
be cut in half by wet conditions. So learn to use the 
Blitz well while you can and don't spread out the 
armor formations all across the front (see the role 
played by 41 Panzer Corps here which spent July 
and August taking Tallinn and sitting out of supply 
at Narva). Concentration of force is the sole means 
for German victory. The fact remains that if 41 
Panzer had been used together with the panzer wrps 
around Vitebsk it would have been available to close 
the gap left in hex CC16 (see Illustration #lo). 

RUSSIAN SITUATION, MIDDLE 
OF AUGUST 

As with many games dealing with the German 
campaign in Russia, the flow of the game will be 
set by the gains and advances of the German army. 
The Russian player must use his brain to exploit any 
weaknesses which appear and must adapt his tac- 
tics to the needs of each turn. While it is always 
preferable to hold as far west as possible to keep 
the German territorial gains down, it can be much 
more effective to retreat when faced with massed 
panzers waiting to blitz and exploit. It is rarely 
lllustrntion 9: G e m n  Posidons and Battle Locations (see notes) for 
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LONG TREK EASTWARDS 
Tracking the Weather of THE RUSSIAN CAMPAIGN 

By Marc Dultz 

Poised along an 800-mile frontier that stretches 
from the Baltic in the north to the Black in the south 
stand the cream of the Wehrmacht and the Third 
Reich's allies in the fight against Communism. 
Awaiting the final signal to commence Barbarossa, 
three million veterans of past victories prepare to 
settle a score with the lone "defender" of Eastern 
Europe-the Soviet Union. Eagerness and pride 
abounding, the Axis forces set forth on that June 
1941 morning to extend the sway of the New Order. 

Seizing territory and destroying a goodly deal of 
the Soviet Union's army would prove simple 
enough. The blitzkrieg tactics of past campaigns, 
proving ever-so-effective against static front men- 
tality of the First World War, would once again 
present the Axis with hugh initial successes. But 
what of the hidden foe that hovered over those 
battlefields-the weather? 

Although German successes at the outset were fast 
and furious, time and the vastness of Mother Russia 
and most importantly the extremes of weather would 
prove to be insurmountable barriers. Through mis- 
calculation on the part of Axis leadership, the Third 
Reich lost any chance of a lightning victory right 
at the outset. Poor planning for the possibility of 
a protracted campaign allowed for little or no winter 
preparations. This callousness extended even to 
winter clothing for the troops; only a massive cam- 
paign by the Ministry of Propaganda rallied the 
homefront to divest itself of thousands of articles 
of heavy clothing for these soldiers. 

As for the translation of the actual weather con- 
ditions during the campaign into a simplified ver- 
sion for THE RUSSIAN CAMPAIGN, the effort- 
although to be commended for its unique approach 
-leave a great deal to be desired. All too often a 
strong Axis advance into Russia can be stymied by 
a "mud" roll on the SeptIOct weather die roll. 
What's more, the Axis player now faces a 50% 
chance of drawing a result of "snow" for the 
NovlDec turn. On the other hand, nothing can be 
more frustrating for a Soviet player than to sit idly 
by as an Axis player's forces drive unhindered into 
the Soviet Union vis the benefit of four consecutive 
"clear" weather turn in 1941. Are these examples 
common? Obviously not; but are they even possible? 
The answer no longer possesses its sparkling clarity. 

The autumn turns of 1941 are, in many cases, the 
story line for the balance of the campaign game. 
A strong Axis advance due to good weather in 1941 
will usually lead to a smothering offensive in 1942, 
wiping out as many Soviet units and worker cities 
as possible. Thus, the 1942 game year serves as the 
"set-up" year for the Axis player, with the death 
blows dealt the Soviet Union falling in 1943. 

On the other hand, poor weather in 1941 can lead 
to a bitter contest for control of central Russia in 
1942 with the upper hand, more often than not, be- 
falling the Soviet player. The players' caliber of 
expertise understandably comes into force; but when 
two evenly matched players sit across from each 
other, the Axis player has the tougher task. The 
balance of the game can drag out through the full 
three remaining years as the Axis player slowly falls 
back upon his home countries. 

If one does acknowledge that there is a problem 
with the manner of resolving the weather (at least 
in 1941) what can be done about it? 

There have already been myriad variations on 
resolving the critical weather rolls. The first lies in 
the very rulebook provided with the game. I'm not 
sure if the designer saw an inherent problem with 

his design of the weather rules, but in any case two 
alternative methods to resolving the weather were 
provided. These optional rules offered include the 
use of the actual historical weather results as a guide 
for resolving the turn-by-turn weather changes, and 
a system of resolving the weather rolls on a monthly 
basis. The use of the historical weather table, 
although possibly accurate in simulating the past, 
gives both opponents perfect prior knowledge as to 
upcoming weather changes. Needless to say, both 
players will act and react to the other's moves in 
manners unintended by the basic theory of the simu- 
lation. The degree of uncertainty necessary for the 
game's basic structure eventually becomes suspect. 
As for the monthly weather resolution system, the 
game's mechanics of double impulse planning and 
maneuver is seriously jeopardized. A critical Axis 
attack can be hindered not by the enemy's position 
but by an ill-timed poor weather result. Likewise, 
Soviet counterattacks, essential to regaining the 
upper hand in local regions, are compromised if the 
weather hasn't remained poor for at least two com- 
plete turns. Once again, a player's knowledge of 
a second impulse weather change may do more to 
change a player's mind as to an overall strategy than 
the actual situation dictates. 

A second variation (which is currently in vogue) 
is to replace the "Mud" result in the September1 
October turn and the "Clear" result in the 
NovemberlDecember turn with "Light Mud" 
results. The premise is sound, reducing the chance 
of an Axis advance from gathering too much or not 
enough steam. Here, however, a careful Soviet 
opponent can defend his country in the November1 
December turn, not against a possible panzer ad- 
vance of eleven hexes but one of only six hexes. 
Targets beyond that distance need not be guarded, 
allowing the Soviet player the ability of maintain- 
ing a stronger forward defense. Again, although 
only a minor change to the existing system, the 
results will unduly be magnified as the game 
progresses. 

A third variation can be found in Vol. 17, No. 
3 of The GENERAL. In Tom Oleson's article 
entitled "Dividing Pressure Zones", the author has 
made a good attempt to alter the weather conditions 
on the battlefield. Devising a system of variable 
weather dependent upon areas of the mapboard dur- 
ing weather resolution turns, the game's mechanics 
change drastically as units attempt to maneuver with- 
in the three zones depicted. Unfortunately, the 
game, under this system, makes Axis advances into 
the northern zone during weather resolution turns 
all but impossible. Ground movement is severely 
limited, as well as supporting air power. True, 
Stukas would have a hard time flying in snow turns; 
but the army too is all but frozen on the steppes. 
Conversely, Axis advances into the southern zone 
are virtually unstoppable as movement during good 
weather is unhindered. And, the air support can be 
as high as three Stukas in late 1941, affording the 
Axis player good cause to press on his advance 
against the worker centers in the Ukraine. What's 
more, the Soviet player, already cherishing the few 
turns he is able to deploy his paratroops, can only 
do so when at least two zones are covered by snow. 
These and other modifications may prove to be 
realistic but do they add to the RUSSIAN CAM- 
PAIGArs playability? 

Improving THE RUSSIAN C ' G I l r s  balance, 
at least in early stages of the game, was of para- 
mount importance to any altering of the weather 

resolution rules. Basically, the alternative weather 
resolution systems discussed were well thought-out 
systems that I felt were, however, just shy of the 
mark. Examining each system for its advantages and 
disadvantages while "stirring" in my own ingre- 
dients, so to speak, I believe a better system of 
weather resolution has been developed. The solu- 
tion I would like to put forward I've dubbed the 
"Weather Tracking System". 

Simple in effect, players afforded the luxury of 
better weather in the crucial SeptemberlOctober 
1941 turn now stand less of a chance to obtain 
equally acceptable weather in the upcoming Novem- 
berlDecember and MarchlApril weather resolution 
turns. Likewise, players encumbered with poor 
weather in the SeptemberlOctober 1941 turn stand 
an increased chance of obtaining better weather in 
the November/December and MarchlApril weather 
resolution turns. Thus the system rewards one side 
in the contest for unfortunate weather befalling them 
while penalizing the other to a mild degree for ob- 
taining early favorable weather. Keep in mind, 
though, that one side still possesses the chance of 
obtaining near-perfect weather during these three 
weather resolution turns, although the odds of such 
an occurance are now remote. In such a manner, 
both sides must still be on guard for an unexpected 
turn of events directly attributable to a change in 
the weather. Players are no longer guaranteed a 
minimum weather grade as every weather level 
depicted in the original weather rules are still wholly 
obtainable in the Weather Tracking System. 

Turning to the system itself, a cursory examina- 
tion of Chart 1 reveals that the Weather Table has 
been expanded to a double-die resolution system, 
as opposed to the present system of a single die. 
one evenly dispersed event system allows for vary- 
ing degrees of probability of occurence, essential 
to my revised system for weather resolution. Chart 
1 will be used only for the SeptemberlOctober 1941 
weather resolution roll. With subsequent weather- 
changing turns using different charts wholly depen- 
dent upon the weather obtained on Chart 1. 

Chart 1 
Die Weather 

Roll Condition 
2 Light Mud 
3 Light Mud 
4 Mud 
5 Light Mud 
6 Clear 
7 Clear 
8 Clear 
9 Light Mud 

10 Mud 

Probability 
of Occurence 

.03= 3% 

.06= 6% 

.08= 8% 

.11=11% 

.14=14% 

.17=17% 

.14= 14% 

.11=11% 

.08= 8% 
11 Light Mud .06= 6% 
12 Light Mud .03= 3% 

101 % 
Note: Odds of occurence have been rounded to the nearest whole 
number, thus a total of 101 % 

The chance of obtaining a Clear weather result 
has been scaled downwards slightly while the chance 
of obtaining a Light Mud result has been increased 
slightly. The reason for this change reflects my 
opinion that a Clear weather result in the September1 
October 1941 turn is the most lethal result an Axis 
player can ever hope to achieve during the cam- 
paign. Oftentimes a good Axis player can lay claim 
to an assault on several Soviet worker centers that, 
when destroyed, can never be replaced no matter 



what future weather resolution turns may offer. In- 
stead, the chance of obtaining Light Mud, probably 
better conducive in terms of fairness to both players, 
stands a greater probability of occurring. 

Looking beyond the SeptemberIOctober 1941 turn 
to the NovemberlDecember 1941 turn both players 
will adhere to one of three charts (labeled 2A, 2B, 
and 2C below) dependent upon the weather obtained 
on Chart 1. A Clear result from Chart 1 will lead 
players to Chart 2A. A Light Mud result from Chart 
1 will lead players to Chart 2B. Lastly, a Mud result 
from Chart 1 will lead players to Chart 2C. 

Finally, when faced with the MarchIApril 1942 
weather resolution turn, again results obtained from 
Chart 1 will determine the chart to be utilized. A 
Clear result from Chart 1 will lead players to chart 
3A. A Light Mud result from Chart 1 will lead 
players to use Chart 3B. And a Mud result from 
Chart 1 will lead players to Chart 3C. 

Chart 2A 

Die Weather Probability 

Light Mud 

Mud 

Table 1 
Overall Probability of the Weather Tracking System 

Probability of Resulting Decent 
SeptIOct Good or Bad Weather Thru Weather 

Weather Result April 1942 Index 
Clear 10%-Good 

32%-Bad 67 % 
57 %-Mixed 
22 %-Good 
22%-Bad 77 % 

55%-Mixed 
33 %-Good 
16 %-Bad 83 % 

50 %-Mixed 

Definitions: Good Weather-Clear and Light Mud results. 
Bad Weather-Mud and Snow results. 
Mixed Weather-a combination of a turn of good and a turn of bad weather. 
Decent Weather Index-the addition of goad and mixed weather probabilities. 

Roll Conditiol 

Predominant Weather: 
Snow - 45% 
Mud - 38% 
Light Mud - 12% 
Clear - 6 % 
Chart 2B 

Die Weather Probability 
Roll Condition of Occurrence 

I 
iib 
1 % m 

LI 
Predominant Weather: 
Snow - 45% 
Mud - 22% 
Light Mud - 22% 
Clear - 12% 
Chart 2C 

D' Weather Probability 
Rc Condition of Occurrence 

II 
6x. 
1% 

m 

Predominant Weather: 
Snow - 45% 
Light Mud - 22% 
Clear - 22% 
Mud - 6% 

Chart 3A 
Die Weather Probability 
Roll Condition of Occurrenc- 

Predominant Weather: 

Light Mud 
Clear 
Mud 
Snow 

Chart 3B 
Die Weather Probabilitv 
Roll Condition of ~ ~ r r e i c e  

- x 

11 Snow w 
Predominant Weather: 
Light Mud - 34% 
Clear - 33% 
Mud - 22% 
Snow -12% 

Chart 3C 
Die Weather 
Roll Condition 

Probability 
- 3ccurrenc 

Clear 
" ow 61 

ear 

P I  

Predominant Weather: 
Light Mud - 34% 
Clear - 34% 
Mud - 17% 
Snow - 16% 

Basically, these charts attempt to balance the 
shortcomings in the present weather resolution 
system. As to their overall effects during the 
NovemberlDecember and MarchIApril weather 
resolution turns, please consult Table 1. 

To make a long story short, an Axis player gain- 
ing the benefit of Clear weather in the Septemberl 
October 1941 turn stands only a 10% chance of 
gaining further good weather and a % chance of hav- 
ing one turn of good weather and one turn of bad 
weather. On the other hand, an Axis player whose 
luck has seemingly run out in SeptemberlOctober 
1941 with a Mud weather result has a one-third 
chance of attaining good weather through the 
balance of the weather resolution turns and fully an 
83 % chance of attaining mixed results. If bad luck 
and weather still occur, the chance of it happening 
would only be 16%. 

Summing them up, the charts attempt to smooth 
out the wide discrepancies that can and inevitably 
do happen. Skill is oftentimes all for naught as a 
stalwart Soviet player can do little in the fact of four 
Clear turns in 1941. 

Mind you, under the present weather rules an Axis 
player who is lucky enough to obtain a Clear 
weather result in the SeptemberIOctober 1941 turn 
still has a 22% chance of attaining good weather 
through April of 1942. Likewise, an Axis player 
unlucky enough to obtain Mud in the Septemberl 
October 1941 turn still has a 22% chance of addi- 
tional poor weather befalling him. 

In closing, one could argue that the Weather 
Tracking System should be used for the balance of 
the Campaign Game. My main thrust for devising 
this system, though, was to somehow alter those first 
few critical weather rolls that set the tone for the 
balance of the game. * 

It has always struck me that the strength of a solid 
design is in no manner better demonstrated than by 
the willingness of knowledgeable gamers to tinker 
with it. By "tinker" I do not mean the correction 
of design Jaws in the game system, but rather the 
exploration of options and cause/effect relationships 
beyond the pale of recorded history. Obviously, lHE 
RUSSLQN CAMPAIGN is one such solid design. Mr. 
Dultz's article above and Mr. Carberry's follow- 
ing clarify and codify a number of variant options- 
enough certainly to keep the most devoted player 
busy exploring the "what-ifs" of this classic. 



HANDICAPPING IN THE 
RUSSIAN CAMPAIGN 
Options for Balancing the Old Favorite 

By Joe Carberry 

One game that continues to rate highly on the 
GENERAL'S "So That's What You've Been Play- 
ing" chart is THE RUSSIAN CAMPAIGN. Why is 
th1s so? 

Well, of course the game seems to model the ebb 
and flow of the actual event. One gets the "feel" 
of both the swift Nazi armored advances and, if the 
Russian player survives, the relentless onslaught of 
a vengeful and ever-growing Red Army. These 
aside, the reason why so many enjoy TRC is that 
out of all the games played over the years, many 
of the most memorable have been of this title. There 
are few games that can keep the tension level as high 
over the course of play. I find this true especially 
between equal or nearly equal players. 

Wouldn't you want to break in a novice with 
TRC? Or for that matter, play against an otherwise 
good player who is unfamiliar with the game? My 
answer to that is an unfortunate NO. 

In my experience RUSSIAN CAMPAIGN is the 
kind of game where even relatively small differences 
in skill and experience are very telling. This is in 
spite of the oft-touted luck factor which I feel, out- 
side of a few crucial weather rolls, usually does not 
function throughout the play of a complete game. 
Further, I have long felt that a bad choice of the 
existing optional rules vis-a-vis player skill levels 
can throw a game. 

Is there a solution? 
Well, you can play a different game. However, 

once a player, even a novice, experiences the sheer 
excitement of a good hard-fought TRCgame, it will 
more often than not be the game of his choice. With 
this in mind, several years ago I devised a system 
using the 2nd Edition Rules which seems to solve 
this problem for me. 

The system assigns a relative point value to the 
options based on their effect on play. Options which 
have a more pronounced impact are assigned more 
points, those which do not exhibit as strong an im- 
pact are given fewer points. I also developed some 
additional options, most of which are simple and 
easy to implement. Some are rather more complex 
and sweeping in their ramifications. 

I should note here, and this is important, that any 
of these new options, especially those for which I 
claim some degree of historicity are not meant as 
a critique of the original rules. Rather, read them 
as "game-balancers" into which I have attempted 
to build some semblance of historical plausibilty. 

To use this system the players agree upon a cer- 
tain number of option points per player. Each player 
chooses the options he wishes to be in effect. There 
are options which are specific to one side or the 
other, and there are those options which may be 
selected by either player. The players ought to 
choose their options in secret, have an agreed upon 
procedure for both revealing their selections, and 
some way of resolving difficulties if their choices 
happen to coincide or conflict. 

What follows is a list of all the options, a short 
explanation of the rationale for each rule, and the 
effect of that rule on the game. The rules marked 
by an asterick (*) are those that I have developed. 
The ones listed with numbers are part of the regular 
optional rules. 

I fully realize that not all readers experienced in 
THE RUSSIAN CAMPAIGN will agree with the 
points assigned to each option, the following ex- 
planations, nor for that matter even with the player 
that the option is allowed! If this scheme should 
prove to be popular, all of these things ought to work 

themselves out over a period of time and play. 
Remember, this is for the players to sort out them- 
selves; I've only provided the guidelines. The most 
important thing, and I am sure that we all agree on 
it, is to have those excellent hair-raising contests 
that TRC offers. 

Given a contest between two players of equiva- 
lent skills, the relative weight in points were as- 
signed on the following basis: one point, minimal 
or transient value; two points, moderate and occa- 
sionally strong; three points, strong if not critical; 
four points and over, very strong options-real 
"game-breakers" if taken alone. These point values 
were derived from playings using very few options 
per game. If players desire the use of many optional 
rules in a game, the scaled values are likely to lose 
some of their numeric validity. This occurs as the 
options interact to a greater extent. 

The Soviet player ought to set up his units prior 
to the selection of the optional rules. 

I. OPTIONS AVAILABLE TO 
EITHER PLAYER 

1. OFF-BOARD RAIL & SUPPLY (26.6), 2 Points 
As the Western map-edge is more constricted than 

that of the East, this rule will benefit the German 
player more often than his counterpart. This is a 
decent option for turning a losing game into a draw. 
It will help the player who is unfortunate enough 
to need it. 

2. UNLIMITED INVASIONS UNTIL FAILURE 
(Variant II), 2 Points 

For the player that holds all Black Sea ports at 
any time in the game, this can be a real plus. On 



the other hand, if you risk an invasion or transport 
and it fails . . . 

This rule will assist a victorious Russian player 
in cracking the Rumanian chestnut in 1944-45. It 
will be of less value to the Axis as they have a more 
diffuse set of objectives at the Eastern end of the 
Black Sea. As long as no transportslinvasions are 
lost prematurely, this option will help the player on 
the offensive in the end-game. The overall effect 
is likely to be the fostering of a more conservative 
approach to risk in Black Sea naval operations. 

3. MONTHLY WEATHER (26.8), 1 Point 
A favorite of mine and a lot of other players, it 

can have a stronger impact than the single point 
would seem to indicate. This is especially true for 
the German player as he must take the weather as 
it comes, while the Russian can play ahead. I guess 
that's what you get for fooling around in Mother 
Russia! 

However, this is also true to a smaller degree if 
the normal weather rules are used. "Clear" in 
November 1941 is still three Stukas worth of trouble 
for the Kremlin. 

This rule will go quite away toward mitigating 
the make or break luck of the 1941 weather. 

4. BUT WHAT IF . . . (Variant 111), 3 Points 
On the face of it this ought to be a German option. 

However, unless the Wehrmacht can mount an ex- 
tremernly effective blitz, the extra month and the 
XI Fleigerkorps just do not make up for the likely 
disuse of two Axis-Allied armies and the anchor- 
ing of the Lwow redoubt's left flank. We won't even 
mention panzer replacements, Italians, and the extra 
replacement die rolls the Russian player is liable 
to receive. More often than not the Nazis end up 
with both fists stuck in the Russian Tar Baby if this 
is chosen. Even the best part of this option, "The 
Italian Sellout" gives only a passing advantage in 
return for long-term disabilities. 

The Russian player can take this option in the hope 
that his opponent will be tempted into using it. If 
the German does not bite, the Soviets have wasted 
three option points. 

Recommended for the German player who likes 
to experiment and is perhaps gentleman enough to 
give a bit of an edge to an unequal fellow player. 
The high point cost for this option will ensure that 
Hitler won't "put the Buldge on the Russians" too 
often. 

5. SUDDEN DEATH VICTORY CONDITIONS 
(24.3), 2 Points 

If you thought you got rid of the luck factor with 
Monthly Weather, well . . . here it is again. This 
time you roll before the game is started! The laurels 
for this one will go to the player best able or lucky 
enough to guess his opposite's choices and keep his 
own disguised. 

The rule will quite often serve its purpose, which 
is to make short an otherwise lengthy game. The 
cost is flexibility and occasional artificial "wins" 
by a player. 

6. VARIABLE TIME SUDDEN DEATH 
VICTORY CONDITIONS (*), 3 Points 

RULE: This option is a variation of the regular Sud- 
den Death rules, only instead of picking the objec- 
tives for the complete game at the very beginning, 
the objectives are selected for the period two years 
in advance. 

That is, each player selects his objectives for the 
next following year. The objectives must be selected 
in advance according to the two-year time interval. 
For example, 1942 and 1943 at the start; in 1942 
they select their objectives for 1944, and so on. The 
selection of objectives must be made during the first 
turn of each year for the appropriate interval. 

This rule takes precedence over the regular Sud- 
den Death Victory Conditions. 

This is a more flexible version of the original rule. 
As such, it may not result in a shorter game. The 
greatest advantage is that it will assuage the luck 
problem inherent in the regular option. Two year 
intervals are a good compromise. The benefits are 
the same as in the usual Sudden Death Conditions. 

11. OPTIONS AVAILABLE TO THE 
GERMAN PLAYER 
1. RIGA, MINSK, KIEV, & ODESSA ON THE 

FIRST IMPULSE (26.7), 1 Point 
In most games this option will affect only Odessa. 

If the German player sees an opportunity in the 
Russian set-up, some of the others could be hit. 
Although this could have a long-term impact on the 
way the game plays itself out, anyway you cut it, 
the German advantage remains transitional. 

2. EXTRA SS REPLACEMENTS (26.2), 2 Points 
The help offered by this option will arrive too late 

for the crucial 1942 session. 
On the other hand, if it turns out that 1943 is to 

be the year of decision, the SS or their substitutes 
could very well tip the balance against the burgwn- 
ing Red hordes. Usually, this rule serves to either 
prolong the German defense or to drive the final 
nail into the Red coffin. The overall effect is strong, 
but rarely pivotal. 

3. HEXES A4, A5 AND MURMANSK (*), 
2 Points 

RULE: If the Axis player controls hexes A4 and A5 
(control defined as being the last to move a unit or 
its ZOC through) during any two consecutive snow 
impulses, Murmansk falls and the 14th Army sur- 
renders. The Archangel replacement roll is lost and 
the German North Finland force enters in the next 
clear weather impulse. 

The replacement roll is regained the turn after the 
Soviets move a unit north off the edge of the map 
at either hex A4 or A5. This unit is placed in the 
14th Army's box and re-enters the game under the 
same circumstances as the lost army. 

Murmansk may not fall again after recapture if 
the German North Finland force has entered the 
board. If that force has not entered, should the hexes 
fall yet again to the Germans, all conditions above 
again apply. 

This rule depicts the cutting of the supply lines 
to Murmansk, as tried historically without success. 
With Murmansk as a hostile base, Allied shipping 
via this route, even in summer, would have been 
an extremely dubious proposition. Doubtless 
Murmansk could have held out for an extended 
period in good weather, as fresh troops and their 
munitions could debark from Archangel. In the 
Arctic winter, I think it would have been a differ- 
ent story. 

This option forces the Russians to actively resist 
raids into this area. It opens up real campaign pos- 
sibilities for the Germans in the north, commen- 
surate with the forces needed. No longer can the 
Russians dig in near Leningrad and let go of every- 
thing North of that city. 

If Murmansk falls this is a strong option indeed. 

4. EXTRA RUMANIAN AND FINNISH 
UNITS (*) 

RULE:The Axis player receives two extra 2-4 
Rumanian units, the 3rd and 1 lth corps. These units 
are placed one each in Bucharest and Ploesti on the 
June impulse of 1941. He also receives the Finnish 
3rd corps, a 3-4, which is placed with the German 
North Finland group. This unit will enter with, and 
only if, the German units do. 

The Rumanian 2-2 that enters in SeptlOct 1942 
is substituted for the 3rd Corps. 

These are actual units that were not included in 
the game since historically their scope of activity 
is not depicted on the map. The Rumanian units 
were operational at the time of the siege of Odessa. 
Of course they are useful for garrisons and ex- 
changes. If the Murmansk option is exercised in 
tandem with this, the Finnish 3rd corps can prove 
to be very useful. 

5. OSTARBETTER (*), 3 Points 
RULE: Starting with JanlFeb 1942 turn, and end- 
ing on the SeptlOct 1944 turn, the German player 
may replace each turn the weakest infantry corps 
available. Only regular Wehrmacht units can be 
taken under this option. 

This option is frankly very ahistorical. Its func- 
tion is to enhance the handicapping system by 
strengthening a less expert German player. 

In most cases the German will gain over 50 com- 
bat factors in 17 units. Lone panzer corps guard- 
ing sectors of the front will often be replaced by 
3-4 infantry corps, thus freeing the armor for more 
offensively oriented tasks. The loss of corps-sized 
units in the historical campaign was rare, particu- 
larly for the Germans. To accurately portray this 
in the game would entail a fundamental, and in my 
view, foolish revision of the current rules. 

However, this rule does depict the fleshing out 
of depleted units by fresh drafts of men and material 
in an abstract fashion. The rationale for ending it 
in SeptIOct 1944 is that, faced with collapse both 
east and west, the Germans stripped their regular 
replacement units for stop-gap forces at this time. 

One of the strongest German options, hence the 
five point cost. 

6. UNRESTRICTED INITIAL ATTACKS FROM 
POLAND (*), 4 Points 

RULE: Any Axis belonging to Army Groups North, 
Center and South may attack any Russian units that 
belong to the Baltic, Western or Kiev Military Dis- 
tricts without restriction on the initial impulse of 
the first turn. 

This and the following "Unrestricted Attacks in 
Poland and either Rumania or Finland" are the most 
controversial of my optional rules. Cunning use of 
either one of these two rules can result in a "catas- 
trophe effect" (to quote Richard Hamblen) that the 
Russian player may find it hard to cope with. 

If the goal is to break through and capture objec- 
tives such as Moscow early, the Fall weather die 
rolls will probably be the final arbitrator. In this 
case, care must be taken to trap or eliminate enough 
Soviet units to restrict the effectiveness of their 
countermoves. 

With this rule, the German player is not forced 
to adhere to the original starting dispositions for 
"Fall Barbarossa" on the main sectors; as such, this 
is a perfectly plausible historical alternative. 

7. UNRESTRICTED INITAL ATTACKS IN 
POLAND AND EITHER FINLAND OR 
RUMANIA (*), 8 Points 

RULE: The German and Italian units may set up 
and attack on the initial impulse of the first turn 
without restriction in Poland, and in either Finland 
or in Rumania. 

The Russian forces belonging to the Baltic, the 
Western, the Kiev Military Districts, and one of 
either the Odessa Military District or the Finnish 
border may be attacked in the very first impulse 
without the restrictions found in rule 3.4. If Finland 
is selected, German and Italian units may set up 
there. All other Axis-Allied units must start in their 
home country. 

Skillful use of this rule will allow twin break- 
throughs and the possible entrapment of the majority 
of the Russian defenders. Again, the "catastrophe 
effect" may well cost the Soviets the game in 1941. 

On the other hand, success of this, like the pre- 



vious option, depends very much on good weather 
luck and can be frustrated occasionally by bad rolls 
on a crucial battle or two, and astute Russian 
counterploys. This rule, given Finland's political 
attitude, is historically very dubious. 

8. ENHANCED GERMAN INITIAL ATTACKS 
(*), 2 Points 

RULE: The German has at his disposal on the first 
turn of the Campaign Game four Stukas instead of 
the usual three. This extra Stuka is available for that 
turn only, and may originate from any HQ. Fur- 
ther, the range of the German Stukas is now nine 
instead of eight hexes, for the remainder of the 
game. 

The Russian player must roll a six-sided die after 
the German player has finished his first turn, the 
number indicated by the result is the number of rail 
moves he receives for that turn. This includes all 
replacements. The Soviet rail capacities and restric- 
tions are per the normal TRC rules on the follow- 
ing game turns. 

The confusion generated by the surprise onslaught 
on the 22nd of June 1941 is well documented. This 
rule adds a little extra to the advantages already 
given to the German player for that impulse. It 
depicts the added strength of airpower when it is 
operating from established bases, air attacks on 
transport lines, and the overall superiority of Ger- 
man air technology throughout the war. 

The "Stalin Surprise?" rule has no effect on this 
option. 

III. OPTIONS AVAILABLE TO THE 
SOVIET PLAYER 
1. ARMOR HALVED VS. WOODS AND 

MAJOR CITIES (26.3), 2 Points 
While this option has the potential for either hin- 

dering or helping either player, the fact is that dur- 
ing the Russian general offensive the Soviet player 
can usually bypass centers of resistance, leaving 
them for mopping up by his infantry a turn or so 
later. The German player, on the other hand, often 
must take key points with his panzers while he is 
on the attack. The German infantry tends to be the 
follow-along force that will reinforce important 
assaults and protect the flanks. 

As the campaign runs its course, it can be noted 
that the defensive anchor points for the Russians are 
normally cities, woods, and rivers. The anchor 
points for the German are most often rivers and 
mountains. 

This is a good option for a Soviet player who can't 
quite keep those pesky panzers out of Red Square. 
This is also an interesting option for the German 
player to work against, as it forces the use of more 
sophisticated tactics in order to take important 
targets. 

2. TWO WORKER UNITS IN SIBERIA 
(26.4), 2 Points 

If the Russian player likes to be conservative about 
his placement of worker units, which is usually a 
good idea, this is a well considered rule. 

There are five or six locations which are very hard 
for the Germans to reach, even in a close game, 
as opposed to nine new worker units. The "break- 
ing point" at which an eventual win for the Russians 
becomes less and less likely is with, I feel, about 
10 to 12 worker factors. This will give the Soviet 
player two locations for workers which, rather than 
being merely hard, are impossible to get at. 

3. HISTORICAL WEATHER (26.5), 
2 Points 

While it can be argued that over the long run the 
historical weather does not treat the German player 
too badly, and that it also allows a certain amount 
of planning ahead, in more than one game the Wehr- 

macht has lost badly by "gambling" on hopes that 
the weather will stay good long enough for the cur- 
rent offensive to pay off. But as many experienced 
player can tell you, favorable to excellent weather 
in 1941 gives the German his best single shot at win- 
ning the game. 

For this reason, the option is available to the 
Russian player only. The relatively high point cost 
will ensure that it will not be over-used. 

4. DOUBLED REPLACEMENTS THE FIRST 
TWO TURNS (*), 2 Points 

RULE: The replacement value of all worker units is 
doubled for the first two turns of the campaign game 
only. 

A good ploy against the Gennan who always seems 
to have an overpowering opening. It is also perfect for 
the player new to the game, who while confident of 
his abilities does not fully understand the flow or 
mechanics. 

The average number of units gained is low, yet the 
timing of their arrival is the key. A couple of extra units 
may easily make the difference between the Wehrmacht 
wintering in cities such as Bryansk or Dnepropetrovsk. 

The option replicates the flow of activated Russian 
reserves to the front. 

5. EVACUATION OF WORKER UNITS (*), 
5 Points 

RULE: The rules concerning rail movement, placement 
of reinforcements~re~lacements, immobility of Russian 
Worker units. and sea movement are altered bv use of 
this option. 

A: Rail movement is allowed during both impulses 
of each player turn, provided the unit being so 
moved has the ability to move that impulse. 
Under certain circumstances Soviet Worker 
units may be moved by rail. Units may not move 
by rail unless they can trace a line of rail hexes 
unbroken by enemy units or ZOC's to their 
respective board edge or to a friendly controlled 
major city. There are NO changes in the rou- 
tine by which railroad control is determined. 
Rail and sea movement is done each impulse 
prior to any other movement. 

B: Each side is allocated a certain number of rail 
moves per impulse. The Axis allocations vary 
with location and weather. All rail movement 
including that of replacements and reinforce- 
ments uses one rail allocation per unit that is 
moved; in the case of worker units, one per unit 
inverted or inverted unit that moves (see D 
below). 

C: The Soviets receive five rail allocations per im- 
pulse. The Axis player may move 3 units per 
impulse in Russia, one unit per impulse in 
Russia during "Snow" turns only. The Axis 
may also move two units by rail per impulse 
extra, outside of Russia, regardless of weather. 

D: Worker units may be evacutated (i.e., they may 
be moved by rail). During the first impulse of 
evacuation the worker unit is only i n v d ,  after 
the initial inversion the worker may move up 
to 10 hexes per impulse, and they must re-invert 
if they finish on an eligible major or minor city. 
Worker units may not count their factors toward 
replacements while they are inverted. Inverted 
worker units have no ZOC's, nor do they have 
any combat value. If they are alone in a hex, 
they are eliminated if attacked. Worker units 
may not invert on the first turn of the Campaign 
Game, unless the Russian player gains a pre- 
game impulse via the "Stalin Surprise?". In- 
verted workers may be moved off the east edge 
of the board and reinverted during the same 
impulse. 

E: The replacements for both sides must enter at 
specific locations. All Russian replacements 
must enter at a non-inverted worker unit at the 
normal one-to-one ratio (22.1). The Axis-Allies 

must enter at their respective capitals (Hungar- 
ians at T32), or in the case of the Italians at 
Bucharest, T32 or Breslau. All Germans 
replacements and reinforcements must enter at 
either Berlin, Posen, Konigsberg or Warsaw. 
Russian replacements may enter in Siberia if 
worker units have been placed there. 

F: Except for seaborne evacuations, all units using 
sea invasions or transport must start the impulse 
of movement at a port on the sea over which 
they propose to move. 

G: Soviet Guards Armored units are counted as 
both Guards AND as mored units for the pur- 
pose of replacement limitations. 

One of the most crucial strategic decisions of World 
War II was taken by the Soviet High Command in the 
summer of 1941. This decision moved a large portion 
of Russian industry to safer havens in the east and out 
of Hitler's immediate reach. This was done despite the 
grave wartime production dislocation that it entailed. 
This supremely important decision is not modeled 
closely in TRC. 

With this particular rule, what you will not see is a 
massive movement of worker units to the east, the Rus- 
sian player must weigh the needs of the front, the need 
for replacements, and then finally, the timely evacua- 
tion of workers. Nonetheless, the worker units saved 
by this rule, once they are "safely" emplaced will do 
much to grind down the invasion, and then to turn the 
tide back toward the German borders. 

The effects of this rule are very broad. The Axis will 
have a slight advantage in the early game, as they will 
have most of their forces "forward," while the Soviets 
will have to use the rails both to move armies to the 
front and to evacuate worker units. Single factor 
workers are liable to be used in a more aggressive 
manner. Critical battles are likely to be fought by 
smaller forces on both sides. The Wehrmacht will ex- 
perience a sharper loss of momentum as it penetrates 
deeper into Russia. Finally the German player will be 
hampered in his ability to respond to Red offensives 
by using mass rail transshipment of troops to Uueatened 
areas. 

A good tactic for the Russians to use with this 
option, is to "leapfrog" workers back to the nearest 
available site (i.e., Kiev to Kursk, Kharkov to 
Voronezh, and so forth). This economizes on both 
lost replacements and rail allocations. 

6. SOVIET "STURMOVIKS" (*), 4 Points 
RULE: The Russian player now has access to air 
support similiar to the German Stukas, which 
originate from his Stavka HQ units. This air sup- 
port, or "Sturmoviks", although not as effective 
as that of the German, grows as the war proceeds. 
There are also extensive changes in the rules cover- 
ing parachute operations, and the movement and 
utility of HQs on both sides. 

A: Air support and paradrops may originate 
from HQ in either impulse, in so long as that 
HQ has not moved in that impulse, and is 
located on a valid friendly rail supply hex 
or a controlled city. HQs may move in either 
impulse and by rail if so desired. 

B: If eliminated, the Stavka HQ may be replaced 
the second turn following its destruction- 
unless it has "surrendered" which will 
eliminate it permanently. Replacing the 
Stavka unit will cost the Soviets one replace- 
ment point and is done in lieu of a Guards 
or armored unit. The German HQs are 
replaced in the normal fashion. 

C: Paradrops are taken in lieu of air support. 
All paratroop units are eligible to drop any 
number of times as long as the air support 
quota is not exceeded. To drop, the unit must 
be "recovered and with the HQ, the hex 
the drop originates from. To recover a unit, 
the HQ must end a impulse in the same hex 



as the unit. Paratroops may enter the map 
at the location of their curre.nt HQ at any time 
in the game, even during the opponent's 
phase. 

D: The German XI Fleigerkorps is in the 
"dead" pik at the start of the Campaign 
Game. The 2nd Parachute corps enters the 
game as a reinforcement in the July impulse 
of 1943. Paratroop units may be replaced in 
substitution for a panzer corps on the annual 
Axis replacement impulse. The rules cover- 
ing the use of German paratroops are as out- 
lined in the Mediterranean Distraction 
section of the "But What I f .  . . " variation 
with the following differences: they may 
drop during either impulse, and they may 
drop during any weather as long as there is 
a Stuka air support mission available for 
which the drop may be substituted. 

E: German paratroops may airlift from HQ to 
HQ each impulse. This has no effect on the 
availability of air support, but a side record 
must be kept in case verification of their 
location becomes necessary. They may not 
airlift and drop on the same impulse. 

F: If "Monthly Weather" is used, the avail- 
ability for Stukas is determined on the basis 
of the roll for the first impulse. The German 
player is granted one extra Stuka which he 
may use in any impulse, regardless of 
weather, in 1944. 

G: The number of Sturmoviklparadrops mis- 
sions per year, per impulse are as follows: 
1941 . . . . . 2 missions, one per impulse; 
1942 . . . . . 4 missions, one per impulse; 
1943 . . . . . 8 missions, two per impulse; 
1944 . . . .12 missions, three per impulse; 
1945 . . . . .16 missions, four per impulse; 
Unlike the Soviet paratmops, the Sturmoviks 
may be used in any weather. 

H: Sturmovik air support missions shift any 
Soviet attack one column to the right. Only 
one Sturmovik mission may be used with 
each attack. They may be used, however, in 
conjunction with artillery to gain up to the 
maximum of three-column shift in an attack. 

I: Soviet paratmops may only drop in snow im- 
pulses in both 1941 and 1942. They may 
drop in either snow or mudjlight mud im- 
pulses in 1943. They may drop in any 
weather in 1944 and after. Soviet parachute 
units may be replaced at a cost of one 
replacement point per unit and in lieu of a 
Guards or an annored units. 

This rule will be invaluable in breaking the very 
stubborn Axis defenses found in the latter stage of 
the game, as it will turn a lot of those vile 1-1 at- 
tacks into 2-ls, 2-1s into 3-ls, etc. It can also help 
in the few crucial early Russian attacks where the 
Soviet player is occassionally attacking a large force 
surrounded at low odds. One or two of these, if suc- 
cessful, can cost the German his chance to win the 
game. 

On the other hand, the Wehrmacht can accrue 
large initial advantages by hitting important objec- 
tives with Stukas on the last impulse of his turn. 
And, if the parachute unit is revived, the German 
player can strike at places far in the Soviet rear (such 
as the Stalin HQ or Archangel). 

The overall effect is to put steam into the 
post-1943 Russian steamroller and turn a lot of ties 
into Soviet victories. 

7. LEND-LEASE (*), 3 Points 
RULE: Starting in JanlFeb 1943, in a hh ion  similar 
to that of Archangel. the Russian player gets an extra 
die roll's worth of replacement points, in so long 
as he holds either Saratov or Astrakhan. In addi- 

tion to this, he is able to replace one extra Guards 
or armored unit if he has control of both of these 
cities. 

The Lend-Lease program did not reach its full 
effect until the longer, albeit much safer, land route 
through Persia was implemented. In the game, this 
is largely factored into the doubling of replacements 
in May 1943. However, not enough. 

This is a game balancing rule, which gives the 
Russians a little more leeway as to losses in worker 
and second-impulse capable units. It also depicts 
historical events in a bit less abstract fashion. 

8. ARTILLERY CORPS (Variant I), 
1 or 2 Points 

RULE: The one-point option is the regular rule. The 
two-point option allows for the arrival of the Soviet 
units as reinforcements from the East, and at earlier 
dates. The arrival times for the two point version 
of this rule are: the 1st Artillery corps-SeptlOct 
1942; the 2nd corps-MayIJune 1943; and the 3rd 
corps in MarchlApril of 1944. The German 7th 
Artillery unit arrives, under the two-point scheme, 
as a reinforcement in MayIJune of 1943. All arrivals 
are available in the initial impulse of the scheduled 
turn. 

This, of course, is another method of assisting 
the Soviets in the mid-and end-games. The second 
impulse movement of the German unit makes it a 
much more valued force, yet the Russians are 
granted more units, and they are more in need of 
the extra "punch" these units give. I believe, ex- 
cept for perhaps the German unit, the two-point 
option's amval dates are more accurate than those 
given. 

9. AXIS WITHDRAWALS TO ITALY IN 
1943 (*), 3 Points 

RULE: During the JulylAugust 1943 turn, the Ger- 
man player must withdraw at least 12 combat fac- 
tors of panzerlpanzergrenadier units, and 10 factors 
of infantry off the west edge of the map. Italian units 
may be substituted for German infantry, but other 
Axis-Allied units may not. 

While this option is too severe to be considered 
historical, the fact remains that some units were 
pulled out and sent to Italy and the Mediterranean 
about this time. In actuality these withdrawals were 
replacements "not taken," as many of the units de- 
stroyed at Stalingrad and subsequently rebuilt were 
the mainstays of the bitter Italian Campaign. 

Use of this rule will have a marked effect on what 
is usually a very crucial period in the game. It will 
either take the steam out of a rampaging Wehrmacht, 
or it will signal the start of the long road to Berlin. 

10. HISTORICAL SET-UP (*), 1 Point 
RULE: The Axis player is obligated to operate under 
historical constraints, or suffer a penalty. Units be- 
longing to Army Groups North, Center and South 
are not required to set up in Poland yet, if there is 
more than one extra Axis unit starting in Finland, 
or more than two extra units in Rumania, then the 
next option ("Stalin Surprise?") is automatically 
enforced. Note that only via the use of the free- 
deployment rule may extra units begin in Finland. 

Hungary is considered neutral until July 194 1. If 
any Axis units start in Hungary, all Hungarian in- 
fantry units entering the game must remain in 
Hungary. If any Axis units enter Hungary, even as 
a result of a retreat, Hungary will remain neutral 
until either all Black Sea ports are occupied by the 
Axis, or until Red Army units enter that country. 
In either case all restrictions on Hungarian units are 
lifted at that time. Units forced to retreat into 
Hungary may, at the owning player's option be 
eliminated instead. 

For the remainder of the game, the hexes at T24, 
T25, and U24 are considered wooded not moun- 
tainous terrain. 

This simply eliminates two anomalous features 
of the game, one historical, the other geographic. 
The infamous Lwow position is now rather more 
porous, and no longer will Army Group South come 
charging out of the Carapathian Mountains. The 
Germans will still face quite a bottleneck, but after 
all, this is a Russian option. 

11. STALIN SURPRISE? (*), 1 Point 
RULE: After both sides have set up and prior to any 
movement, the Russian player rolls one die to find 
out if his High Commander is taken by surprise. 

Results: 1-3; Yes, no changes. Proceed as usual. 
4; Minor, river effects are not cancelled 

on the first impulse. 
5; No! River effects are not cancelled, 

and the Red Army gets a free pre- 
game second movement phase. 

6; No! River effects are not cancelled, 
and the Russian player gets a free 
pre-game first impulse movement 
phase, including rail. 

ADD + 1 to the die roll if more than two "extra" 
Axis units start in Rumania, or if any units start in 
Hungary. 

+ 1 to the die roll if any extra units start in 
Finland. 

No Axis ZOC's are in effect during any pre-game 
movement, nor may any Soviet unit cross any 
national border, nor may they attack Axis units. 
However, all Soviet units are released from their 
original Military Districts, or their reserve status. 
If the Soviets have selected "Evacuation of Worker 
Units" along with this option, he does not get any 
rail movement if he rolls a "5" or its equivalent. 

It is ironic that a regime that prided itself on "ob- 
jectivity" could have been taken in so well by its 
own propaganda and wishful thinking. "They won't 
come this year", became "They can't come this 
year." 

A favofite option of mine, and at times a good 
antidote to the Nazi free set-up options. Depend- 
ing on the die, the "Stalin Swpiise?" could mean 
nothing, in which case you've wasted an option 
point. On the other hand, it might be very meaning- 
ful indeed. At the very least, occasional use of this 
rule will make your opponent think twice about load- 
ing up in Rumania or Hungary. 

SUMMARY 
I: BOTH SIDES 

1) Off-board Rail and Supply 2 Points 
2) Unlimited Invasions Until Failure 2 Points 
3) Monthly Weather 1 Point 
4) "But What I f .  . . ?" 3 Points 
5) Sudden Death Victory Conditions 2 Points 

* 6) Variable Sudden Death Conditions 3 Points 
This catagory subtotal = 13 Option Points 

11: GERMAN PLAYER ONLY 
1) Riga, Minsk, Kieve, and Odessa on 

on the first impulse 1 Point 
2) Extra SS Replacements 2 Points 

* 3) Extra Finnish and Rumanian Units 
1 Point 

* 4) Hexes A4, A5, and Murmansk 
2 Points 

* 5) Ostarbeiter (Slave Labor) 3 Points 
* 6) German Infantry Draft Replacements 

5 Points 
* 7) Unrestricted Set-Up and Attacks in 

Poland 4 Points 
* 8) Unrestricted Set-Up and Attacks 

in Poland and either 
Rumania or Finland 8 Points 

* 9) Enhanced German Initial Attacks 2 Points 
This catagory subtotal = 28 Option Points 



111: SOVIET PLAYER ONLY 
1) Armor Halved vs. Woods and 

Major Cities 2 Points 
2) Two Worker Units in Siberia 

2 Points 
3) Historical Weather 2 Points 

* 4) Doubled Replacements for the First 
Two Turns 2 Points 

* 5) Evacuation of Worker Units 5 Points 
* 6) "Sturrnoviks" 4 Points 
* 7) Lend-Lease 3 Points 
* 8) Artillery Corps 112 Points 
* 9) Withdrawals to Italy in 1943 3 Points 
*lo) Historical Set-Up 1 Point 
*11) Stalin Surprise? 1 Point 

This catagory subtotal = 26/27 Option Points 
* Newly Developed Options 

SUGGESTIONS 
I recommend that equal players stay with a fairly 

low option points apiece. Four to eight points each 
would be a reasonable estimate. The rationale is that 
THE RUSSIAN CAMPAIGN is a very dynamic and 
psychological game. The play-balance side of the 
handicapping system is weakened as options are 
loaded one onto another. Large numbers of optional 
rules are likely to yield very unpredictable results. 

In my experience, the following bonuses will even 
out a game given these conditions: 
An Expert Player vs. 

A Good Player: +3 to +5 Points 
An Expert Player vs. 

A Fair Player: +5 to +9 Points 
An Expert Player vs. 

A Novice: +10 to +15 Points 
A Good Player vs. 

A Fair Player: +3 to +5 Points 
A Good Player vs. 

A Novice: +5 to +9 Points 
A Fair Player vs. 

A Novice: +3 to +5 Points 
Another way to use this system is to "handicap." 

When one player wins, he should grant the loser 
a point or two for the next encounter. If this is done, 
the losing player is likely to be more amenable to 
having a rematch. If you think one side or the other 
has an edge, then factor this into your play with bo- 
nus points. * 

ORDER BY PHONE 
TOLL FREE 

If your favorite game store does not have the 
game you want in stock and you have a valid 
American Expess, Mastercard, Choice or VISA 
credit card, call our Toll Free number 
800-638-9292 from anywhere in the Continental 
United States except Maryland to place your 
order. Our prompt mail order service will then 
speed your order to you with our usual light- 
ning dispatch. You must give the order taker the 
number, expiration date, and name of your credit 
card along with your order and shipping address. 
We ship UPS wherever possible. If you prefer 
Parcel Post, be sure to specify this. 

The Toll Free number is good only for order- 
ing games or other merchandise from The 
Avalon Hill Game Company by credit card 
payment. No C.O.D. orders can be accepted. 
The operator will be unable to answer game 
questions or switch calls to someone who can. 

Maryland residents must call 301-254-5300 
and ask for extension 234. Absolutely no collect 
phone calls can be accepted. The Toll Free 
number is not valid in Maryland. 

ASK NOT WHAT WARGAMING 
CANDO FOR YOU. . . 

A Report on GROTEKA 
By Thomas Machowski 

This brief article will not deal with tactics or strategy, nor will it analyze any game, nor will 
it record a sample playing. Ostensibly, it doesn't really pertain to any game. But it is about a 
group of dedicated gamers in Poland, the incredible difficulties they face in simply enjoying the 
hobby we take for granted, and brings their request for assistance. 

I recently returned from a visit to Poland, where I met an interesting gentleman by the name 
of Urbanowicz in the beautiful city of Warsaw. He first came to my attention while reading a 
"Letters to the Editor" column in Vol. 19, No. 6 of The GENERQL. A second letter from him 
was published in Vol. 21, No. 1. It was upon reading this second letter that I contacted Mr. Mar- 
tin and indicated that I would be willing to take copies of The GENERAL and wargames across 
the border into Poland. Due to a lack of time and Mr. Martin's concern for my not being detained 
upon entering the country, only copies of The GENERAL were forwarded to me. I took these to 
my first meeting with Mr. Urbanowicz. He was most appreciative of this gesture by gamers in 
our country. And he further voiced a desire to be contacted by other gamers. 

Mr. Urbanowicz, for those who may not know, is the Manager of the Youth Centre in Warsaw 
and has been affiliated with that organization for more than seven years. He was born in Vilna, 
Latvia in 1927 and served as an infantry sergeant in the Red Army during the Second World War. 
He has seen more of strife and struggle than most of us who play these paper wars. He has been 
interested in military simulations for many years, and is trying-with the help of some enthusiastic 
youngsters-to establish a corps of wargamers in his adopted country. 

At the current time, there are approximately 30 members in the Warsaw Chapter, and there 
are other Chapters being formed in various cities throughout Poland. For those interested (see 
photo), the translation over the entrance-way is Youth Centre for Games and Amusements, General 
Youth Organization of Poland. The excitement of these few gamers is infectious. How wonderful 
to see a group who play for the sheer enjoyment of the game again, and who are not troubled 
by petty bickering. 

The organization has been able to secure a few wargames in the past, but only a very limited 
number have trickled in from the West. Their members have even designed their own. The games 
they have obtained have been handpainted on wooden boards by some of the artistic among the 
ranks and are used constantly by the members. 

As anyone who reads the newspapers will appreciate, the economy of Poland is quite depressed. 
Due to financial limitations and the fact that no company behind the Iron Curtain manufactures 
wargames, they have asked for help in acquiring some new games. I informed Mr. Urbanowicz 
that I would make a "plea" to the readership of this magazine. Personally,I would ask that anyone 
interested in contacting the group personally write to Mr. Urbanowicz at the following address: 

Tad Urbanowicz, Manager of the Centre 
GROTEKA 
Mlodziezowe Centrum Gier i Rozrywek ZSMP 
00-370 Warszawa A1 . Jerozolimskie 2. 

Entmrr to the Youth Centre in Warsaw 
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From Left to Right: Messers Piesicwicz and Pensko, the author and Mr. Urbanowicz 1 

The group would be more than happy to hear from you and your club newsletter would bring 
them closer to the hobby. I have been assured that they will try to respond as quickly as possible. 
Mr. Urbanowicz himself does not speak English, but the other two gentlemen shown (Messers 
Piesiewicz and Penszko) are fluent and will be able to translate all your letters and correspond in turn. 

As I have mentioned, wargames are a rare commodity in Poland, and there are no funds at the 
Centre with which to purchase any. On behalf of the Youth Centre, I am calling on the generosity 
of all gamers reading this report to consider supplying games to them. I am, quite simply, asking 
for "donations". Obviously, no one will be. reimbursed for giving their unwanted wargames to 
the Centre; but this gesture of friendship among gamers will be warmly thanked. If any of you 
could have been with me when I presented Mr. Urbanowicz with a handful of copies of The 
GENERAL and seen the sincerity with which he thanked me, they would fully realize the situation 
and their gratitude for even the smallest kindness. 

The question arises as to how to send the donations on to Warsaw. Through my experience 
in sending packages to my family, I have learned that the "regular" mail is not the recommended 
procedure. The reason is simple-many items are "confiscated" and never reach their destina- 
tion. Therefore, I'd like to volunteer to act as liaison with the Centre responsible for f o ~ a r d i n g  
all items received. (Throughout this article I have made reference to wargames only, but wish 
that to be understood to include any magazines on wargaming that anyone would wish to send 
as well.) 

Through an agency in the Detroit area, I am able to forward packages to Poland under guar- 
anteed delivery. Obviously, those interested in making donations will need to send the items to 
me and I will, in turn, send them on to Warsaw. Please send any donations to the following address: 

Mr. Thomas Machowski 
14651 Ludlow 
Oak Park,MI 48237 

I've already several games to send, but will be delaying the final packaging until I receive further 
donations. There is a charge for the shipments, and I would ask that those who forward anything 
to me carefully weigh their items and submit a $1.00 per pound donation to help defray the costs. 
When I receive your donations I will repackage the items and make them ready for shipment, 
take them to the organization that will deliver them to Warsaw, and see them off to our fellow 
gamers across the sea. I will supply all names and addresses of those making donations to Mr. 
Urbanowicz (unless requested otherwise) and I am sure that each will hear from him. 

On behalf of the Youth Centre, I would like to say Dziekuje. And, from me, a simple thank you. 

I The GROTEKA Logo 52 1 

AREA TOP 50 LIST1 
Ttmes Revio 

Rpok Name On Llst Rnblag Ran1 

1. K. Combs 47 2 5 5 W  1 
2. D. Burdick 46 2188GGN 
3. B. Shigaglio 32 2150GHT 
4. F! Sinml- dl 71CnFUK 

6. . . . 
7. D. Garbun 
8. J. Beard 
9. J. Kreuz 

ILHClJ 

u. U. m e r  u L U ~ G H N  
I4 2Ol2Fm 1 

14. D. Munsell 42 2O(RNHM I5 
15. M. Sincavage 36 1988EFK 17 
16 B. Remsburg 30 1979GIP 19 
17. F! Landry 21 1967HIN 13 
18. W. Scon 44 1 9 6 4 ~ ~ ~  18 
19. F. Freeman 21 1964EFG 20 

26. L. Kelly 
27. M. Simonitch 
28. B. Schoose t 
29. M. Rogers 

41. R. Phelps 28 1806HIQ 46 
42. T. Oleson 56 l8MIXZZ 
43. P Ford 
44. M .  Miller 33 1795GHO 50 

36. G. Smith 
37. B. Salvatore 
38. F. Omstein 
39. J. Anderson 
40. J. Martin 

I 
47. E. Miller 
48. K. McCarthy 
49. D. Kopp 
50 M Mitchell 

I 
Mr. Michael Mitchell is 38, atarried and 

father of two, holds a BA in Architecture and 
is a practicing architect in Roswell. Georgia. 
Famite Game RUSSIAN CAMPAIGN 
AREA Rued k r r :  TRC. FE. AK. STAL 
AREA W-L b r d :  9-3 % Tlme PBM: 90% 
G u a b  TimdWaL: 8 b. Play Ref-: PBM 
Hobbhs: Camping. Tennis, Reding 
Pet Peeve Other's pet peeves. 

Mr. Mitchell injects a note of optimism: 
"From a player's perspective, one can only 

be heartened by the outlook for the future of war- 
gaming. Through the vehicles of magazines, 
AREA service, clubs, AHMS and conventions 
the hobby has matured into a legitimare pastime. 
Gone are most of the make-believe SS goons of 
old. In general, today's opponents are capable, 
intelligent and courteous with an ever-increasing 
degree of ability and devotion to their hobby. 
Actually, the term "opponent" is a misnomer, 
as most have become friends. The Avalon Hill 
Game Company cannot be thanked enough for 
the professionalism and leadership they have 
given this hobby. Without their stability and con- 
tinuity, we would still be in the dark ages of 
wargamhg." 



ACTIVE RETREAT 
Effective Defense in 

PANZERKRIEG 
By James Werbaneth 

The PANZERKRIEG player with the burden of 
defense cannot carefully arrange his units in an im- 
mobile line, absorb his opponent's powerful blows, 
and still hope to win. Effective defense in PK re- 
quires methodical retreat combined with judicious 
counterattacking. A mobile, active defense is in- 
dispensable. 

Central to the dynamics of the game is the con- 
cept of Initiative. The initiative is what determines 
which player enjoys the strategic offensive and 
which is charged with defense. In every scenario, 
the player for whom territorial objectives are listed 
possesses the initiative, and in each scenario except 
"Pocket at Korsun" that player moves first. But 
initiative is not simply the task of conducting the 
offensive. It is also the ability to dictate the time 
and place at which the most important combats will 
take place. The player with the initiative in PAN- 
ZERKRIEG acts; strategically, the other player 
reacts. 

The initiative and offensive ability gives the active 
player a hefty advantage over the reactive player. 
The defensive player must erode these advantages. 
He has to stand and offer combat in terrain that aids 
the defense. He must simultaneously retreat his 
forces to a final line that will be difficult, if not im- 
possible, to breach during the waning turns of the 
game. And he must use calculated counterattacks 
to take the offensive to his opponent and force him 
to react, if only for a short time. 

In most scenarios, the non-initiative player 
deploys his units second. But this is of slight use, 
as the victor in PANZERKRIEG is most often 
determined in the final two or three turns. There- 
fore the defending player should view the early and 
middle turns as a vital prelude to the actual time 
of decision. The combination of retreat, local 
defense, and counterattack is crucial to the defen- 
sive player's efforts toward placing himself in the 
strongest possible strategic position late in the game. 

In a properly executed active defense, territory 
and objective hexes are traded for time and the 
preservation of one's forces. It should lead to the 
ability of the player to shift to an effective rigid 
defense late in the game, or launch a strong counter- 
attack that will lead to victory. Prior to the time of 
decision, the defender must be willing to concede 
everything except, ultimately, the game. 

THERETREAT 
The heart of the defense in PANZERKRIEG is the 

retreat. Paradoxically, effective defense relies upon 

the concession of territory to the oppone 
through the surrender of territory, some 'M 
appalling quantities, can the defensive player halr 
a reliable chance of preserving the bulk of his forces 
for later counterattacks and the establishment of a 
final defensive line. If this goal calls for abandon- 
ment of objective hexes to the enemy, those hexes 
must be conceded. The defensive player must be 
willing to sacrifice anything but the final decision. 

The defensive player should try to retreat his 
forces in an orderly line. It is almost certain to be 
penetrated, especially by armor and motorized in- 
fantry, but the integrity of the line can usually be 
regained through further retreat or counterattacks, 
and massive envelopments of defensive positions can 
thus be averted. 

But the defensive player cannot confine his efforts 
to perpetual retreat and occasional counterattacks. 
He must choose points at which part of his forces 
will stand and accept combat. Cities are the best and 
most obvious places to center one's stand. Towns, 
fortifications, and hexes bordered by minor rivers 
are much more ferquently encountered and are very 
good places to defend in combat. Bridges across 
major rivers and river crossing hexes are better 
defensive positions in a tactical sense. But for 
strategic reasons that will be treated below, they are 
best not considered for combat prior to the end of 
the retreat. 

There are two criteria for choosing a site for a 
defensive stand. First, the terrain must be favor- 
able to the defense in combat. Second, the site 
should be located in an area that gives the offen- 
sive player little choice but to attack. Offering com- 
bat is pointless if one's enemy is not discomfited 
or in fact gains by temporarily halting his advance 
in that area. 

Stacks to be attacked by offensive units at such 
a site should consist of at least one armor unit and 
the strongest infantry unit available. Since the 
strongest armor types will probably be withheld for 
counterattacks and to act as reserves, weak annor 
units can be utilized. Soviet 4-1 1 tank corps are most 
likely to be used by that player, or 6-1 1 units if they 
can be spared. The Axis player's best units for this 
purpose are his panzer and panzergrenadier kampf- 
gruppen, 5-11 panzergrenadier divisions, and the 
Hungarian, Rumanian and Italian armored forma- 
tions. German panzer divisions should be held ready 
for counterattacking if the Axis is on the retreat. 

Because of the relative rarity of his armored for- 
mations, the Axis player will often be forced to de- 
fend with stacks consisting only of infantry 

Ill- 

he can b r z %  
three battlegroups to au 
abilities. But the choice to GAGL --- a 
be made with greatest caution, as it ?el1 
significant sacrifice of counterattack potential. 

Leader units are as valuable to defensive combat 
as they are to the attack (or counterattack). They 
should be included in defensive stacks wherever pos- 
sible. However, leaders should never be placed in 
stacks in which there are no units that cannot be 
reduced to battlegroups. Leaders are too valuable 
to be risked through the destruction of weak units. 

A retreat that is conducted for an entire game of 
PANZERKRIEG represents a concession of victory. 
Before the beginning of the game, the defensive 
player should choose a major river to serve as his 
final line. Ideally, at least one objective should be 
located behind the river, and fortifications should 
be located behind the river, and fortifications should 
be constructed behind bridges and in river cross- 
ing hexes by units arriving as reinforcements. The 
final line is the point at which the defensive effort 
ceases being a delaying action and becomes a hold- 
ing action. Once the bulk of the player's units have 
reached the far side of the river, he should concede 
no more territory, opting for a combination of static 
defense and counterattacks to restore any ruptures. 
The offensive player's forces must be held across 
the river, and significant breaches of the line 
resisted. The strongest units should be stacked, with 
leaders whenever possible, at points at which the 
river can be crossed. Similarly potent units, espe- 
cially armor, should act as reserves. Weaker units 
can be positioned close to bridges and river cross- 
ing hexes to contain penetrations. 

The concept of the final defensive line gives added 
importance to the necessity of preserving as much 
of the defending player's units as possible during 
the early and middle play. Reinforcements can be 
sizable in some scenarios, but if the bulk of one's 
starting forces are destroyed, victory is extremely 
difficult. Despite favorable temain, the final defen- 
sive line cannot be maintained without the preser- 
vation of some of the initidv de~loved units. The 
player should consider using rkinf0rCements not only 
in the line itself but to build fortifications along what 
is to become the final line. 

The defensive player can use the final line in 
several ways to win the game. If he can conduct 



the retreat at a slow pace, he should be able to con- 
duct a point defense of objectives between initial 
deployment and the final defensive line. And these 
objectives would be subject to his counterattacks 
once they have fallen. 

On the other hand, an exceptionally rapid retreat 
can also lead to victory. In many instances, it is 
easier for the defensive player to retreat in good 
order than for the offensive player to pursue in a 
comparable state. Some units, particularly armor 
and mechanized infantry, tend to advance more 
quickly than others when unopposed, often mov- 
ing so rapidly that their flanks and rear become en- 
dangered. Ironically, this is especially prone to 
occur after great tactical successes, particularly 
breakthroughs. No player can expect his initiative 
to insure complete tactical success. Weak units are 
destroyed, strong units become battlegroups, and 
units of any strength can be halted in their advance 
by retreats or stalemates mandated by combat. Thus, 
a very successful offense can result in greater dis- 
order among offensive forces than those of the 
defensive player, especially if the defensive player 
retreats skillfully. 

The final defense line is a very strong location 
for the defensive player to regroup and absorb rein- 
forcements. In most instances in which the advanc- 
ing army approaches in the disorder of its 
momentum, the final defense line would be a dif- 
ficult feature for the leading elements to penetrate, 
if the retreating forces have crossed the river line 
in mass. The defensive player could then recross 
the river and either counterattack the leading offen- 
sive units or threaten them with envelopment. 
Execution of a sort of "backhand blow" is entirely 
feasible. 

THE COUNTERATTACK 
In PANZERKRIEG, the counterattack is a short 

term and most frequently local appropriation of the 
initiative by the defensive daver. Even if a counter- 
attack app& to be tactikliy risk free, it almost 
always entails some degree of strategic risk. The 
defensive player has to measure the risks of his 
counterattack and compare them with the probably 
tactical and strategic benefits of this small battle. 

The defensive player (and the offensive player in 
"Pocket at Korsun") can normally expect to have 
his initial lines penetrated in several places at the 
beginning of the game. As he retreats, his oppo- 
nent will pursue and continue to pierce the defen- 
sive positions during the next several turns in most 

This reflects the supremacy of the offense 
in PANZERKRIEG. 

Such breakthroughs can be perfect targets for 
counterattacks, especially if the originally defend- 
ing units were forced to retreat instead of being 
eliminated. If the counterattack is successful, the 
offensive penetration is negated. If it fails, the 
counterattacking units will most probably be forced 
to execute a two-hex retreat. Since retreat would 
have been the most probable alternative to the 
counterattack in any case, the defensive player's 
strategic situation will probably suffer little. 

Combat units are a finite resource and must not 
be squandered. The offensive player will often, 
however, give his opponent an opportunity to de- 
stroy offensive combat units. He does this by leav- 
ing some segments of his line lightly defended while 
concentrating forces elsewhere for his primary at- 
tacks. Such a situation almost always exists during 
the first few turns, when the offensive player masses 
his strongest formations (especially his armor) for 
his initial assault. The defensive player can use such 
o w n i t i e s  to erode his opponent's almost inevita- 
ble initial qualitative superiority. 

Perhaps the best target for a counterattack dur- 
ing the early turns of the game, if allowed by the 
offensive player, is a city that he controls at the out- 
set. A counterattack against such would have to 

come in the first turns, as the defensive player's 
retreat will probably put any enemy-held objective 
well beyond the reach of his forces during the middle 
and late turns. By definition, the initiative gives the 
offensive player the ability to largely determine the 
time, location and scope of combat. But by seizing 
a city, the defensive player reverses roles. The loss 
of that city directly and immediately adds to the 
difficulty of the offensive cause. 

The offensive player is presented with a difficult 
choice. He can concede the city and risk having to 
take one more objective in order to win, as well as 
accepting a probable threat of further counterattack 
on his flanks or in his rear. Even if offensive ad- 
vances in other areas force the defender to retreat 
from the city, the retreat will most likely need not 
be as rapid or lengthy as it would have been if the 
city had not been taken. Or the offensive player can 
divert needed units from his main thrusts to retake 
the city. In this situation, offensive forward progress 
will be slowed until the defensive players have left 
the city. 

Late in the game, the counterattack can be used 
to seize victory from the "jaws of defeat." The 
defensive player can counterattack to deprive his 
opponent of objectives, principally towns, needed 
for offensive victory. If the offensive player has been 
able to advance over vast amounts of temtory and 
dominate in combat and yet is robbed of that last 
objective he needs to win the game, you have played 
a brilliant game-just as if his advances had been 
miniscule or his forces resoundingly defeated in 
battle. If the defensive player sees a need for a last 
minute counterstrike, he should try to keep his units 
within striking distance of the objective. Outside of 
reaching the final defensive line, this is the only 
reason to abandon the strategic retreat. Further, 
counterattacks (or feints) should be made against 
as many exposed objectives as possible in order to 
increase the chances that at least one will succeed. 

The defensive player should adhere to several 
general rules of the counterattack throughout the 
game. Counterattacks should be made with the 
greatest possible force. They should include at least 
one armor unit to take advantage of armor superi- 
ority or to deny it to the opponent's forces. Pure 
infantry counterattacks should be undertaken only 
against weak forces and be of limited duration. 
Furthermore, a leader unit should always be among 
the counterattacking forces. 

When he is on the defensive, the Axis player in 
PANZERKRIEG has his best weapon for the 
counterattack in the German panzer division. If an 
Axis counterattack includes a stack of three panzer 
divisions, especially if at least one is a 16-11 or 
13- 1 1 unit, and the defending stack lacks armor or 
is composed of weak armor units, success is almost 
inevitable. The stack of panzer divisions can be fur- 
ther augmented by a (13)l l leader. Panzergrenadier 
divisions have the potency and mobility to join 
panzer divisions on the counteroffensive, and are 
suited to exploit breakthroughs. Gennan 5-7 infantry 
divisions can attack in concert with panzer and 
panzergrenadier, or in purely infantry assaults 
against weak Soviet stacks. Counterattacks by Ger- 
man 4-7 and 3-7 units, or any Hungarian, Rumanian 
or Italian units, should not be made unless accom- 
panied by stronger divisions as the cutting edge. 

The Soviet player should be governed by similar 
rules for allocating units to the counterattack. He 
should employ his strongest units for this purpose. 
But he should exercise caution about using his own 
5-7 infantry divisions because they differ from 
similar German units in that they cannot be reduced 
to battlegroups. Soviet 4-7 and 3-7 infantry units 
should never be used alone for counterattacks. 

Although it is much more vital to the offensive 
cause, airpower is of great use to the defense. The 

defensive player should therefore try to preserve his 
airfields and air units, though not at the expense of 
significant numbers of ground units. 

The most frequent use of air units will be the dis- 
ruption of the offensive player's units. Disruption 
can severely hamper the ability of the most power- 
ful offensive formations to pursue and attack. Fur- 
thermore, air units attacking without ground units 
can mount an effective prelude to a counterattack 
in which other air units function in a close support 
role. 

Combat air patrol is a constant and sometimes 
very important aerial aid to the defense. It can pre- 
vent the offensive player from attacking a hex by 
denying air support to the effort. Offensively, air 
units can transform a tactical situation only slightly 
favorable to the attacking party to one of almost cer- 
tain offensive triumph. On the other hand, denial 
of close air support to a player can force him to 
attack at unfavorable odds, or it can induce him to 
forego the attack altogether. Therefore the defen- 
sive player should place CAP markers over the 
stacks that he believes are most likely to be attacked 
with close air support. 

Consistent with this, the defensive player should 
place CAP markers over any stacks attacked by the 
enemy in the previous turn in which the result was 
a stalemate. If the previous attack was undertaken 
with close air support, some of the strength that gave 
the offensive player the confidence to attack can be 
negated. If no air units were involved, the offen- 
sive player will not be able to renew combat at more 
favorable odds, or precede it with a disruption at- 
tack. Combat air represent a local denial of 
the initiative to the offensive player. 

CONCLUSIONS 
When playing the defense in PANZERKRIEG 

scenarios, one should remember that the game simu- 
lates truly mobile warfare in which the offense is 
more potent than the defense. Truly, playing the 
defense well is a much more difficult task than that 
of playing the offense. But the defensive disadvan- 
tages are not insurmountable if the player relies on 
a mobile, active defense and is willing to take losses 
in temtory if not in combat units. 

The defensive player must deal with the initia- 
tive as well as his opponent's forces. He must at 
times deny the initiative to his opponent and take 
it as his own. But since the defensive player is 
seldom able to possess the initiative for more than 
two turns, he must always be able to diminish the 
advantage when it swings back to the attacker. 

Effective defense requires perfect timing. A player 
has to exercise good judgement as to when to stand 
and offer combat, when to counterattack, and how 
to determine the pace at which the retreat will be 
conducted. Much of the challenge of PANZER- 
KRIEG has its roots in that sense of appropriate 
timing. 

The principles of the active retreat are applicable 
to all the scenarios, although they are less apparent 
in "Battles for the Dnepr." In this scenario, the Axis 
player begins the game in the unenviable position 
of standing on what should be his final defense line. 
To make his plight even worse, the Dnepr line has 
already been breached by the Soviet player, who 
holds the initiative. Therefore the Axis player should 
opt for a more rigid defense from the outset, with 
a strong emphasis on counterattacking. 

In "Aftermath of Zitadelle," the Soviet player 
does not have towns and cities as his objectives. This 
scenario is especially suitable for the active retreat, 
as the Soviet player can win only through crossing 
the Dnepr in force. And the Dnepr is tailor-made 
to serve as the final Axis line, especially since there 
is nothing worth denying to the offensive player on 
its east side. 

The war of PANZERKRIEG is one of maneuver. 
The popular image of war in the southern USSR 



is one of offensive pincers that tear through enemy 
flanks and surround large pockets of hapless 
defenders, whether at Kiev or Stalingrad. But the 
great mobility that allows such stunning victories 
for the offensive side in PK does not necessarily 
insure the defeat of the defending player. In PAN- 
ZERKRIEG, retreat is not the same as "flight." 
Properly undertaken, it may instead be the same as 
"victory." 

Errata for PANZERKRIEG 
Scenarios 
The following modifications should be made to 
the scenarios to bring them into balanced play: 
Kiev Pocket Scenario: 

1) Only two German 6-1 1 units should start, 
not three. 

2) All ten units shown are withdrawn on Turn 
5. 

3) Leaders Geyr and Guderian are also with- 
drawn on Turn 5 if still in play. 

4) Set-up Area "D" is hex 0222, Sevastopol. 
5) The Start Line around Odessa should be 

black (i.e., an Axis Start Line). Soviet "A" units 
may set up anywhere in hexes 11 14, 11 15, 1214 
or 1215. 

6) German units need not set up on every hex 
of the line that says, "No German panzer units 
may set up south of this line." 

7) All black-on-grey Axis forces are German 
except three 2-7 infantry divisions in Force 
"X", which are Hungarian. 

8) All white-on-grey Axis forces are Ruma- 
nian except three 3-7 infantry divisions in Force 
"X", which are Italian. 

9) The two 2-7 infantry divisions arriving on 
Turn 6 are Rumanian. 

Winter Counteroffensive Scenario: 

1) The Axis may not set up in hexes 0427 and 
0527. 

2) All black-on-grey Axis forces are German 
except three 2-7 infantry divisions initially 
deployed and one arriving on Turn 11, which 
are Hungarian. 

3) All white-on-grey Axis forces are Ruma- 
nian except three 3-7 and three 2-7 infantry 
divisions, which are Italian. 

4) There should be no Soviet InflGds 
replacements. 

The Backhand Blow Scenario: 
1) Add the SS Totenkopf Division, 8-11, 

arriving on Turn 2, entering areas 14-16. 

The Drive on Stalingrad Scenario: 

1) The Soviets should only start with three 
headquarters units, not four. 

2) All Axis forces initially deployed in area 
"X" plus one 3-8 Air unit and the Turn 3 rein- 
forcements are Italian. 

3) All Axis forces initially deployed in area 
"Y", the Turn 4 reinforcements, and two 
2-7 units of the Turn 7 reinforcements are 
Hungarian. 

4) All Axis forces initially deployed in area 
"Z", two 3-8 Air units, the Turn 5 and Turn 
11 reinforcements, and two 2-7 infantry divi- 
sions arriving on Turn 7 are all Rumanian. 

I The Stalingrad Scenario: I 
1) Axis deployment notes that the Axis player 

is required to garrison twelve cities and towns. 
Those within the "Y" deployment area may be 
garrisoned by "Y" forces. * 

Russia: Master of Two Worlds 
By Rod Walker 

In the two previous columns [Vol. 22, No. I and 
Vol. 22, No. 31, I've discussed the sources of 
Russia's weakness and what a player might do to 
overcome the initial blow of losing his northern- 
most or southernmost supply center (something that 
happens quite a bit to Russia). The fact remains, 
however, that Russia has won more postal games 
than any other Great Power. In this column, I am 
going to examine why and how Russia has accom- 
plished this. 

The world of DIPLOMACY (that is, the playing 
board) may be considered to be two worlds, "East" 
and "West." Across the continent of Europe there 
is a zone of provinces which are not supply centers 
-Piedmont, Tyrolia, Bohemia, and then Galicia- 
Ukrania and Silesia-Prussia-Livonia. Most of the 
stalemate lines in DIPLOMACY run through this 
"empty zone" in one way or another. A stalemate 
line is one which a single Power (or group of 
Powers) with fewer than 18 centers can hold forever 
against a combination of Powers with 18 or more 
centers. Holding a stalemate line can often force a 
drawn game. Three Powers lie west of this line- 
England, Germany and France. Three Powers lie 
east of it-Austria, Turkey and Italy. Russia alone 
lies on both sides of the empty zone. 

Similarly, the world of DIPLOMACY may be said 
to have two ocean fronts: Mediterranean and 
Atlantic. This is important because the Atlantic is 
defensible; an Atlantic Power can deny entry to the 
Atlantic to any Mediterranean power, Any Power 
holding England and Portugal can block the entrance 
to the Atlantic to all Mediterranean Powers, even 
though their land forces occupy the whole of the 
continent. (Conversely, the Atlantic Powers can't 
be denied entry to the Mediterranean but they can 
be stopped at a stalemate line in and around Italy .) 
The Atlantic and Mediterranean Powers are the 
same as the West and East above . . . and again, 
Russia fronts both oceans. She can build fleets on 
the Atlantic behind the Gibraltar blockade, and fleets 
on the Mediterranean behind the Italian stalemate 
line. 

Because of this situation, Russia wins more often 
than she might otherwise. We can see why this 
might be if we examine the most common and 
typical situation which occurs in DIPLOMACY: 
Turkev versus EnelandlFrance. On her side of the 
stalekate line, ~ u y k e ~  can get as many as 16 sup- 
ply centers. On the other side, EnglandlFrance can 
have as few as 18. The result is a single power with 
not quite enough centers to win, facing a pair of 
powers which share enough centers to win . . . but 
if one of them stabs the other for the 18, Turkey 
gets across the stalemate line and wins instead. Stale- 
mate, nobody wins and the three Powers draw. This 
situation can exist in many different combinations: 
two (or more) Eastern Powers versus two (or more) 

Western Powers. In this case, one of the Eastern 
Powers could be South Russia. Of course, draws 
can occur for many other reasons (and not infre- 
quently for no good reason at all), but this sort of 
East-West draw is by far the most common. 

The effect of this situation can be seen in the 
winldraw ratio of the various Powers: Austria, 
1671254; England, 1721379; Germany, 1541303; 
Italy, 1211253; Turkey, 1631320. As you can see, 
the Great Powers win considerably less often than 
they draw, averaging a ratio of about 1:2. But 
Russia's ratio is almost 1: 1 (251/262)! This means, 
using a rough extrapolation, that Russia has won 
about 80 games which she should have drawn, or 
just about one-third of all her victories! 

It is likely that this considerable advantage is con- 
ferred by Russia's position on both sides of the stale- 
mate line. A Russia grown gigantic (say, 12-16 
centers) presumably has considerable power in the 
BalticlAtlantic and in the BlacWMediterranean. 
Although it often happens that Russia is allied with 
an Eastern Power who is handling the Mediterra- 
nean flank. A Power with fleets in the north has 
automatically outflanked the stalemate line. A 
Western alliance can, by clever tactics, delay the 
Russian juggernaut . . . but in the end they cannot 
force a stalemate. They might possibly be able to 
secure the southern front so that they can put more 
power into the north than Russia can and push 
Russia back or get a draw, but the line cannot be 
held as easily as it can be held against one (or more) 
of the other Eastern Powers. 

A Russian player should therefore plan carefully 
so that this potential advantage will be usable in the 
end-game if he is successful in reaching, say, 12 + 
units in the mid-game. The secret is a strong 
presence in the BalticlScandinavia area. (Of course, 
Russia can win by a major sweep through the center 
and south, but this can be stymied by determined 
defense at the stalemate line, which in turn can only 
be outflanked in the north.) If Russia's margin of 
victory is going to be in the north-as it often is- 
then sooner or later Russia must face England (or 
whichever Power controls the English island). If it 
happens early in the game, Russia will be in a very 
strong position. Normally, Russia's early supply 
center gain amounts only to Norway; but that is 
enough-the strategic gain in position is by far the 
most important objective. If the clash with England 
is to come later in the game, then Russia must be 
ready for it. Having two fleets in the area, with St. 
Petersburg free for the build of a third, is a good 
objective. But don't expect England to be happy 
about it and it may be impossible to achieve it 
without war with England right away. Russia's im- 
mediate objective when the northern front becomes 
active would be Norway, Denmark, Berlin and 
Kiel-thus totally outflanking the stalemate line (and 



with hopes of bringing five fleets into play eventu- 
ally). Once this is achieved, Russia may not be un- 
stoppable (after all, anything is possible in 
DIPLOMACY), but the steamroller has gotten a 
running start. 

It is important, therefore, for the Russian player 
to keep in mind the inherent advantage of his posi- 
tion. He can afford to lose his northernmost or 
southernmost home center and still hope to do well. 
If he keeps them both, he can hope to outflank the 
stalemate line in the north, press forward in the 
center (and perhaps also in the south), and win the 
game. It is an advantage which increases his chances 
of a win (as opposed to a mere draw) by 30%. With 
skillful diplomacy (always!), this potential can be 
a real strategic boom. If he uses it. 

Rod Walker is Editor Emeritus of DIPLOMACY 
WORLD and author of Avalon Hill's own GAMER'S 
GUIDE TO DIPLOMACY. The quarterly DIPLO- 
MACY WORLD is devoted exclusively to the game 
and each issue contains articles, statistics, humor, 
news and general information for and about the 
DIPLOMACY fandom. For a year's subscription 
($12.00) to DIPLOMACY WORLD, contact the pub- 
lisher, Mr. Larry Peery (Institute of Diplomatic 
Studies, P.O. Box 8416, San Diego, CA 92102). 
A sample issue is available for $4.00, and several 
back issues are still available. me GAMER'S 
GUIDE TO DIPLOMACY is available from The 
Avalon Hill Game Company for $4.50. 
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RUSSIA AND THE U.S. 
Historical Capabilities in THIRD REICH 

By Robert Beyma 

THIRD REICH is one of the all time great games; 
it has been one of my favorites since I first laid eyes 
on it. One fundamental problem with the game that 
has always bothered me, however, is Russia's relative 
strategic weakness vis-a-vis Germany after 1941. It 
is not uncommon for Germany to have over 300 
BRPs as compared to around 100 for Russia by 1943. 
Germany can literally afford to attrition Russia right 
out of the game. Something is not right here. Russia 
reached strategic parity with Germany in 1942 and 
werwhelmed the Germans with superior manpower 
and material resources thereafter. The designer's own 
historical notes address the Soviet resources as well 
as mentioning that "they managed to increase their 
armaments production even though the Germans had 
captured vital Soviet production centers." But one 
does not get that feeling of vast Russian resources 
when playing THIRD REICH. The following four 
modifications will better simulate the Russians' 
strategic strength and their counteroffensive cap- 
abilities in 1943-1945. 

WIRD REICH perptuates a myth that Russia was 
able to survive the German onslaught and win the 
war only with massive Western aid. In the game 
Russia oftentimes receives over half of its annual 
BRPs from Lend Lease. This forces the German 
player to center his strategy on severing the Lend 
Lease routes. The truth is that Russia produced over 
90% of its war material and won the war mostly as 
a result of its own efforts. 

A frequent explanation of the "need" for Russia's 
weakness is that it balances the United States being 
too strong initially. Now, where I come from, two 
wrongs do not make a right. In THIRD REICH, the 
United States has the capability to launch a major 
counteroffensive by the end of 1942. The essence 
of this misrepresentation of American capability lies 
in the Force Pool. Simply, the United States can build 
a large counteroffensive force much too soon. Eisen- 
hower and Churchill would have drooled over the 
strike force that the U.S. can deploy into England 
bv late 1942 in the game. The followine three modifi- 

1. RUSSIAN BRPS Ations will bette; simulate the buzd-up of U.S. 
strength as the war progresses. 

Beginning with the 1942 Year Start Sequence, the 
Russian player adds the indicated BRPs for control 
of the following cities to his BRP total: The United States force pool is modified as shown 
CITY 1942 1943 1944-1945 below: 
Rostov 
Stalingrad 
Grozny 
Kuibyshev 
Sverdlovsk 
Magnitogorsk 

UNIT TYPE AT START ALLOWABLE 
BUILDS 

1942 1943 1944 
Fleets 4 1 1  1 
Air Units 2 1 1  1 
Armor 1 1 1 2  

The Russian player loses the BRPs for these cities Infantry 
if they fall to the Germans and the Russian player Airborne 
fails to recapture them in his following player turn. Replacements 
Likewise, the Russian player gets one turn to recap- 
ture Leningrad or Moscow. Besides reflecting the 
increasing industrial capability of Russia as the war 
progresses, this places some strategic emphasis on 
the key industrial cities and oil fields in the south 
as well as the Urals. 

2. GERMANS BRPS 
The German player gains 5 BRPs for each of the 

above cities that he captures. Additionally, the 
German player only receives 5 BRPs for Leningrad 
and 10 BRPs for Moscow (not the current 15 BRPs 
each). These cities' BRPs, including those for Lenin- 
grad and Moscow, are added to the German BRP 
total only during the Year Start Sequence. The Ger- 
man player loses the BRPs for these cities if they 
are retaken by the Russians and the German player 
fails to recapture them in his following player turn. 

3. FORCE POOL 
The following units are added to the Russian Force 

Pool in Spring 1943: two 4-5 armor and one 5 4  air. 
These units may be built at no BRP cost. They may 
be placed at Leningrad, Moscow, or any of the afore- 
mentioned cities with a maximum of one unit per 
city. If the Russian player holds less than three of 
these cities, the excess units do not arrive. These 
units will go a long way towards rectifying the armor 
and air disparity between Russia and Germany from 
1943 to 1945. (Note: Players will have to make these 
three counters.) 

4. FREE SIBERIAN TRANSFER 
The Siberian transfer is indeed free; delete Rule 

15.63. By the time the Siberians were brought west, 
Japan had already decided on its grand (or not so 
grand as it turned out) strategy. 

Thus, the United States will have limited forces 
in 1942-1943 while building up to a maximum 
counteroffensive potential in 1944. 

2. INITIAL DEPLOYMENT 
The U.S. Initial Deployment capability is modi- 

fied as shown below: 

NUMBER OF UNITS 
YEAR PER TURN 

The capability of the United States to deploy 
forces to Europe increased as the war progressed. 
Besides the U-Boat problem, there was a shipping 
shortage until 1944. 

3. LENDING BRPS 
The United States may grant a maximum of 20 

BRPs per turn during 1942. The Americans were 
still gearing up the war industry and overcoming 
the U-Boats. 

It is highly recommended that the Russian and 
American changes be used together. Not only will 
these result in a more realistic strategic simulation 
but they will also improve the balance of the game 
between the Eastern and the Western fronts. Russia 
will be less dependent on the Western Allies and 
will have sufficient forces and BRPs to take the war 
to Germany from 1943 to 1945. The U.S. build-up 
will be slowed initially but the Americans will be 
there in force by 1943-1944 with at least as many 
BRPs as Germany. On balance, these changes prob- 
ably help the Allies (but this is as it should be). * 



ON PATROL 
Solitaire Rules for SUBMARINE 

By Robert Harmon 

Many of this magazine's readers can testify to the 
difficulties of finding a live opponent--even in urban 
areas. In rural regions, this can be a serious 
problem, as I found when I moved away from the 
San Francisco Bay area in 1978. Although living 
near Mount Shasta does have its advantages, ftf play 
is much more difficult when opponents are twenty 
or thirty miles away (as the crow flies). 

My first experiences with SUBUARINE were in 
solitaire play. A problem with the SUBMARINE 
rules is that the few scenarios devised for solitaire 
only involve a sub against randomly moving cargo 
ships, which are unchaperoned. The resulting game 
soon becomes reminiscent of wooden ducksunder 
fire on a carnival midway. I decided to produce 
something more challenging. 

The new rules provided below should change that 
problem, and add to SUBMARINE'S enjoyment for 
many players. In these rules, the player assumes the 
role of sub commander but will face escorts that 
can shoot back as well as unarmed merchantmen. 
Players will find that the escorts will move 
automatically-and implacable. The rules may 
appear complex at first, with added terminology to 
boot. The aim of the rules is to provide for auto- 
matic escorts that will give the player something 
more than target practice. Once in operation, players 
will find that the system is fast-moving and play- 
able once the rules have been mastered. 

100.0 SOLITAIRE RULES 
The solitaire player assumes the role of submarine 

commander, and opposes the surface vessels in any 
convenient scenario. The surface ships (escorts, cap- 
ital ships, and merchantmen) move automatically 
according to the rules provided below. The solitaire 
player moves both submarine and surface units, and 
maintains log entries for all of them. Surface units 
move and attack as set forth in these rules, auto- 
matically rather than by choice of the solitaire 
player. The player should strive to move these units 
as the rules dictate. The result will be a real fight 
against a faceless but active enemy. 
101. Applicable SUBMARINE Rules 
101.1 All rules for SUBU4RI1VE are in force, unless 
amended or cancelled by these rules. 
101.2 Players may select to play either the Basic 
Game, the Optional Rules with the Basic Game, or 
the Advanced Game (optional rules included). 
Whichever of these three options are selected, they 
must be played in their entirety with all rules in- 
volved (as amended by the solitaire rules). In other 
words, each of the three possible rules configura- 
tions must be used as a "package". 
101.3 Any of the "Design Your Own" scenario 
rules may be used at the player's discretion, except 
those specifically deleted below. 
102. SUBMARINE Rules Deletions 
102.1 Disregard Rule 20.3.2. In any scenario where 
escort placement is not dictated by the rules, escorts 
are placed according to Rule 103.2 at start. 
102.2 Disregard all rules in Section 21.0 (Submarine 
Hidden Movement) except rules 21.2, 21.6 and 
21.7. Rule 21.2 is amended to apply to the sub- 
marine at all times; the bow hex is to be noted each 
turn in the submarine  LO^. Submarine visibility and 
"hidden" movement is discussed in Section 104 
below. 

102.3 Disregard Section 40.0 (Torpedo Hidden 
Movement) in its entirety. Torpedoes are presumed 
visible under Rule 21.6 and will have their counters 
on board throughout their movement. 
102.4 Cancel Rule 50.0 (Weather) in its entirety. 
Presume Clear (i.e., calm) conditions unless a 
scenario specifically states otherwise. 

102.5 Delete Sections 61.0 and 62.0 (Depth Charge 
Capacity and Torpedo Availability) entirely. Sub- 
marines start each solitaire game with all tubes 
loaded and the maximum reload allowed by the Data 
Chart; choice of torpedo types is left up to the 
player, subject to the availability restrictions shown 
on the Torpedo Data Charts. Escorts have unlimited 
depth charge and ATW capacity, and all carry only 
the latest, heaviest depth charge allowed by the 
Weapon Availablity Chart (e.g., 600 lb. depth 
charge instead of 300 lb.). ATW are always present 
when indicated by the Ship Data and Weapon Avail- 
ability Charts. (EXC: One-ton, MK X depth charges 
are carried in addition to 600 lb. depth charges on 
British DDs, with a limit of one Mk X per ship under 
Rule 51.5.1!) 

103.0 Starting the Solitaire Scenario 
103.1 Convoy Formations: 
103.1.1 Formations must adhere to those shown on 
Paee 11 of the SUBMARINE rulebook or on Chart 
105.1 (New Formations Table). The formation is 
automatically determined by the number of mer- 
chantmen available; 18-ship convoys will automat- 
ically set up in Formation 1, for example. 
103.1.2 If a 12-ship convoy is being set up, roll a 
die. A roll of 1-3 will require they be placed in For- 
mation 3; a roll of 4-6, Formation 4. 

103.2 Escort Formations: 
103.2.1 Placement of escorts is mandatory, and is 
performed according to Chart 103.2 (Escort Stations 
Chart). This is done after placement of merchant- 
men or capital ships, and is based on the number 
of escorts present as the chart indicates. 
103.2.2 Escorts move in unison with the convoy, 
maintaining their place in the overall formation, until 
torpedoes are fired or a sub is detected as the 
Solitaire Movement rules direct. 
103.3 Placement is in order of priority: Escort 
Station A being the highest priority. The highest 
valued escort (i.e., highest VP) is placed in Station 
A, the next-highest in Station B, and so forth in 
decending order. 
103.2.4 Escorts placed in Escort Station B may be 
placed inside the convoy box in compliance with 
the Escort Station Chart. 
103.2.5 In scenarios where escorts are the only sur- 
faceunits, placement will be directed by the scenario 
rules, and the escorts will move in unison as directed 
by Rule 104.2 below. 

103.3 Capital Ship Formations: 
103.3.1 Capital Ships (defined as carriers, battle- 
ships and cruisers) are placed in convoy formation 
(i.e., columns) in the patterns dictated by Rule 
20.2.7 and Chart 103.1. 
103.3.2 Capital ships, when in a convoy with mer- 
chantmen, must be placed in column in the follow- 
ing priorities: 

a) The first ship in column, begining with the 
center column andworking outward (alternately 
first the nearest left, then the nearest right) 
toward the outer edges of the convoy. 
b) When the lead positions in all columns are 
filled with Capital ships, any remaining Capital 
ships are to be placed in the outermost columns 
(left and right) in equal numbers in each. 
c) If the process leaves an odd Capital ship, place 
it in the rear of the center column. 

103.3.3 Placement of Capital ships is to be by order 
of Victory Point value, and is done before merchant- 
men are placed. 
104.0 Solitaire Movement 
104.1 Submarine Movement: 
104.1.1 Submarines are moved by the Solitaire 
player acting as the sub commander. Submarine 
movement is voluntary and is performed in accord 
with normal SUBMARINE rules. 
104.1.2 Submarine counters are on board and visible 
to the player at all times. "Hidden" or "visible" 
status is now determined by h e  Escort Action Table 
(Chart 104.2.1) and the Submarine Detection Table 
(Chart 104.1.3) as the result of searches perfonned 
during turn. 
104.1.3 Whenever a submarine is contacted by radar 
or sonar search, or is "visible", an additional sub- 
marine marker is placed acwrding to the Submarine 
Detection Table. This indicates that the sub has been 
detected by the enemy. Submarine markers may not 
exceed one per active submarine. 

103.1 New Formations Table 
These formations may be added to those detailed 
in Rules 20.2.7-12 in order to cover all situa- 
tions that have appeared in print to date. 
Formation 7 

This convoy formation is composed of six 
ships in three columns with two ships per 
column. 
Column 1 2 3 
Bow Hex E20 M20 U20 
Direction 3 3 3 
Formation 8 

This convoy formation is composed of three 
ships in one column. 
Column 1 
Bow Hex X22 
Direction 1 
Formation 9 

This convoy formation is composed of five 
ships in three columns with two ships in each 
outside column and one in the middle. 
Column 1 2 3 
Bow Hex E20 M20 U20 
Direction 3 3 3 
Formation 10 

This convoy formation is composed of four 
ships in two columns with two ships in each 
column. 
Column 1 2 
Bow Hex I40 440 
Direction 6 6 



103.2 Escort Station Chart 
E A E 

C 0 C 0 C 
U E U 
T N T 
E .  T E 
R E R 
M R M 
0 0 
S S 
T T 
C C C 
0 0 0 
L L L 
u u u 
M M M 

D N N N D 
F B F 

Convoy Escort 
Station Position In Formation 
A Stem of escort six hexes ahead of lead 

ship, center column (5-hex gap). 

B Bow of escort six hex= behind trailing 
ship, center column (5-hex gap) (position 
used only with even number of escorts). 

C Even with lead ship in outer columns, and 
eight hexes to left AND right. 

D Even with trailing ship in outer columns, 
and eight hexes to left AND right. 

E Even with A, and ahead of outer columns. 

F Even with B, and behind outer columns. 
- Remaining escorts: paired off behind C, 

with 5-hex gap in front and behind. Must 
be symmetrical on both sides. 

104.1.4 A submarine is visible when: 

a) it is on the surface or at 25-foot depth during 
daylight. 
b) it is on the surface or at 25-foot depth at night 
and is within four hexes of an enemy vessel (in- 
cluding merchantmen) or within seven hexes of 
a vessel torpedoed on the previous turn and 
which is still afloat. 
C) it has been sighted under Rule 47.0. 

104.1.5 Submarines may only attack vessels visi- 
ble to the sub under the Submarine Visibility Table 
(see the Data Cards). 
104.2 Escort Movement: 
104.2.1 Escort movement is automatic and is de- 
termined by the Escort Action Table (which itself 
is based on the Submarine Detection Table's 
results). The Escort Action Table is consulted at the 
end of each turn, and will determine movement for 
the escorts for the coming turn. 

104.2.2 The Escort Action Table is also consulted 
at the beginning of the game, prior to movement. 
Unless the scenario actually states that contact has 
been made, or if the initial depth of the submarine 
is 25 feet or less, the escorts will begin play in Mode 
I. 
104.2.3 As detailed in the Escort Action Table, 
escorts ,move in one of three gelieral ways: 

a) In formation. Escorts move in unison with 
the merchantmen or capital ships, maintaining 
their convoy stations. Escorts will match con- 
voy movement exactly. They break formation 
only when the Escort Action Table so dictates. 
b) Radial Movement (see 105.0). 
c) Diameter Movement (see 106.0). 

104.2.4 When escorts appear in a scenario alone 
(with no merchantmen or capital ships), they move 
according to the Escort Action Table. When in 
Mode 1, they move according to the Fleet Move- 
ment Table (Chart 104.3.1) at Fast Convoy Speed. 

The die roll for movement is done prior to each 
turn's movement, and is performed for the escorts 
in unison (i.e., one die roll only, with results 
applying to all ships). 
104.3 Merchant Movement: 
104.3.1 Merchantmen (cargo and tanker vessels) 
move according to the Fleet Movement Table. One 
die is rolled at the start of each Convoy Movement 
Phase and is performed regardless of the tactical 
situation. This same die roll will also apply to 
escorts moving in formation (Mode 1 on the Escort 
Action Table), but applies to merchantmen every 
turn regardless of what the escorts do. 
104.3.2 Merchantmen move and turn in unison. 
They maintain their relative positions in formation 
unless sunk or dead in the water. 
104.3.3 Merchantmen will not collide with ships 
dead in the water. If an individual ship is to per- 
form a movement directed by the Fleet Movement 
Table that will result in collision, the moving vessel 
stops the moment it comes within three hexes (in- 
clusive) of a stopped ship (i.e., a two-hex gap) and 
the ships's bow is pointed at the stopped ship. The 
moving merchantmen halts movement at that point 
and remains stopped until the Fleet Movement Table 
dictates a movement that won't bring the bow closer 
to the stopped ship. Ships stopped by this rule will 
continue to make all turns dictated by the Fleet 
Movement Table (i.e., the bow will face the same 
direction as the remainder of the convoy). 

104.4 Capital Ship Movement: 
104.4.1 Capital ships also move according to the 
Fleet Movement Table. Movement is made in 
unison with the entire convoy, as directed by the 
table. 
104.4.2 Once torpedoes have been fired, and as long 
as Capital ships are not in convoy with merchant- 
men, Capital ships move according to the Emer- 
gency column on the Fleet Movement Table. When 
moving in Emergency mode, which begins the turn 
after torpedoes are fired, Capital ships increase their 
speed by one hex each rum until the maximum speed 
of that ship is reached. That speed will continue in 
effect until the end of the scenario. One die roll for 
the Fleet Movement Table is made each turn, and 
the results followed in the approriate column, for 
all Capital ships. 
104.4.3 If capital ships move off the board in Emer- 
gency mode, they may not return to play. 
104.4.4 Since Capital ship counters have no ID 
numbers, the ship's position in a convoy is to be 
determined by writing the ship's name across the 
spaces in the convoy section of the Log normally 
used for merchantmen. (Example: if the Enterprise 
is in Row 1, Column 1, the word "Enterprise" is 
written across the five boxes in the corresponding 
location on the ConvoylEscort Log.) Capital ships 
will continue to be shown in the escort group sec- 
tion in the Log; the name in the convoy section 
merely identifies which counter is which. Since cap- 
ital ships are set up in convoy formation in solitaire 
play, and since the may not deviate from it unless 
sunk or dead in the water, this rule is necessary to 
distinguish Capital ships despirt their lack of ID 
numbers. 
104.5 Capital ships perform evasive action as 
described in 104.3.3, and will not collide with other 
surface ships in any circumstances. 

105.0 Radial Movement 
,105.1 Radial movement is the term applied to the 
procedure used to move escorts toward a submarine 
contact. Radial movement also describes the proce- 
dure for escort attacks under solitaire conditions. 
105.1.1 Radial movement procedures are automatic, 
and are instigated as dictated by the Escort Action 
Table. These actions are mandatory in solitaire play. 

105.1.2 The "radials" used for this movement are 
the six straight-line hexes extending from each of 
the six hex-sides. These radials extend from a given 
target hex in all directions towards the board-edges. 
105.1.3 A "target hex" is one of two locations in- 
dicating a point of aim for the escort-either one 
hex ahead of the bow of a submarine marker,' or 
the point of launch of torpedoes (hex "B" on the 
Submarine Log sheet in all cases). The submarine 
markers described in Rule 104.1.3 are used to in- 
dicate the target hex. 
105.1.4 A radial vector is the route to be followed 
to enter a radial; the vector will bring the escort onto 
the path with only one turn necessary to follow the 
radial to the target hex (see illustration). Vectors 
are 60 degrees off the radial itself. 
105.1.5 An assault zone is the area centered on the 
target hex and extending two hexes in all directions 
(see illustration). 
105.2 a "Williamson turn" is a movement which 
will bring an escort around 180 degrees (the oppo- 
site facing) and back into the same row of hexes in 
which it began the maneuver (see illustration). 
105.3 Movement Performance: 
105.3.1 Radial movement begins when directed by 
the Escort Action Table. This determination is made 
at the end of each turn. 
105.3.2 Radial movement proceeds as follows: 

a) Each escort turns (in the general direction of 
the target hex) till it is on a vector to the nearest 
radial. Escorts then move along the vector in a 
straight line until the radial is reached. The 
escorts' turns and movement must comply with 
SUBMARINE rules (i.e., one turn per hex). 
b) The escort, on reaching the radial or if already 
on it, heads directly toward the target hex. (If 
the proper vector has been followed, only one 
60-degree change of facing will be necessary.) 
c) The escort proceeds in a straight line to the 
assault zone, aiming at the target hex. 

105.3.3 If the escort is already on a radial, but can- 
not make a legal turn onto the course to the target 
hex (i.e., facing away from the target hex), the 
escort performs a Williamson turn on its initial 
course for the turn and proceeds thus until it is on 
the radial and on course for the target hex. 

105.3.4 When the target hex changes due to new 
sightings, each escort will correct its movement by 
the same method as described above (i.e., follow- 
ing a new vector and radial). 

Illustration-Radials 



105.3.5 When performing radial movement, escorts 
speed up to maximum speed (in the progression 
described by Rules 8.2.1 and 31.1) unless the Escort 
Action Table states otherwise. Search Speed, when 
mentioned on that table, is always three hexes per 
turn. 
105.4 Escort Attack: 
105.4.1 Escorts attack automatically when they 
reach the assault zone, as long as radial movement 
is in effect. All weapons able to reach the assault 
zone (ATW, depth charges, K-guns) do so, up to 
their maximum and in as many hexes of the assault 
zone that can be reached. This is done regardless 
of the escort's speed. Remember that the assault zone 
is the target hex and all hexes in a two-hex radius- 
effectively, the range of movement of a submerged 
submarine. 
105.4.2 An escort may, in solitaire play, steam 
across hexes undergoing Hedgehog attack. No escort 
may steam across a hex undergoing depth charge 
or K-gun attack. 

105.4.3 ATW does not take effect immediately in 
solitaire play. ATW attacks are resolved along with 
the depth charges in the Anti-Submarine Attack 
Resolution Phase. 
105.4.4 Priority of Attacks: Where range and escort 
characteristics permit (see 105.4.6), assault zone 
hexes are to be attacked in the following priority, 
with at least one ATW, depth charge or K-gun each: 

a) the target hex; 
b) the hexes adjacent to the target hex, start- 
ing with the hex ahead of the target hex (i.e., 
two hexes ahead of the sub marker's bow), then 

the two hexes adjacent to that hex and the tar- 
get hex. last in priority of the inner circle of the 
assault zone is the bow hex of the sub marker 
(i.e., the hex behind the target hex). 
c) the hexes at a distance of two from the target 
hex, starting with the hex directly in front of the 
sub marker, then proceeding around the circle 
of hexes evenly in both directions from front to 
rear. 

105.4.5 Order of Attacks: The nearest escort to the 
target hex (distance counted from the escort's bow) 
moves first in the Escort Movement Phase. The 
other escorts move in order of proximity. Where 
two escorts are equally near, the escort whose bow 
points the closest to the target hex moves first. 
105.4.6 The Attack: each escort moves on a straight 
line through the assault zone, firing all possible 
ATW, K-guns and depth charges in such a manner 
as to put at least one such weapon in all reachable 
assault zone hexes. When sufficient hexes cannot 
be reached to allow one-attack-per-hex, weapons 
will be fired as evenly as possible (e.g., when six 
depth charges can only reach three assault zone 
hexes, the escort drops two in each of the available 
hexes). In all cases, the escort will adhere as closely 
as possible to the priorities of Rule 105.4.3. 
105.4.7 All movement and attack by escorts is final; 
no die rolls may be made again nor movement re- 
traced. 
105.4.8 Escorts may not move through hexes con- 
taining previously-moved escorts or depth charges 
dropped by same. Escorts may deviate from Rule 
105.4.6 but will, in all cases move parallel to its 
radial and as close to the target hex as possible. 

105.4.9 Escorts move through the assault zone and 
and leave it on the same course they entered it. 
When the stern of the escort is outside the assault 
zone, the escort executes a Williamson turn and 
launches a new attack. Escorts will attack repeat- 
edly, so long as Radial movement is in effect. 

105.4.10 If an escort cannot reach enough assault 
zone hexes to spread its attacks evenly, (especially 
if K-guns are involved) and no vacant assault zone 
hexes can be reached, K-guns and ATW may be 
fired into hexes already containing other attack 
markers. 
105.4.11 Escorts may only attack assault zone hex- 
es, only when Radial movement is underway, and 
must fire all weapons able to reach the assault zone 
(see Escort Action Table for surface gunfire, which 
is not used in Radial movement and not defined here- 
in as "weaponry"). Escorts may not be moved so 
as to collide with other escorts, or in violation of 
Rule 105.4.8. Escorts may not fire ATW into hex- 
es occupied by other surface vessels. 
105.4.12 Attacks are resolved as prescribed by the 
SUBMARINE rules, except that the Submarine 
Depth Combat Table is rolled first for all depth 
charge and K-gun attacks (including Squid). This 
represents the enemy's guess as to your depth. 

106.0 Diameter Movement 
106.1 Diameter movement is a maneuver used when 
escorts move around a target hex rather than towards 
it. This is used especially when firing on a surfaced 
submarine and, in any event, is implemented by the 
Escort Action Table. 
106.1.1 A "diameter", for the purposes of this 

104.1.3 Submarine Detection Table 
The submarine counter itself, of course, remains on board at all times, 
since the solitaire player is the sub commander. However, markers are 
used to show the various levels of detection by the enemy-and are used 
to orient escort movements. The markers indicate the target hex-the hex 
ahead of the marker's bow-and provide a convenient basis for using the 
Escort Action Table at the end of each turn. 
PHASE EVENT ACTION 
any Sub visible Place submarine counter (any) of the sub's own 

or surfaced nationality under the sub counter. Move the 
(depth 0-25) marker with the sub as long as it remains at 

0-25' depth. Do not confuse it with your real 
sub! 

8 Sub disappears Put submarine counter of escort' own color in 
from visible the exact position sub began its movement, to 
depth (50+) include precise facinghow direction. Do not 

move with sub in sub movement phase. 

6 Sub found by Put sub marker of escorts' own color on sub 
radarlsonar position, pointing in same direction. Do not 
search, not move with sub in sub movement phase. 
visible (50+ 
day, 0-50+ at 
night) 

6 Sub missed by Invert marker already on board. If there was no 
radarlsonar sub marker to begin with, continue in Mode 1. 
search, not 
visible 

8 Torpedoes Place inverted torpedo marker in hex ahead of 
appear; sub sub bow (hex B on Submarine Log sheet), 
not previously pointing in the same direction (this marker IS 
sighted or the target hex for escorts). Remove any in- 
contact lost verted sub markers. This marker remains on 

board till new sub markers appear. This marker 
is not placed if the firing sub was already 
visible or in radarlsonar contact. 

10 End of turn Consult Escort Action Table. 

NOTE: The actual submarine remains on board at all times. Only one sub or torpedo marker 
may be on board for each submarine in play. If the submarine is visible at start, mark it accord- 
ingly and consult the Escort Action Table before beginning game. 

104.2.1 Escort Action Table 
Movement of escorts on the following turn is determined by this table at 
the end Of Phase lo Of the preceding turn' Of markers' 
which determines the result on this table, is done using the Submarine 
Detection Table. 

SUB 
MARKER MODE ESCORT ACTION 
none 1 No previous iightings. Escorts proceed in for- 

mation, moving in unison with convoy. All 
escorts conduct sonar and radar search. 

torpedo marker 2 Torpedoes launched. Escorts begin RADIAL 
MOVEMENT at Search Speed, using marker as 
target hex. 

sub marker, 3 Sonarlradar sighting. Escorts begin RADIAL 
escort color MOVEMENT, full speed-with the exception 

of escorts with sonar contact, which move in 
RADIAL MOVEMENT at Search Speed. 

sub marker, 4 Submarine sighted (25-foot depth). Escorts 
sub color begin RADIAL MOVEMENT, full speed. 

sub marker, 5 Submarine on surface. Escorts begin DIAMETER 
sub color MOVEMENT, full speed. All suface vessels 
(surfaced) open fire whenever LOS permits. Nearest 

escort to sub this turn begins RADIAL MOVE- 
MENT, orients on bow of sub (not target hex), 
and will RAM if sub hasn't submerged by then. 

sub marker, 6 Contact lost. Begin DIAMETER MOVEMENT, 
inverted Search Speed. 

7 GAME END. Begin prolonged attack proce- 
dure. Escorts are selected for this in order of 
VP value, as permitted by Rule 34.7. 

Two markers Double A second sub is sighted. The nearest escorts 
(half of them, rounded down) proceed accord- 
ing to appropriate mode. 

Three markers Triple A third sub is sighted. The nearest escorts (half 
of each force detailed to the other two subs) 
proceed according to the appropriate mode. 

NOTE: Sonar search is always conducted by vessels at Search Speed, each turn. Radar search 
is always conducted by vessels having that capability, each turn. 



I l l~t ion-RPdiPI  Vectors The most direct route to the radial, 
and one requiring only one more turn onto the radial itself. 

game, is a circle of hexes that is an equal distance 
at all points from the target hex. A diameter of six, 
for example, is that circle of hexes that is six hexes 
from the target hex in al l  directions (the circle fonn- 
ing a large hexagon). 
106.1.2 Diameter movement is executed by follow- 
ine the diameter and never havine the bow hex leav- 
ini the path (the bow hex musralways remain at 
the same distance as dictated). This means a 
60degree turn at each radial (as a glance at the il- 
lustration will show). 
106.2 Movement Procedure: 
106.2.1 Diameter movement is directed by the es- 
cort Action Table, and continues as long as the Ta- 
ble directs. 
106.2.2 Escorts follow, in order, their respective 
vectors andlor radials toward the target hex as in 
Radial movement (Rule 105.3.2). However, upon 
reaching the assigned diameter distance, each es- 
cort will turn and follow the diameter hexes in a 
counter-clockwise direction. 
106.2.3 In the diameter pattern, all vessels move 
at either Search Speed or, when the Escort Action 
Table is calling for "Full Speed", at the maximum 
speed of the slowest ship in the diameter. 
106.2.4 The diameter to be followed is a distance 
of I2 hexes from the target hex. If a vessel com- 
mences Diameter movement already within that dis- 
tance, it moves to and follows a diameter of six 
hexes. 

- 

105.4.12 Submarine Depth 
Combat Table 

This table is rolled on for each depth charge or 
squid attack launched. This must be done prior 
to resolution of attack and replaces the announc- 
ing of depth by Escort Player. Attacks are then 
resolved normally, or are not rolled for in the 
event of a "Miss" at all. 

Dice Roll Depth Charge Detonation 
54-66 Same depth as submarine. 
41-53 Within 25 feet of submarine. 
24-36 Within 50 feet of submarine. 
11-23 Miss. No attack. 

104.3.1 Fleet Movement Table 
This table is rolled upon at the start of each Con- 
voy Movement Phase and applies to all mer- 
chantment, Capital ships and escorts moving in 
formation. 
Convoy Type Die Roll 

1 2 3 4 5 6  
Slow Convoy 

(Speed 1) L1 R1 1 1 l~ 1R 
Slow Convoy 

(Speed 2)* L2 R2 2 2 2L 2R 
Fast Convoy 

(Speed 2) L2 R2 2 2 2L 2R 
Fast Convoy 

(Speed 3)* L3 R3 3 3 3L 3R 
Emergency 

(Speed M) LM RM M M ML MR 
* Advanad Game 

107.0 Night Illumination 
107.1 Section 107.0 applies whenever Section 25.0 
of the original SUBMARINE rules is to be followed, 
and only in night scenarios. 
107.1.1 Starshells are fired whenever torpedoes or 
a submarine is detected. This is automatic and is 
spelled out in detail on the Escort Action Table. 
107.1.2 Starshells are fired by the escort furthest 
from the target hex. 
107.1.3 Starshells are fired in the target hex and 
three hexes ahead of it (in the direction of the sub 
marker or torpedo). Line of sight considerations do 
not apply when firing starshells; they may be fired 
over one or more surface ships. 
107.2 Tankers and Cargo Ships: 
107.2.1 Visibility of submarines at night is described 
in Rule 104.1.3. 
107.2.2 Daylight conditions prevail for a seven-hex 
radius around any tanker torpedoed on any previous 
turn (regardless of whether still afloat); cargo ships 
so illuminate an area only under the provisions of 
104.1.3. 
107.2.3 Daylight visibility prevails within 20 hexes 
of any tanker torpedoed while containing aviation 
fuel. These conditions will prevail until the turn after 
the ship sinks, ending with the Star Shell Phase. 
Mark the location until then with a starshell counter 
in both hexes of the tanker. 

nlustmtion-hult Zone The hexes whm attacking escorts 
launch their weapons. The target hex is the fust priority; remain- 
ing hexes are numbered in order of priority. 

Illustration-Willinmson Turn The escort turns 180 degrees and 
returns to its original course in reverse. When leaving the assault 
zone, the turn may begin only when the stern is no longer adjacent 
to any hex of the assault zone. 

108.0 Evasive Action and Searches 

108.1 Ships: 
108.1.1 Escorts may not move into any hex that a 
merchantmen might enter on its move that turn, as 
determined by the Fleet Movement Table. In this 
case, Escorts may deviate from radials and vectors 
but must parallel them as close as possible. 
108.1.2 Escorts may not move into any hex that a 
merchantmen's stem might pivot into-that is to say, 
the hex on either side of the ship adjoining both bow 
and stern. 
108.1.3 Escorts may not move into any hex that a 
Capital ship might enter on its move that turn, as 
indicated by the Fleet Movement table, nor any hex 
that a Capital ship's stem might pivot into (as in 
Rule 108.1.2). 
108.1.4 Capital ships and merchantmen move in 
unison in the solitaire game, so no collision is pos- 
sible. Avoidance of vessels dead in the water is dis- 
cussed in Rules 104.3.2 and 104.3.3. 
108.1.5 Surfaced submarines may be rammed by 
merchantmen and Capital ships if the Fleet Move- 
ment Table happens to dictate such. Ramming of 
surfaced subs by escorts is not only possible, but 
mandatory under the Escort Action Table. However, 
only one escort may ram an individual submarine. 
108.2 Torpedoes: 
108.2.1 No escort may intentionally steam over a 
torpedo, nor end its move directly ahead of one, 
when performing Radial or Diameter movement. 
Escorts will instead avoid such an event by leaving 
its vector, radial or diameter and paralleling its 
former path as close as possible, or by slowing to 
the point that it will not be in the path. 

108.2.2 Capital ships and merchantmen move 
according to the Fleet Movement Table regardless 
of where torpedoes may be. The first firing of torpe- 
does in a scenario will trigger Emergency move- 
ment for Capital ships; no other response is possible. 
108.3 Search: 

108.3.1 All ships possessing sonar, and moving at 
speeds permitting search, are required to do so each 
turn. the player may dispense with this if all sub- 
marines are surfaced or sunk. 
108.3.2 All ships possessing radar must conduct 
radar search each turn. The player may dispense 
with this is all submarines are at depths of 50 feet 
or greater. * 



Q. Most of our readers are aware of your fine 
work, Charlie. where did you get your artistic 
training? 

A. The University of Tennessee in Knoxville, Class 
of '79, a Bachelor of Fine Arts in Communication 
Design. 
Q. And how was it that you came to work for the 
Avalon Hill Game Company? 

A. I had just quit an ad agency job. Dropped in at 
Avalon Hill. Just so happened they were looking 
to replace a retiring artist from the department. 
Stroke of good fortune. The right place at the right 
time, it seems. 

Q. You have done a number of things for the 
company, from mapboards to advertising, from 
counter art to box covers. Where does your 
inspiration come from? 

A. My cats. No, seriously most of my "inspir- 
ation'' (if you will) comes from research into photo 
studies of the various time period that needs this 
art-at least for historical projects. 

Full Name: Charles J. Kibler I1 
Birth: May 1956 in Kingsport, Tennessee 
Started Wargaming: December 1977 
First Wargarne: Fulda Gap 
Favorite Wargame: ADVANCED SQUAD 

LEADER 
Favorite Non-Wargame: Mille Borne 
Outside Interests: camping, fishing, phi- 

lately, beer drinking 
Employed by AH: January 1980 
AH Mapboards: RUSSIAN FRONT, 

DEVIL'S DEN, FIREPOWER, FLIGHT 
LEADER, MVIGHTS OF THE SKY all 
ASL boards numbered 9- 1 1 and 16 on- 
ward, and those for Deluxe ASL 

AH Covers: BLACK SPY and numerous 
Microcomputer game covers 

Q. You've proved yourself adept at blending 
functionalism and attractiveness in your mapboards. 
The many SL boards stand out. How do you do it? 

A. With a paintbrush, acrylics and a lot of TLC. 
Q. So much for the tools. Do you use actual over- 
head views? I've heard rumors of boards crafted 
to depict historical locations (Dieppe, Stalingrad, 
Cassino, and such); any truth to those or are there 
plans to produce any? 

A. As a matter of fact, there is right now (on the 
"back burner") an ASL project of mine depicting 
the area of the Red Barricades Ordnance complex 
in Stalingrad. 
Q. Do you check all the potential lines of sight, 
or have you developed a "feel" for the SL terrain? 

A. No, I never check the LOS (unless playing a 
scenario, of course). Don, however, has accused 
me of having all the lines of sight memorized. 
There's no truth to the matter; he's just a sore loser! 

Q. On the average, how long does it take you to 
complete a mapboard? Are there many steps to its 
final production, and do you oversee each? 
A. A "normal" sized ASL mapboard probably 
takes about 15 to 20 hours, depending on the com- 
plexity of the terrain (i.e., city versus open). There 
are about five major steps to the production: 1) lay- 
out, 2) painting, 3) color separations, 4) in-house 
camera work (i.e., adding the grid and registration), 
and of course 5) actual printing (also done "in- 
house"). I do the first two steps myself; the rest 



we must depend on the skill of others. The most 
critical one to oversee, I've found out, is our camera 
room's work. 
Q. I've seen the superb three-dimensional views of 
all the SL terrain features that you drew for the ASL 
rulebook? What's the story behind that clever idea? 
A. I reckon Donald thought of this, and I carried 
it out to fruition. They were quite enjoyable to do; 
you have to "see 'em to believe 'em". 
Q. A number of the covers for our microcomputer 
games are yours. Any of them a masterpiece in your 
mind? Any stories to go along with them? 

A. No, none of them are "masterpieces". My two 
favorites are TANKTICS and MOON PATROL, 
however. TANKTICS (by the way, the first box 
cover I ever did for Avalon Hill) is a rather straight- 
forward approach, but its directness (a Panther tank. 
approaching head on) and simple color scheme 
really "pops it off '  the shelf. MOON PATROL, on 
the other hand, aptly depicts my more whimsical 
drawing style. 
Q. Do you happen to know what Avalon Hill does 
with the original artwork that the covers come from? 
Any hopes of a reader ever obtaining the original 
cover painting to their favorite game? 
A. MacGowan's, under contract, were all returned 
to him. Most others' art simply languish in the Art 
Department. All of George Parrish's, for instance, 
are still on shelves here. 
Q. Recently there have been some minor 
controversies concerning wargame covers. Looking 
at them with a professional eye, and with the 
jaundiced view of personal taste, which of our 
covers do you feel best succeeds in the purpose of 
selling the game within? And which is the utterest 
failure? What makes you say so? 
A. I think one of our best is the new DEVIL'S DEN 
cover (done, by the way, by George Parrish) as it 
combines an illustration that is both accurate and 
beautiful with plenty of action. Perhaps one of our 
worst is the lid wrap of BLIZZKRIEG, certainly a 
very repulsive cover-at least to me. The color 
selection and composition (and the actual art) leave 
a lot to be desired. Of the more recent covers, I also 
find the original PENNANT RACE cover rather ugly. 
The red-violet faced manager in the background, 
and the entire composition, is distasteful. 
Q. Which of your projects for the company are you 
most proud of? 
A. The ASL deluxe mapboards for STREETS OF 
FIRE. 
Q. Why so? 
A. First of all because one gets a true 3-D effect 
from the over-large scale (even though the 
perspective is still 100% overhead) due to the 
extreme detail and shadowing of the roof tops. 
Secondly, perhaps, because there were no "produc- 
tion errors"! 
Q. I know that, like most of the staff here, you are 
an accomplished gamer-a fierce oponent. I also 
know that you like to play SQUAD LEADER, and 
have been heavily involved in the playtest and 
development of ADVANCED SQUAD LEADER. 
Why do you favor these games? 
A. For one thing, I have always favored tactical- 
level wargames. This probably has its roots in the 
days when I was a small boy with my "army sets" 
in the sandpile! Mainly, however, I enjoy them 
because once you have a handle on the rules, the 
way is open for a literally limitless variety of gaming 
situations. You don't have to keep relearning new 
rules to play different games. 
Q. You have also shown a proclivity for devising 
scenarios for the game system, and have had a 
number of them published. Which are yours? 
A. So far, "Operation Hubertus" (Scenario 2000) 
and "The Fugitives" (BEYOND VALOR'S #lo) 
Q. Any words of advice for those masses who hope 

to submit new ASL scenarios for our consideration? 
A. Keep 'em simple, clearly defined and then 
playtest 'em lots. Furthermore, a neatly polished 
(i.e., "professional") presentation is a plus. And, 
of course, from now on they must be done with the 
ASL rules system in mind. 
Q. To change tack a bit, are you interested in 
military history? 

A. Sure am . . . an avid fan. 
Q. Do you favor one period over others? Which? 
A. WW2, East Front-the real war. My second favorite 
period would be the American Civil War I guess. 
Q. The "real" war. That might raise some 
eyebrows-why do you say that? And what 
fascination does that particular phase of the war hold 
for you? 
A. Because, in my opinion, it was. All the rest 
("Europeanly speaking" at least) was simply a side- 
show, or "tidying up". It was "Lebensraum" in 
the East, and the destruction of the Communist 
"menace" that Hitler was after, as attested to in 
Mein Kampf: 
Q. Do you suggest to would-be artists looking to 
work in the game industry that they steep themselves 
in military history? 
A. No, it's not vital. Though, if seeking work in 
the wargarne industry it would certainly be to their 
advantage. In today's art world, you need every 
advantage you can get. 
Q. What would you suggest for them? Any courses 
or training that would give them an edge? How 
should they approach a game company to obtain 
work? 
A. Firstly, they should get as much experience as 
possible in other graphics work, collect a good port- 
folio, and make your move. Of course, dedication 
and hard work are a must . . . and a little luck never 
hurts. 
Q. Among other artists, are there any whose work 
you particularly admire? 
A. I especially admire the work of Gwrge Parrish 
(mentioned previously) who has done all the covers 
of the ASL modules so far, among some other 
covers. Certainly a great find for The Avalon Hill 
Game Company. 
Q. Do you do any other artwork-fine art or other- 
wise? I notices you didn't mention any among your 
list of hobbies. 
A. Actually, I don't do much "outside" artwork 
(though I have done some "free-lance" projects for 
friends in need). Most of my outside leisure time 
is spent gaming and designing ASL mapslscenarios 
these days. 
Q. At the moment, there are only a couple of 
awards for the artists that are so vital an element 
of this industry. Would you like to see them get 
more recognition? Of what sort? 
A. More recognition wouldn't hurt. I'd like to see 
awards for best graphics (highlighting the function- 
alism, in particular) for each major game 
component-counters, map, rules, covers. 
Q. Given your views, do you hope to win a Charles 
Roberts Award for graphics someday? 
A. I've never seriously considered it. But, being 
the vain guy I am-sure, I'd be plum "tickled 
pink"! 
Q. What lies ahead for Charles Kibler? Do you 
have any goal in mind that you've not yet attained? 
A. To become rich and famous. Now that I'm 
"famous", I just need money. Send all donations 
to The GENERAL, Artist Relief Fund, c/o C. 
Kibler " . * 

Russian Front . . . Cont 'dfrom Page I I 
replacements should be concentrated on the more 
powerful armies (5-4-4 and larger) and the air units 
while allowing the weaker armies to absorb a hit 
or two and then be used to back up the fronts to 
provide depth and to convert the liberated rail hexes. 
(The fact that Axis units can convert rail hexes faster 
than Soviet units is no reflection on the capabilities 
of Soviet engineers but simulates the fact that the 
Axis forces proved more diabolical and ruthless in 
tearing up trackage.) Many of the Soviet armies 
were historically reduced to mere cadre strength as 
the war continued and the Soviet player will be doing 
extremely well to avoid the same situation. Use the 
artillery corps to support direct assaults on cities 
or other strong defensive positions. By 1944, there 
should be enough Soviet armor available that some 
true blitzkriegs can be used to hasten the Axis 
demise. Even in 1943, if the Soviet Tank armies 
are used en masse or in close proximity, they can 
bludgeon their way forward and exploit on broad 
fronts. 

For the Axis player, the endgame strategy should 
be one of the stubborn defense of cities to hold the 
maximum numbers for the bi-annual Victory level 
Phases interspersed with selected withdrawals to 
avoid the pounding for a turn or two (preferably 
during bad weather so that the retrograde move- 
ments can be shorter) and-I can't emphasize this 
enough-slashing local counterattacks to keep the 
Soviet player conservative, destroying powerful 
Soviet spearhead units and generally try to help the 
overall attrition. Standing on the defensive is 
not enough. The Axis cannot win a war of attrition. 
If the Axis player adopts a flexible defensive 
strategy, middle to late 1943 can be one of the most 
interesting periods of the game to play-a maelstrom 
of see-saw battles with attacks and counterattacks, 
salients to hold or evacuate, pockets and counter- 
pockets, and break-ins and breakouts. If the Soviets 
start in mid-1943 with a victory level of "+ 1" or 
above, it is unlikely that the Axis can win, although 
it may be fun trying. If the Soviets start mid-1943 
with a victory level of "0" or less, anything is 
possible. 

All-in-all, RUSSIAN FRONT presents a fresh 
approach to wargaming the largest land campaign 
in history. Although the game is currently selling 
very well, it is a new release and time and continued 
sales are the onlv true measures of success or failure 
for a new gaming system. New systems are always 
a gamble. But RUSSIANFRONT, which I'll bevlav- 
in; for many years to come, looks to be a sure bet. 

Clarification and Errata 
for RUSSIAN FRONT 

5.2.1.2 Mapboard edge hexes used for reinforce- 
ment placement must, like cities, be located in 
the unit's home country. 
7.2.1.1 If both sides have a choice, the defender 
chooses first. 
7.3.6 If both sides' engaged units are eliminated 
and both sides still have unengaged units in the 
hex, the attacker must retreat. 

Scenario Two.H.2 "22" hits on G e m  infan- 
try instead of "12". 

Soviet Order of Battle Card In January 1943 
(20), the 19th Army unit pictured should be a 
picture of the 27th Army unit. 

Game Card Replacement Chart The Dec '42 
line of the "on Board" column should include 
a dot next to the "14". * 



CONVENTION CALENDAR 
The GENERAL will list any gaming convention in this space 

free of charge on a space available basis rovided that we are 
notilied at least four months in advance o h e  convention date. 
Each listing must include the name, date, site, and contact 
address of the convention. Additional information of interest 
to our readership such as tournaments or events utilizing The 
Avalon Hill Game Company's games is solicited and will be 
printed if made available. 

The Avalon Hill Game Company does not necessarily attend 
or endorse these gatherings, nor do we guarantee that events 
usin The Avalon Hill Game Company's games will be held. 
~ d e r s  are urged to contact the listed sources for further 
information before making plans to attend. 

MARCH 1-2 
BASHCON '86, Toledo, Ohio 
Contact: UT-Bash, BashCon '86, 2801 West 
Bancroft, Toledo, OH 43606. 

APRIL 4-6 
CAPCON M, Columbus, Ohio 
Contact: Jeff Gerckens, OSUMGAICAPCONA, 
Box 21, The Ohio Union, 1739 North High 
Street, Columbus, OH 432 10. (614) 876-2 170. 
Note: A number of tournaments, including those 
in DIPLOMACY, SQUAD LEADER and RAIL 
BARON. 

MAY 3031, JUNE 1 
DIPCON '86, Fredericksburg, Virginia 
Contact: Pete Gaugan, 3121 East Park Row, 
#171A, Arlington, TX 67010. 
Note: An exclusively DIPUlMACYevent featur- 
ing the national championship. 

JUNE 19-22 
ATLANTICON '86, Trenton, New Jersey 
Contact: Atlanticon '86, P.O. Box 15405, 
Baltimore, M D  21220. (301) 298-3135. 
Note: The largest of the East Coast gaming con- 
ventions, with events for all tastes. 

JULY 345 -6  
ORIGINS '86, Los Angeles, California 
Contact: Strategicon, P.O. Box 8399, Long 
Beach, CA 90808. (213) 420-3675. 
Note: The National Adventure Gaming Con- 
vention, featuring the latest game releases and 
hundreds of events. Tournaments, seminars, 
demonstrations, and more for all aspects of the 
hobby. 

AUGUST 16-17 
BAYCON '86, Traverse City, Michigan 
Contacc Tom Ockert, P.O. Box 219, Lake Ann, 
MI 49650. 

AUGUST 29-31, SEPTEMBER 1 
GATEWAY 1986, Los Angeles, California 
Contact: Diverse Talents, Inc., P.O. Box 8399, 
Long Beach, CA 90808. (213) 420-3675. 

AH Philosophy . . . Cont'djrom Page 2 
enough to tie up with two excellent local war- 
gaming clubs in my life (in Helena and St. 
Andrews) and so satisfy my craving. And, I sus- 
pect, that those experiences did much to keep 
me in the hobby and deepen my interest in it, 
bringing me to explore it to its limits. How about 
you? 

On Page 29 of this issue, there is a brief report 
on GROTEKA-the Polish Gaming Society-and 
their appeal for more wargames. I find their 
enthusiasm contagious, as did Mr. Machowski. 
When I contrast their efforts with the response 
to this survey, I must wonder. But I've still hope. 

To take up one of Mr. McMahon's sug- 
gestions-and given the response to this informal 
survey of wargaming clubs, it seems particularly 
timely-Henry Robinette drafted some notes on 
his experience in organizing a local club. His sug- 
gestions seem perfectly reasonable, and a must 
for any of those who would hope to promote war- 
gaming in his area. Of course, there is also the 
selfish motive to all this-we all gain new oppo- 
nents and the challenge of improving our own 
play. 

Notes on Organizing 
a Wargame Club 

By Henry C Robinette 

You are new in town. Your one and only war- 
gaming buddy just got transferred to another city. 
You're tired of playing solitaire. How do you find 
someone else to pla;? Every wargame; at one 
time or another has had difficulty in finding op- 
ponents. And who of us has not lamented, "Why 
doesn't somebody start a club?" 

When I moved to Douglasville, Georgia in 
September 1977, Battleline Games was located 
there and I thought I would be able to play face- 
to-face every week. Well, two months later 
Battleline moved to Dallas, Texas [subsequently, 
their line of excellent games was absorbed b y The 
Avalon Hill Game Company] and I had nobody 
to play. Like a lot of other closet wargamers, I 
played the occasional solitaire game and waited 
patiently for somebody else to start a club. Fortu- 
nately, nearby Atlanta is a big place and two 
years later a fellow did try to start a club. 
However, after three or four months he quit. 
Once again, I had nobody to play. 

Then in February 1980 1 decided to start that 
club myself. I won't bore you with the trials and 
tribulations of the Atlanta Wargaming Society. 
But I want to share a few tried and proven tech- 
niques for starting a club. As Hunter says on his 
TV program, "It works for me." 

Know thyself. Not everybody should try 
starting a club. If you are not a committed war- 
gamer, then you should skip reading the rest of 
this article. A committed wargamer is willing and 
able to set aside time each and every month (or 
week for the hard core) to play wargames. There 
can not be any excuses for not playing. The wife 
and kids will just have to understand that you are 
going to play wargames. 

Once you have made the commitment to start 
a club, you need the ability to follow through. 
This means you must be able to find a facility and 
have access to it on a regular basis. If you cannot 
get off from work to pick up keys to a meeting 
room or to make reservations, then you will need 
to find someplace else or give it up. 

A good facility is essential. You can always rent 
a meeting room in a hotel. However, for those 
of you who are not wealthy there are a number 
of free or cheap alternatives. You may find a 
meeting room in a church, fire station, or library 
You may have a local hobby store where you 
could play. You may find a meeting room in a 
restaurant. Your local Civic Club or American 
Legion may have a room. Where I live, the banks 
have community rooms available for meetings. 
My club has played in a library, a fire station, a 
pizza palace, a church, a bank, and a Naval Air 
Station. You, too, can find a place to play if your 
use your imagination and then simply ask. 

Publicity. If your local hobby store does not 
have a bulletin board, it should get one. Suggest 
it. Your notice in a hobby store will stay up for 
months, and anybody with more than a passing 
interest in wargaming will notice it. Contact your 
local newspaper. Many newspapers publish 
listings of club meetings and activities; they will 
publish yours, too. You should, of course, use 
an ad in The GENERAL and be prepared to run 
it for several issues. Many supermarkets have 
bulletin boards. Your notice in a supermarket will 
get some results. Some stores post notices in 
their windows; give that a try, too. Suburban 
shopper papers hunger for feature articles; your 
club notice will be ~ublished and handed out free 
to thousands. 

After you have lined up a place and publicized 
your meeting, you are not through. You must 

arrive early and stay all day. When people show 
up to play, get their names and addresses. Then 
follow up with a mailing for the next meeting 
Do not slack off on your publicity. Keep on 
publicizing. Persevere. Do not get discouraged. 
It will take time for the word to get out. 

Of course, there will be personality clashes and 
petty squabbles; the minor crises will arise. But 
you, and the other members, have one serious 
matter on which you must agree-what is the 
scope of your club to be? Will you, as many do, 
limit the type of games played? How about role- 
playing; ban it from club meetings? Miniatures? 
What of family games? Chess anyone? Bridge? 
You must put some limit on the central concern 
of your club. This question even extends to the 
complexity level that your membership will ac- 
cept. And, once you've determined all this, be 
up front about making it common knowledge. 
Save yourself and others some frustration by 
"truth in advertising". 

But starting a wargame club is not the most 
important thing you can do for your hobby. The 
future of our hobby is in your hands. Whether or 
not The Avalon Hill Game Company and 
wargaming are around to celebrate their fiftieth 
anniversary depends on how well we succeed in 
getting people to play wargames. If you have chil- 
dren, teach them to play wargames. [And they 
make the most stalwart members of your club, 
you'll find./lf you have friends, encourage them. 
And, always make your club meetings open to 
the public. In that way, the hobby will grow and 
your efforts will have helped. 

Finally, as promised, I'll close out this 
installment of the Philosophy with a listing of the 
clubs whose secretaries were kind enough to 
contact me. I'd like to thank the secretary of each 
one, and hope that his small tribute might cause 
them to prosper in their endeavors to better our 
pastime. 

Anchorage Wargaming Club, meeting every 
second and fourth Saturday monthly at the 
UAAIACC campus. Contact: Joseph R. Regan, 
391 2 Merrill Drive, Anchorage, AK 99503. (907) 
243-5297. 

Atlanta Wargaming Society, monthly meetings 
on variable dates. Contact: Henry C. Robinette, 
3172 Lake Monroe Road, Douglasville, GA 
301 35. (4)4) 942-741 6. 

North Shore Gaming Club, twice monthly 
meetings on variable dates. Contact: Alan R. 
Moon, 11 Boardway, Apt. 6, Beverly, MA 
01915. (617) 7488. 

Michigan Garners Corps, irregular meetings on 
variable dates. Contact: Mitchell Balicki or Todd 
Brady, 161 91 Thomas, Allen Park, MI 48101. 
(31 3) 928-7420. 

Bartlesville Military Simulaton Association, 
meeting every first and third Saturday at various 
locations. Contact: Roger Dunnell, 245 NE 
Roselawn Avenue, Bartlesville, OK 74406. (91 8) 
335-2887. 

Texas War Department, meeting second Sunday 
every month (after 12pm) at Armadillo Soldier 
Shop. Contact: Richard Osborne or Glen Taylor, 
4325 Alpha Road, Dallas, TX 75244. (214) 
239-2679. 

Fox Valley Gamers, meeting fourth Saturday 
every month at Appleton Jaycees. Contact: John 
Butitta, 1 444 East Northland Avenue, Appleton, 
WI 5491 1. (414) 725-721 8. 

For those of the readership in these areas, I'd 
hope that you might find some kindred souls by 
contacting these organizations. * 



THE QUAGMIRE DEFENSE 
Playing the Reds in PANZERGRUPPE GUDERIAN 

By Brett Murrell 

Few wargamers who have played PANZER- 
GRUPPE GUDERIAN would probably admit that 
they enjoy playing the Russian forces against the 
German war machine. Factors in the game just seem 
to pile up against the Russians; they require purely 
defensive thought and are allowed very little offen- 
sive action, their supply system is fragile at best and 
easily disrupted, and even after well-played games 
the Russian player is many times "rewarded" with 
a German marginal victory. Equally deflating is the 
sight of yet another red piece being flung off the 
map after destruction by the superior race, while 
the German "dead pile" remains empty. 

Perhaps these difficulties are what make PAN- 
ZERGRUPPE GUDERIAN the challenging game 
that it is. Few other games can give the rewarding 
feeling that a Russian player gets when he sees the 
Wehrmacht ground to a dead stop against a quag- 
mire of Russian defenders. Creating this quagmire, 
however, takes meticulous play, plenty of fore- 
thought, and a generous amount of prior experience, 
but it is far from the pipe-dream of "legend." 

THE QUAGMIRE PRINCIPLE: 
How to be Russian Flypaper 

PG has some fairly novel rules systems not found 
in most other games. The most important one to the 
Russian is the "Zone of Control Pin." When a unit 
enters an enemy Zone of Control, it may never move 
again until it somehow escapes that Zone of Con- 
trol during combat. This escape can be engineered 
by eliminating the enemy or by causing the enemy 
or yourself to retreat; 

Because the German panzer units have the ability 
to move 20 movement points in one turn, first 
priority for the Russian is to limit the German 
mobility as much as possible. The best way to do 
this is by pinning the panzers with Russian units. 
This is usually easy to do; the difficulty comes in 
maintaining that pin. One or two Russian units sent 
up to pin German units can usually expect to be sur- 
rounded and overrun with virtually no loss of time 
to the Germans. Because of this, more than simple 
pinning is needed. 

The Combat Results Table in the game does not 
create many casualties in and of itself. Attackers 
can be totally eliminated only at odds of 1-2 or less, 
and even then the chances of elimination are never 
greater than 33 % . On the other hand, attackers need 
at least 6-1 odds for a meager 16% chance of roll- 
ing a Defender ~l iminated~~ttackers  need at least 
9-1 odds to get a better than 50-50 chance of caus- 
ing wmplete elhimtion of the defender; these odds 
are very difficult to obtain against an average 
Russian unit in good defensive terrain. 

What the Combat Results Table does create is a 
lot of retreats-so surrounded units who have no 
retreat option are living on borrowed time. With 
the lightning speed of the German panzer and 
motorized units, the German player needs only one 
hole in a Russian line to pour units through and sur- 
round a whole region. This is where the Russian 
challenge comes. You, as the Russian player, must 
create a line which cannot be outflanked, which has 
no significantly weakened area and which can deal 
with small German breakthroughs aggressively. A 
well-planned Russian line in good defensive terrain 
is a tough nut to crack and can win the game by 
itself; a hap-hazard "delaying" line is usually 
doomed on the first contact with the panzers and 
allows the Germans a lot of practice throwing red 

pieces into the "dead pile" without delaying his 
army more than a turn. 

The basic principle of the Quagmire Defense, 
then, is this: A solid, permanent Russian line is 
possible to create if enough planning is put into it. 
This line must be strong and must be wholeheartedly 
adhered to or it is just a waste of time and units. 
If successful, it will stop the German push, pinning 
it down for at least the first eight turns-and pos- 
sibly until the end of the game. 

THE LINE: Where? 
The Quagmire Defense requires that the Russian 

player plan exactly where his defense line is going 
to be before play even begins. Many players be- 
lieve that the line from the V1 entrance area to 
Smolensk and down to Roslav offers the best defense 
area. This line is shaky at best. Certainly Roslav 
has good terrain, and the area north of Smolensk 
is no place for mechanized units; but the area be- 
tween, around Smolensk, is a playground for pan- 
zers. Even stacks of three Russian units are easily 
cut down in clear terrain once surrounded or put 
out of supply. And the number of Russian units 
needed to defend just the middle area in a perma- 
nent line is prohibitive. 

The Russian defense line cannot be put any far- 
ther eastward than Smolensk, however, because the 
German gets a marginal victory by taking just 
Smolensk and either Roslav or Yel'nya with the 
three towns on the west edge of the board. Only 
one place is left-the west. 

The most wmmon assessment of the westem area, 
the line running basically along the 0500 row, is 
that it is too far forward to defend well. The 
Smolensk line is preferred because it is farther back 
and allows more time for the line to be set up. These 
assessments are fallacious for two reasons. First, 
if both the 16th Army and the 19th Army can move 
on the first turn, a total of 23 infantry divisions, 
five armor divisions and four good leaders are avail- 
able to create a line along the 0500 defense line- 
plenty of units to stop the German first-turn forces 
with ease. Secondly, in relationship to the speed of 
the German units, the Smolensk line is only one turn 
(in fact one movement phase) farther eastward of 
the 0500 line-hardly much delay to be worried 
about how far forward you are defending. 

THE 0500 LINE: How? 
The 0500 line offers by far the best natural ter- 

rain anywhere on the board. In the south, the river 
flowing south of Orsha, along with hexes 0424, 
0422, and 0420, offers the Russians a defense line 
that is perfectly straight and doubled in every posi- 
tion. This line is extended by the woods along the 
Vitebsk-Orsha highway, which allows doubled and 
tripled defensive positions up to the West Dvina 
river. From here, the line can be extended along 
the West Dvina as far as the Russian player wishes. 

The strength of this line is that it offers no un- 
doubled positions to the German and, if the Russian 
can get two divisions on each of the required defense 
hexes, he can possibly be worth up to 32 defense 
points; with many of the defense hexes attackable 
from only two hexes, the German motorized divi- 
sions (worth 12 points each) cannot be used to at- 
tack a defense hex containing two untried Russian 
units on the first two turns without the possibility 
of getting a 1-2 odds attack-disasterous if a six is 
rolled. 

Figure 1 gives a possible setup for the first turn 
along the 0500 line if both the 16th and the 19th 
Armies can move. The 13th Army deploys south 
of Orsha, sending its armor division to 051 8 to help 
in the center. The 20th Army deploys its infantry 
in 05 12,0515,05 17 and 05 18, leaving the defense 
of Orsha and Vitebsk to the 16th Army units railed 
up to these hexes. Another 16th Army infantry 
division moves to 0417 to blunt an attack in the 
center, while the last infantry division is sent to 
0825. The 20th Army's armor moves north along 
the West Dvina, while one goes to 0517. Finally, 
the 19th Army spreads out north and west, offer- 
ing reserves to all of the north front. 

This line is more than a match for the first turn 
German forces, who are too few in number to ex- 
ploit a breakthrough even if they should make one. 
But what if the 16th and 19th Armies cannot move? 
A line is still possible, as shown in Figure 2. The 
13th Army takes over the defense of Orsha, while 
the 20th commits units to Vitebsk. Even though the 
line is fairly weak along the West Dvina River, it 
is the place that you should hope the Germans attack, 
for the 19th Army can stop any fxst-turn break- 
throughs along the north, and you have one ace in 
the hole in the north: Yershakov's Army. 

YERSHAKOV'S ARMY: 
The Northern Anchor 

For the first two turns, the German threat is in 
the north. Containing a breakthrough at or north 
of the West Dvina river is vital at this time to in- 
sure that your line is unruffled when the German 
hordes come in on Turn 3. Yershakov's Army is 
the key to holding the north. 

Figures 3 and 4 show Yershakov's advance from 
the north. He should come in as far west as possi- 
ble. If he does, he can be set up in the forest area 
at 1204-blocking an end-around by the German 
forces entering at A on Turn 2. If the German first 
turn forces have already swept around the north, 
Yershakov is there to pin them or cut their supply 
line. Later, if the Germans ignore Yershakov and 
embroil themselves in a battle around the West 
Dvina, Yershakov's forces can pull in behind them, 
threatening to surround the German and perfectly 
able to do so if the Germans continue to ignore him. 

THE SOUTH: Planning is a Must 
The line south of Orsha is a tranauil dace for the 

first two turns, as no Germans can 'attack it without 
wasting valuable time getting there. But do not let 
the peace lull you into a sense of security; on Turn 
3 all hell will break loose with German panzers dog- 
piling onto your defensive line along the whole south 
front. You must begin preparing the south on the 
secondturn before you realize it's too late on Turn 3. 

The south line requires at least ten units: two units 
each in 0430,0428,0426,0424, and 0422. Never 
spread your troops out by putting one division in 
each hex; this just allows the Germans to attack one 
hex and advance through without touching the rest 
of the line. If possible, several other divisions should 
be behind the line to block breakthroughs. The 
divisions needed for this must come from units 
which are either moved down from the north line 
or sent by rail. Usually this means sending the bulk 
of the 24th Army, as the 21st Army coming in on 
Turn 3 on Entrance Hex Z will not make it in time. 
Even if interdicted by German planes, two rifle 
divisions of the 24th Army can make it to 23 19 on 



Ngure 1: Russian 0500 Line on Turn 1 if 16th and 19th Armies 
can move. 

Turn 1 (assuming the other six divisions moved by 
rail were units of the 16th Army.) 

The German player then faces a decision. He can 
either continue to interdict them on the rail south 
of Smolensk, keeping the reinforcements from the 
south line but allowing the rest of the 24th army 
to race to any spot on the north line, letting north 
line units shift southward. Or he can ignore the 
units. The last option is obviously best for the Ger- 
man player; but with these two divisions, the divi- 
sion from Smolensk, and the seven already down 
on the south line from the 13th Army, the minimum 
requirement of 10 divisions is available. 

If the 16th Army was unable to move on the first 
turn, the south front wiU need to be reinforced from 
the north if the German player is intent on keeping 
the 24th and 16th Armies from railing south on Turn 
2. If the German player does interdict south of 
Smolensk, simply rail west to Orsha and the central 
road area, moving the divisions already at those 
places south. Whatever way it is done, the Russian 
must have the units able to pull into position in the 
south by Turn 3. 

A GERMAN BREAKTHROUGH: 
Do not Panic 

No matter how well your defense is planned, some 
0-0-6 infantry in the wrong place or a lucky die roll 
can open a hole in your line to allow some German 
units to pass through. Do not fret; one breakthrough 
does not mean Doomsday. Any competent German 
player will be able to get some type of breakthrough 
sooner or later; you must be able to react to it 
without going into a headlong retreat. 

Most German breakthroughs happening on the 
first four or five turns will be one of two types. 
Either the German player will make a breakthrough 
and have a lot of mobile divisions to run through 
it (which means that he has few units elsewhere that 
are pinning your units down). Or he will make a 
breakthrough with just a few mobile divisions and 
have you pinned in most places. 

Reaction to the first option should be very force- 
ful. Send everyone that can to pin the breakthrough 
units; and if the German player has left any unit by 
itself, especially ones on the front pinning you, 
attack them if you can surround them. You must 
give the German player a motive for coming back 
to the front and saving his attacked units instead of 
driving around your interior. 

Another possibility is to close the line back up 
after the German player's divisions have moved 
through, cutting him out of supply and forcing him 
to reopen the hole somehow. Anytime you can 
knock German units out of supply during this time 
you should do it. Hang tenaciously to your line and 
if he finally totally breaches it, find a good defen- 

Figme 3: Yershakov Turn 1 Deployment. 



Figure 2: Russian 0500 Line on Turn 1 if 16th and 19th Armies 
cannot move. 

sive hex and make him dig you out of it. Digging 
out a large defensive line even after it has been sur- 
rounded is time-consuming and cannot always be 
left to the infantry if the German supply roads are 
still in your hands. 

Reaction to a small breakthrough should be more 
conservative. Somewhere behind your lines you 
should have kept several reserve units. Use these 
to plug the hole, but do not react by weakening your 
whole line to pin down a breakthrough; doing this 
just makes your line susceptible to another and 
usually bigger breakthrough. In fact, most of the 
deadly breakthroughs are the third or even the fourth 
after a Russian player has over-reacted to the first 
breakthrough. 

F b e  4: Yershakov Turn 2 Deployment 

CONCLUSION: The Payoff 
The Quagmire Defense, or any defense in general 

for that matter, is difficult to master without practice 
and planning. Your plans and your line are like a 
chain; the strength of it is equal to your weakest 
link and in this case you can bet that a good Ger- 
man player will find any weak links you might have. 
Whatever line you try to hold, only practice will 
make it perfect, and few lines that are less than per- 
fect will be able to stand up to the German's blitz- 
krieg. That is the challenge of it. If, at the end of 
a game of PAhZERGRUPPE GUDERLAN, you stiU 
have a line of red between the German panzers and 
Smolensk, you will know that you have pulled off 
one of the toughest juggling acts in the wargame 
field. * 

Back in Vol. 21, No. 4, Henry Robinette ("Is 
Smolensk Burningl'))first looked at a number of Rus- 
sian defense strategies for PANZERGRUPPE 
GUDERIAN. He traced the history and explored the 
strengths of such ploys as The Orshu Landbridge. 
The Main Line of Resistance, and The Egg. His 
seminal work was obviously the goad for Mr. Mur- 
re11 's ' 'Quagmire". 



Dear Sirs: 

I just received my copy of The GENERAL 
(Vol. 22, No. 2) featuring BANWI as the main 
anicle. I read with great interest and concern the 
"Inliltrator's Report" which listed the games that 
will not be reprinted. I was rather surprised that 
STRUGGLE OF NATIONS is being slated for 
"retirement". It is rated 117 on the RBG rating 
scale, so it seans to have a following. Also, since 
it was published in 1981 it has only been avail- 
able for four years. 

I would like to cast my vote that this fine 
game be ratained in your line. I would also like 
to see you keep AIR ASSAULT ON CRETE as 
well. I wish you had given us, the buying public, 
a little more warning that these games were being 
discontinued and I hope your decision is not 
irreversable. It is my intent to purchase some 
extra copies of these two games so that at least 
I will be able to play them for some time to come. 

There were some other games such as ALEX- 
ANDER THE GREATand FRANCE I940 which 
were also good in their time and which could use 
a rework, although I realize the appeal may be 
tw limited to do this. Some games which prob- 
ably need to be pulled and given a serious "face- 
1iW' would be BLIIZKRIEG, LUFIWAFFE, 
WATERLOO and even PANZERBLI7Z and its 
slster game PANZER LEADER. BLITZKRIEG 
really should be pulled and re-vamped with new 
map, counters, and rules-in essence, a whole 
new game that would retain the basic "hypothet- 
ical" concept of the original. The other games 
also need work on the various components to rc- 
store their enjoyment. 

Well, I've probably said enough for now. I 
realize that individually I may not have a g m t  
impact and I am aware of some of the economic 
rcasons for the decisions that are made. I only 
hope that there are others that share my interest 
enough to urge retaining STRUGGLE OF 
NATIONS and perhaps upgrading some of your 
other games. 

Peter M. Skaar 
Momo Valley. California 

Before any of our readers go rushing out to 
buy a dozen copies of theirfovorite old Hnrhorse. 
let me lay a couple of fears to rest. The "retire- 
ment" of STRUGGLE OFNATIONS, along with 
that of a number of others, has been prompted 
by their sales compared with other titles in our 
utenrive line. Too, it reflects thefacr rhar the 
judgement has been made that our currmr stock 
a n  suflcient tofill projeaed demands for these 
games over the next few years. When stocks are 
depkted, they will simply not be reprinted. So, 
you see, these endangered species will stillflock 
the shelves of local retail outletsfor some rime 
to come. I announced that they would not be 
reprinted for the sole reason of alem'ng fans of 
those titles that rhey will be becoming scarcer 
over the next couple of years; I think hw years 
or so to be ample warning of the phaseaur of 
a favorite game. 

And, we are working on plans to revamp the 
PB/PL system. As to rhe others mentioned by Mr. 
Skaar, the thought hadn'r crossed our mind- 
yet Much d e p e h  on the current popularity of 
the game in question; the redevelopment of such 
games is as lengthy and dijFcult a task as that 
of any new game (simply Iwk at the e f l n  ex- 
pended on the latest THIRD REICH or on the new 
ADVANCED SQUAD LEADER). Too, there is 
a tendency to leave well enough alone, unless the 
greybeard is stam'ng to creak a link too 
loudly-as with PANZERBLllZ and PANZER 
LEADER. A son of vicious cycle dominates in 
all such decisions: i f  unpopular, it is not wonh 
redoing; but if popular, why mess with an old 
fiend and possibly come off worse? 

**** 
Gentlemen: 

My husband just pointed out to me the article 
entitled, "Married to A Gamer" by Geraldine 
Brennan (Vol. 22, No. 1). I think it is about time 
a lady wargame player stood up. 

I am a young lady who is married to a very 
serious gamer also. He has always been an 
advocate of the wargames, fantasy games and 
adventure games of Avalon Hill. We have quite 
a collection. When I lint met my future husband, 
Icouldn't believe it. I thought at the time, "Who 
can be so into playing games? What is this 
Avalon Hill? How can anyone fit a good game 
into a box this small?" (Let's face it, America 
has been "monopolized".) However, one night 
he asked me if I would like to "attempt" to play 
one of the games, since I was always in "awe" 
when I looked over his game shelf. "Me? Play 
this?" 

m w 
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Well, the game we began and finished that 
night was ZTAN, and 1 won. I learned fast. And 
I loved it! That was the beginning of a newfound 
joint interest in our relationship. Gaming-a 
competitive, challenging, enjoyable, indoor 
spon. 

My husband and I have found that we are 
more partial to the fantasy and adventure games 
as opposed to the true wargames. By now, we 
have been married two years. and we own a vast 
collection of Avalon Hill games. My favorites. 
in order, are CONQUISTADOR. DUNE, CWIU- 
WnON,  FIREPOWER, TITAN and DOWN 
WITH THE KING. I find that my husband and 
I share in victories as well as the defeats in our 
frequent gaming sessions-one to two games a 
week. I love it, and he loves it. 

No! I am not a tom-boy. I design fashions, 
p in t  in watercolors, make unique jewelry, read 
good mysteries and science fiction; I like good, 
challenging mystery games, enjoy music 
(classical and rock), and love nature and modem 
art. 

My husband and I have grown through our 
joint gaming sessions. We are both excellent 
sports. When one loses, we know that the other 
has played the better thought-out game. Our 
attitude is positive, yet competitive. Together, 
we learn through the losses and are rewarded by 
the victories. I love gaming through Avalon Hill 
with my husband and other gamers-we have 
fun: tough fun, smart fun-in a world more 
exciting than any other kind of entertainment. 

I hate soap operas. The average game from 
AH offers ten times more glamour and vicarious 
excitement, with plenty of worldly advantages 
over TV. You can participate anytime, taking 
breaks as needed. And, best of all. you are test- 
ing your own creative mind. It's an art in a 
special form. 

So, to all you male gamers, there is a female 
gamer among you-one not afraid of being 
feminine and not enamoured of soap operas. I 
hope there's mon out there in this world. I'd like 
to meet them. 

EIvira Atkinson 
Pasadena, California 

I never heard of our games playing much- 
maker before, but it is true rhar the play has 
strengthened many a relationship. I owe the 
friendship of some fine folk ro rhis hobby (and 
I've always held marriage to be a special fonn 
of friendship). Yet I've the suspicion that Ms. 
Brennan reflects the views ofthe majority of the 
frmnle species when viewing our pastime, with 
Ms. Atkinson very much in the minority. And Andl'm 
not sure that that mtio wil l  ever change. 

Dear Rex. 

Thank you for running my TOBRUK article 
in Vol. 22, No. 1. The article had bem submitted 
several years ago, and had passed from my 
memory. It was a joy to see it published. 

It comes as somewhat less of a joy to admit 
that this writer "goofed" on the handling of the 
" K  results for weapons that kill side annor at 
every range. All I can say is that I was younger 
and more reckless when the article was put 
together. Sony. To make amends to TOBRUK 
players. I propose the following chart for the 
maximum " K  range against side armor when 
Oblique shots are taken: 

Maximum Range for K Results 
On Oblique Hits 

Firing 
Weapon T W  

Semovmte 
MI3140 Mardcr 
Honey M w  III Mat~lda 

50s-AP I I - - 
50s-APRC - - - 
SOLAP All - - 
50L-APCR - - 3 
88 FLAK All - 14 
75s I I - - 
2 pdr 10 8 - 
37mm 8 8 - 
Orant-75 All All - 
ATR - - - 
6 pdr AII AII - 

Firing 
Weapon Target (Cont'd) 

Valentine 
50s-AP 6 
50s-APRC 6 
MLAP 5 
SOLAPCR 10 
88 FLAK All 
75s - 
2 pdr - 
37mm - 
Grant-75 - 
ATR - 
6 pdr - 

C ~ ~ a d e r  
All 
- 
All - 
All 
All 
- 
- 
- 

3 
- 

Grant 
1 
8 

I2 
IS 
All 

1 
- 
- 
- 
- 
- 

The above chart uses the same data source 
as my previous TOBRUKanicle in Vol. 18, No. 
2. "S" refers to the short weapon used by the 
G e m s ;  "L" to long. Marder upper side hull 
cannot take any hits at any angle. To obtain C(P) 
ranges, increase the above ranges by two hexes 
when a range is indicated. 

And I'm afraid that I have been caught "in 
the wrong" again. As noted by one of your 
readers, the "Playing the Angles" article mis- 
interpreted the TOBRUK flank shot ddinition. 
How embarassing. 

To save the day, and shine up my tarnished 
reputation, I would note that there is still justifi- 
cation for including an "oblique" shot area. In 
the following cases, the side armor is seen to be 
distinctly different from the front armor. There- 
fore, to handle "oblique" hits it cannot be 
assumed that the "oblique" armor value equals 
the frontal value: 

Front Oblique 
AFV Armor Armor 
PzKw IIIj TUR-78 TUR-58 
Matilda UH-75 UH-112 
Valentine UH-66 UH-80 
Crusader UH-40 UH-24 
PzKwN LH-32 LH-5 1 

This cloudiness over the TOBRUK rules can 
only be attributed to too much involvement in 
armor miniatures recently. My apologies. With 
this letter. I have "covered my tracks" and feel 
that the article is complete. Thanks once again 
for publishing my work. 

Lorrin Bird 
Greenfield Center. New York 

Dear Mr. Martin: 

I was surprised to see such a poorly worked 
article as "The Quality Point System" in the 
latest GENERAL (Vol. 22. No. 2). The author, 
Dan Ryan, spcndsalmosthalfofhisarticleberating 
other measures of quality and popularity for 
games, then proceeds to present the worst of the 
lot. He misuses statistics at every step to achieve 
a questionable result. It's this misuse of basic 
statistics that bothers me. 

Ryan's system combines three measures of 
game popularity: average rank point, average 
frequency ratio, and pages per issue. each of 
these is first misused by itself. Then the crown- 
ing mistake is made when Ryan tries to add the 
three items together. And the source of Ryan's 
new measure is the "So That's What You're 
Playing" column, the intristic merits of which 
have been discussed enough alrcady, so I won't 
spend any more time on it now. 

To demolish the props of this "Quality Point 
System", step by step: 

The author uses the column for his first two 
parameters. He first measures the rank of each 
game over time. But you can't just combine ranks 
like he does-for several reasons. The easiest to 
see is that the total vote varies from issue to issue. 
Thus "first place" in one issue is based on a 
different number of votes than it is for any other 
issue. More importantly, them are no discrete 
steps between ranks, so you can't perform arith- 
metic on them. Thus, a "first place" combined 
with a "third place" is nor the equivalent of two 
"second places". One listing may have a first- 
place game taking a 1000 votes, second with 100 
and third with SO. The next issue may have only 
500 for first place, 400 for second and 390 for 
third. Yet Ryan's method treats both the 1000 
and the 500 vote first place as equivalent. Any 
valid comparisons that might be drawn from the 

original survey are lost when this son of im- 
proper manipulation is done. 

With his second value, Ryan is on even 
shakier ground, but he plunges forward despite 
the problems. Frequency ratios are valid only for 
the particular survey in which they occur. They 
also cannot be compared across issues. A fre- 
quency ratio of 2.1 in one issue has no relation- 
ship to a frequency ratio of 2.1 in the following 
issue's results. There might be a way with more 
careful analysis to extract a meaningful measure 
from these frequencies, but simply taking the 
average frequency is meaningless. 

The third measure Ryan uses is pages per 
issue. This measure also distorts a qualitative 
observation into a quantitative mle. His point is 
that, for example, "GI's heavy coverage did con- 
siderably more to stimulate that game's per- 
formance on the list than did CIVILIWTIOWs 
light coverage." That's really about as much as 
can be said statistically. But having embraced 
statistical fallacies for two measures, this isn't 
the place to stop. We are now treated to "PPI" 
as a negative measure of a game's quality. 
Ignoring the different species of article in The 
GENERAL, ranging from variant to feature to 
series replay, Ryan merely counts pages and sub- 
tracts this from his accumulated total. 

This brings us to the crowning achievement 
of the article-summing three completely unre- 
lated parameters to get the long-sought Quality 
Point total. Even if the three measures were 
legitimately derived, one would need some 
justification for a simple sum as the description 
of their interaction. Why not their product? Or 
th square root of their inverses? In fact, I could 
make just as strong a claim that instead of meas- 
uring pages he should measure columns. This 
simple change shuffles his final results unmer- 
cifully. Many other weightings could be applied. 
The final test should be whether the system per- 
forms a predictive or explanatory function. That 
is best left to the readers, but one final point 
should convince any remaining proponents of the 
system. 

The system was supposed to measure a 
game's popularity and quality, yet Ryan ends up 
with a system that will suffer gross swings in rat- 
ings merely because a game is written about in 
The GENERAL. For example, BULL RUN and 
PANZERGRUPPE GUDERIAN both suffer 
because they recently had high page counts. 
(BANWrs prmnents had best duck after the 
20-page ve&nent in this latest issue!) Thus the 
svstem fails to account for even the sim~lest real 
l k  event-any time an article is publish& in The 
GENERAL, interest in that is going to rise, 
if onlv for a short time. Anv rating svstem which 
penalizes a game because i; has such articles just 
doesn't belong in a serious wargaming magazine. 

Steve Estvanik 
Seattle, Washington 

**** 
Dear Rex- 

In my UP FRONTartick that was previously 
published in these pages (Vol. 21, No. 1) and 
later included in the BANW rulebook, I dis- 
cussed the statistical nature of the game. One 
major table was omitted, namely one giving the 
odds on winning a Close Combat or other situa- 
tion where the players were drawing in a "high 
card" resolution. The following table is now 
presented, giving the chances of winning a draw 
versus the amount that is needed for that win. 
For example, if your opponent has a CCV of 9 
to your 8, you need to win by two; therefore the 
percentage chance is calculated at 33.43%. 

Number Percent 
1 43.72% 
2 33.43% 
3 24.47% 
4 16.83% 
5 10.95% 
6 6.58% 
7 3.56% 
8 1.95% 
9 0.97% 

10 0.42% 
11 0.15% 
I2 0.03% 

Obviously, if you have an advantage by a 
certain factor, merely subtract that factor from 
100% to obtain the result. In the example given 
above, your opponent's chances of winning are 
56.28%. The remaining 10.29% of the time gives 
a tie. 

Jim Burnett 
Clinton, Tennessee 



PANZERKRIEG 
Errata and Clarifications 

3.0 Section B.3.a of the Sequence of Play states, 
" air units ignore adverse combat results unless an( a'*. appears, indicating that the air unit(s) is 
disrupted)". This is incorrect. Adverse combat 
results have no effect on attacking air units what- 
soever as stated in Rule 9.3. 

4.0 Weather is checked at the beginning of the 
first turn of each scenario. 

5.12 Enemy units crossing (but not occupying) 
a friendly railroad hex have no effect on friendly 
supply. 
5.13 All railroad hexes on friendly map edges 
are supply sources. 

5.13 A friendly reinforcement entry hex is one 
where friendly forces have appeared from, are 
due to appear from later in the scenario, or have 
started the scenario from. They are friendly sup- 
ply sources. 

6.0 Units may move single hex even if move- 
ment points are insufficient, except to move from 
one ZOC to another. 

6.0 A unit may be affected by both weather and 
supply for movement purposes-halved and 
halved again, rounding down. 

6.1 River crossing costs only apply when mov- 
ing across a River between two River Crossing 
hexes. Otherwise, River Crossing hexes count 
as Clear terrain. 

6.3 A unit sitting on a railroad hex in any enemy 
ZOC may not use railroad movement. 

6.3 Units using rail movement may not move ad- 
jacent to an enemy unit, regardless of whether 
the enemy unit has a ZOC or not. Units using 
rail movement may not conduct Exploitation 
movement. 

6.3 Railroad hexes that were not friendly at the 
start of a scenario may not be used for rail 
movement. 

6.3 There is no limit to the number of units which 
can use rail movement in a turn. 

7.0 One Air Base and its air units may stack in 
a hex in addition to normal stacking restrictions. 

8.0 ZOCs do not extend across Lake hexsides. 
ZOCs do not extend across River Crossing hex- 
sides or Bridges over Major Rivers. 

8.1 This rule states that ground units may not 
enter enemy occupied hexes, but Rules 17.1 and 
17.2 permit this against enemy artillery and anti- 
tank units, and 11.0 for leaders. Sections 17.1. 
17.2 and 11.0 should be noted as exceptions to 

Rule 8.1. Hexes occupied only by these type of 
units can be entered and passed through, 
destroying the units. 

9.0 Air ranges and sea supply movement may be 
traced through areas of sea with hexes. 

9.1 Air bases are doubled (or tripled) in towns 
(or cities). 

9.1 An Air Base must set up in a hex containing 
a railroad line. 

9.11 An Air Base containing Air units may be 
moved by rail with its onbase air units, but the 
air units may not conduct any missions this turn. 

9.12 If the hex which an Air Base occupies 
receives a combat result causing the elimination 
or retreat of all friendly units, the Air Base and 
any air units stacked with it are eliminated only 
if the attacker occupies the hex. 

9.2 If all friendly Air Bases within range of a 
CAP Marker are eliminated, the CAP Marker is 
immediately removed. 

9.2 CAP Markers may not be placed on enemy 
airbases. If their range is cut due to a weather 
change, CAP Markers must be repositioned 
within range or be removed from play for the 
turn. 

9.3 Air units which move to a hex but don't 
attack in anticipation or participating in an attack 
during the Exploitation Phase may make a 
separate attack by themselves during the Exploi- 
tation Segment, or return to their bases unused 
if the Exploitation attack does not take place. 

9.32 Air units attacking alone do not have to 
attack all the defending units in a hex. They may 
choose to attack one, some or all defending units 
in a hex, ignoring the others. Terrain benefits 
apply for the unit(s) attacked. 

9.42 For Air Supply purposes KGs, BGs, Anti- 
Tank units and Artillery units each equal one- 
third of a division. HQs are free. 

10.1 The seven-hex radius from a Headquarters 
unit to a friendly unit required for Command 
Control can be traced through any type of terrain. 

10.21 Reserves may not overstack. 

10.21 Reserves may cross Major Rivers only at 
Bridges or Bridgeheads, not over River Cross- 
ing hexsides. 

10.3 If more than one Combat Strength modifier 
applies simultaneously, they are considered in 
this order: 1) Command Control; 2) Supply; 3) 
Disruption (from air attack); and 4) Terrain. 
Fractions are dropped after each modification is 
applied. 

n 
BANZAI $12.00 
Tactical Warfare in the Southwest Pacific, 1941-45 

BANW, first adjunct to the popular UP the values for Couruers (3.31 as compared 
FRONT, was rated well enough (2.95) to to U F s  2.01), Playability (2.41 as opposed 
place it 18th on the RBG Chart-if enough to 1.31), Excitemeru Level (2.63 compared 
readers had responded. Although these will with 1.89) and Play Balance (2.82 to U F s  
not appear on the ongoing RBG, I think the 1.58) are significant. All these, with the 
size of the sample base gives some validity notable exception of that for Playability, can 
to the numerical values. As such, it is in- be explained in terms of overfamiliarity I 
teresting to compare these values with the think. Obviously, those experts on UP 
corresponding values of BANZ4rs parent. FRONT among our readership are very 

In almost every case, the ratings for demanding after all those hours at the 
BANZAI are higher than those for UP cardtable. 
FRONT. This indicates either a dissatisfac- 
tion with the gamette (an almost unheard of Overall 2.95 
event-witness the ratings for the SL family Components: 2.91 
of games) or simply a jaundiced view due Map: - 
to overfamiliarity. Since a round of cards 
can be played so quickly, a player may Counters: 3'31 
have completed hundreds of games of UP Player's Aids: 2.72 
FRONT/BANWI by the time he rated Complexity: 3.77 
BANWI-an uncommon concentration (in completeness of ~ ~ l ~ ~ :  2.90 
terms of numbers of playings) in this fren- 
zied hobby these days. The excitement and 2.41 
challenge of the system has now become Excitement Level: 2.63 
commonplace, and the ratings for the Play Balance: 2.82 
module suffered accordingly. This hypothe- 
sis seems to be supported by the fact that the Authenticity: 3.32 
ratings for Complexity and Game Length are Game Length 
considerably lower for the gamette than for Shortest: 34 mim. 
its parent, UP FRONT. Longest: 1 hr., 52 mins. 

The survey of readers resulted in ratings 
for BANZAIabout .50 higher than those for Year: 
UP FRONTin similar categories. However, sample Base: 44 

> L 

AH RBG RATING CHARTS 
The following games are ranked by their reader-generated overall Value 
rating. Further aspects of reader response to our titles are indicated 
by the ratings in other categories. By breaking down a game's ratings 
into these individual categories, the gamer is able to discern for him- 
self where the title's strengths and weaknesses lie in the qualities he 
values highly. Readers are reminded that the Game Length categories 
are measured in multiples of ten minutes (thus, a rating of "18" equates 
to three hours). 

WARGAME RBG o 
I 

18. SOA 2.97 2.79 3 2.73 2.41 3.88 18.22 22.57 1981 232 
19. FE 3.00 2.72 7 3.21 3.21 3.00 21.17 49.05 1980 7.45 - - . . - . . 
20. FRED 3.M) 3.41 4 2.93 2.58 2.75 12.25 24.67 1983 58 

'26.1776 3.21 2.97 7 3.09 3.m 3.10 10.16 45.09 1974 373 
27. FT 3.23 3.12 10 3.22 3.67 3.16 24.51 57.39 1981 1% 
28. PB 3.35 3.08 6 3.73 2.90 3.94 10.35 23.07 1970 448 
29. BIS 3.45 2.96 6 3.43 3.25 3.06 12.41 26.35 1979 248 , n7 .c <m m< c- *n-o * m n  

37. AF 3.74 4.16 7 3.98 3.34 3.35 5.61 16.02 1980 192 
38. AIW 3.74 3.05 8 2.92 3.52 3.06 8.69 25.36 1977 308 
39. LRT 3.75 3.60 4 3.53 3.39 2.96 13.04 17.00 1982 56 
40. TR 3.80 3.76 3 3.33 3.60 3.70 9.51 25.79 1980 72 

'-, 
42. NP 
43. AK 3.92 4.38 2 3.30 2.48 5.09 14.49 19.13 1964 
44. AL 4.03 4.05 5 3.69 3.18 3.57 12.34 17.93 1974 217 
45. TB 4.06 3.53 7 3.48 4.47 2.50 11.28 32.50 1975 304 

47. IU 4.17 3.20 6 3.61 3.83 3.22 16.01 36.66 1974 193 
48. PAA 4.17 4.24 5 3.79 3.99 3.70 15.51 25.24 1981 144 
49. DD 4.22 4.07 2 3.04 2.88 4.64 17.54 26.25 1977 367 
50 
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Our look at the Pacific Theater, via the medium 
of BANZAI and FLAT TOe brought some kudos 
(Overall Rating for the issue of 3.15) with only a 
few brickbats. Ironically, the best rated articles 
proved to be those devoted to the naval game, and 
not those on the featured subject. Fred Helfferich's 
fine piece exploring the scope of FLAT TOPS 
watery warfare marks his welcome visit to these 
pages as an author and analyst. The ratings for 
all the articles in Vol. 22, No. 2-with three 
points assigned each first-place vote, two points 
assigned each second-place vote, and one point 
awarded each third-place -are as follows: 

PACIFIC DREAMS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .364 
THE AIRPOWER SYSTEM . . . . . . . . . . .  .292 
BANZAI SERIES REPLAY. . . . . . . . . . . .  . I 57  
RETURN TO THE FRONT . . . . . . . . . . .  . I 2 5  
T.K.O. IN TWO . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . I 09  
TORPEDO JUNCTION . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  78 
THE QUALITY POINT SYSTEM . . . . . . . .  55 
AH PHILOSOPHY . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  20 

Andrew Blauvelt's comprehensive look at the 
complex simulation NAPOLEON AT BAY ("Test of 
Arms" in Vol. 21, No. 2) has brought him the Edi- 
tor's Choice Award for the best article of the past 
volume year. In an extremety close tally of the read- 
ers' votes, his effort is rewarded with a $100 bo- 
nus and a lifetime subscription to The GENERAL. 
"Test of Arms" is obviously the "first and last word 
on NAB: to quote one respondent. The nominees, 
and their percentage of the total votes received 
from the readership, are as follows: 

TEST OF ARMS 
by Andrew Blauvelt . . . . . . . . . . . .  .25.6% 

UP FRONT BY THE NUMBERS 
by Jim Burnett . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .24.1% 

'41 IS GONNA BE A GOOD YEAR 
by Nayyer Ali . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  19.3% 

THE GRAND ART 
by W. Woon.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .13.5% 

WHICH WAY THE WITCH KING? 
by Paul Bolduc . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  8.4% 

FORCE MARCH TO VICTORY 
by Neil Schwarzwalder . . . . . . . . . .  3.9% 

BLITZKRIEG '85 
by Jon Mishcon . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  3.3% 

LEBANON 
by Michael Anchors. . . . . . . . . . . . .  1.9% 

Terry Treadway reports that the first National On 
All Fronts Tournament (G.1. level) has recently 
narrowed the field to five finalists. In a series of 
SQUAD LEADER tournaments at various scattered 
conventions, using four new scenarios designed 
for quick play, the best players of the game were 
encouraged to pit their skills against others equally 
experienced. Points were awarded to each player 
for his performance, not just for his victories. Five 
players accumulated at least 1440 points each, ad- 
vancing them to the final round of competition. 
They are, in no particular order, Bill Conner (Ohio), 
Ed Schroeder (Ohio), Bill Shade (Arizona), Howard 
Sylvester (Illinois) and Scott Martin (California). 

The annual British "blood bath': Games Day, 
once again expanded its scope and scale over the 
conventions of previous years. Similar to ORIGINS, 
the 1985 convention saw hundreds of enthusiasts 
engaged in competitions, seminars, and product 
previews. The usual Games Day Awards (the 
British "Charlies") brought The Avalon Hill Com- 
pany all three awards in the Best Historical Board- 
game category, in order: DIPLOMACY; KING- 
MAKER and SQUAD LEADER. Placing second in 
the Best Fantasy Boardgame category was our 
own DRAGON PASS; and third among Best 
Science Fiction Boardgames was DUNE. 

On the insert of this issue, the readership will 
find the nomination form for this year's H.G. 
Wells and Charles Roberts Awards, to be pre- 
sented at ORIGINS '86 in Los Angeles by "The 
Academy of Adventure Gaming Arts and De- 
sign". While I do not belong to the Academy (in- 
deed, none of the staff of The Avalon Hill Game 
Company does), I'd like to encourage the readers 
to complete and dispatch the nomination ballot. 
It costs nothing more than a stamp. Yet from 
those ballots received will come the five products 
formally nominated in each category (quite sim- 
ply, the five mentioned the most)-perhaps your 
only chance to have a say in the process. And 
from these five, the membership of the Academy 
will then vote one as the award winner. So if 
you've a few moments to spara between now 
and May 3rd, take up a pen and play your part 
in recognizing the best of the hobby's new 
offerings. 

I would stress that the products nominated 
must be from among those released in the calen- 
dar year 1985. The Avalon Hill Game Company 
has won more "Charlie's" than any other in the 
gaming industry (the award is, after all, named 
after our founder). Among our broad line, the fol- 
lowing wargames were released in 1985: FIRE- 
POWER, STELLAR CONQUEST, RUSSIAN 
FRONT, DEVIL'S DEN and, of course, 
ADVANCED SQUAD LEADER and BEYOND 
VALOR. 

The Microcomputer Games division of The 
Avalon Hill Game Company is looking for play- 
testers who have experience with two of our more 
popular games. Computer versions of PANZER- 
GRUPPE GUDERIAN (for the Commodore 64, Atari 
130Sr/800XL, and Apple Ill and WOODEN SHIPS 
& IRON MEN (for the Commodore 64) will be 
finished in the near future. Playtesters are needed 
to help "de-bug" the programs and ensure that the 
games adhere faithfully to their boardgame ver- 
sions. The playtest list will be limited to about 20 
people per version. Applicants must own the 
boardgame version. This type of playtesting is not 
meant to be fun so, please, only those willing to 
put in the work should apply. If interested, send 
a letter describing your gaming background and 
what computer you own to Avalon Hill addressed 
to the attention of Bill Peschel. 

Of the two hundred or so entries to Contest 
#126, twenty-four proved to be single-minded 
enough to concentrate on the CV Saratoga. 
Despite some discrepancies in the math involved, 
all brought the Japanese player a six- to ten-point 
lead by throwing both air formations at the carrier. 
Note that the winners all made the assumption 
that their planes were loaded with suitable bomb 
loads (torpedoes for the Kates and AP for the Vals) 
and that there were no planes on the beleaguered 
carrier (knowledge which, as we here play, the 
Japanese player wouldn't be aware of in any case). 
Both of these assumptions can be derived from 
the fact that the contest specified the best possi- 
ble attack to guarantee the lead. From the twenty- 
four correct entrants, the following ten were 
selected at random and will be awarded merchan- 
dise credits: Ronald Barnett, New Hyde Park, NY; 
David Cottenden, Hatboro, PA; Paul Fretheim, 
Northport, MI; John Snider, Whitehorse, Yukon; 
Scott Spahr, Laramie, WY; Stephen Squibb, Carlisle. 
PA; David Sweezea, Flint, MI; David Thalheimer, 

Hanscom AFB, MA; David Theil, Livingston, MT; 
and Scott Tomasic, Hobart, IN. 

Contest #I27 posed the age-old question for the 
die-hard wargamer-is there a chance of winning 
or shall I concede? Allied troops, having lost eight 
units in the process, had finally reached Nece, in 
a close-fought battle of Situation #6 in PANZER 
LEADER. The Germans have two possible methods 
of denying the Allies victory-recapture a hex of 
Nece, or eliminate three more Allied units. Let's look 
at each option. 

Given the position in Nece, the only possible 
weak-points are hexes T3 and S3. The German in- 
fantry in V3 cannot take out either, nor can the 
halftracks (even in conjunction with fire from the 
75mm howitzer). No other German unit can even 
reach these hexes. So this method of snatching 
victory from the jaws of defeat is obviously a 
"pipe-dream". 

Turning now to the possibility of eliminating 
three Allied units and so making it a pyhrric victory, 
only two Allied stacks seem vulnerable-those 
engineers at R5 and the spotted position at N8. 
Either can be pounded by the howitzer (the en- 
gineers subsequently being run down by the half- 
tracks), but not both. The German infantry is, 
unfortunately, out of range to affect either; nor can 
infantry fire discomfort those Allied units in the 
town. So, while two units could be eliminated; the 
three necessary to seize victory cannot. 

With both options discarded, it appears that the 
German player cannot win-even with the best die 
rolls possible. So, he might as well concede and 
get on to the next game. 

Dear Subscribers: 

We, and some of our faithful subscribers, 
have gone through a difficult period of ad- 
justment to the computer age. We at The 
GENERAL feel that the problems have been 
resolved now. Our thanks for your patience. 
To avoid future problems, we take this oppor- 
tunity to inform you of the following guidelines 
for maintaining your subscription without 
difficulty: 

1. CHANGE OF ADDRESS-All address 
changes must be clearly marked as such, pre- 
ferably on a seperate sheet and in a seperate 
mailing. Unless address chnages are recived 
within TWO weeks of the mailing of a given 
issue, the receipt of you issue cannot be 
guaranteed and no remailing of the issue will 
be made. 

2. RENEWAL-The deadline specified for 
address changes above applies for renewals. 
Please renew promptly upon receipt of your 
last issue. 

3. All correspondence, including address 
changes and renewals, should have the words 
"The GENERAL" marked conspicuously to 
avoid any possibility of your mail being mis- 
directed. In addition, please do not introduce 
matters concerning subscriptions in correspon- 
dence dealing with other subjects primarily; too 
often, such postscripts are inadvertently over- 
looked. 

With the guidelines above, and your con- 
tinued patience and kindness, we hope to 
eliminate all future problems in getting your 
magazines to you. As always, if a problem 
does arise, we will do everything in our power 
to help-the guidelines above are nothing more 
than a way that you can help us help you. 

Richard Snider 
The Subscription Department 



OPPONENTS WANTED 

Pbm or Rfoppa-e wantcd for SL-GI, PB, PL. 
FP. PO0 New AREA player hut vclcran war 
gamcr Any O r 3  m lhc Anchorage rag" WdI~am 
l o h a m ,  4488 Rcka Dr . Amhorsgc. AX 99508. 
333-7292 

~nchoragc  w a ~ s m m g  club provldca nfcompc- 
Illlo" for board wargamer3 In Anchorage For 
more lnfo conlm: Iovph  R Regan, 3912 
Mcmll Dnve. Anchorage. AKW517,243-5297. 

A R U  rated 2 I M +  vcnfied l m b n g  f a  1 m t  
phm opponent for TRC Have g m d  system 
Prrfer Rusnanr bul w1II play Germans. Mlke 
Noel. 106 D Meycr Avc . NBU 4&P, Ft 
Huachuca. A 2  85613. (602) 458-W16 

On All Fronts a for Ule wargnmcr who playa SL 
Ulru ASL Sample copy 51 50. On All Frono, 
P . 0  Box 265. Marshall. AR 72650 

E a w c d  player l o o h g  f a  AREA rated pbm 
or hf owncnt  for 3R All lntcrr -wered' 
Mark Halfon. 538 Ewondvdo C s  . Llvemore. 
CA 94550. (415) 449-5579 

AREA rated Rf wsnled for 3R. PL. SL. COI. 
COD w a  I- pbm AII leuen play 
lhke gcndemen (or women) Nayyer Ah. 3191 
Val Vsrds. Long Beach, CA 90808 

Expencnced adult gamsr reeks Rf opponents. 
3% CL. TRC, 1776, AOC, FE. BE. lahn B 
~ e n n n g e r ,  IW S C E ~ L E  DI . m38, M ~ ~ S O ,  
CA 95355. (209) 5224266. 

UF gamer acc*r opponent8 for AREA gammg. 
UF. B A N W  Pat Cook. 61 1 Vlwma. Vdlelo.  
CA 94590. (707) 5524269 

2Pyrar old, ycb o w m m  PAA. AZ. PL. PB. 
SL. 3R. HW, C N ,  OS and o!hcra Paul Black. 
1080 Elkgrors. Vsnlce. CA 90291. (213) 
392.3379 

WantlolomGM pbm mule-player KM. DIPand 
WSIM, most capcrally KM game Msrrsl 
Carbanncnu. 240 Iron Dr , Apt 17. V,sla. CA 
92083 

Pbm opponent wanred for SUB. I am an sr- 
p r l e n c d  wargnmcr. hut a novtss SUB plnyer 
Richard D. Olson, 96 Oakland S t .  N1311. 
Aurora. CO 80012, 366-8030 

The Strslcgy gamlng wrlcly q u a i s  B e  AWA 
plus lhc NWA. 101" ua 1 9  99 monlhly ncwrleae. 
IefTComnt, I I R o k n  F m a  Dnve. won, CT 
W84. 929-6147 

m m O R  Dealre ,"lo on ORlmIlan andlapanepane 
vsrmnrn. Tony Morale, what really h a ~ c n e d "  
Ken Burke. 6 Mcadowbmok Rold. W w o r d .  

repns  on cvcntr, "ews, rumors Ssusfactlon 
guaranteed Write me now! Phlllp Reynoldn. 
28% Oak S t .  Sarssoo. FL 33577, (813) 
a*, 

Unraled adult 124) wants pbm W A ,  WBIP, 
1776, TRC. VG'r Ctvll War Flf SL ~ n c r  Hal 
Carpenter, Box 98, Freeburg. IL 62243. 

A ~ U B  g m c r  rcckxng Rf opponcne for SL. GI. 
TRC and &err Ilm Wacerhwse. 226 Llbolry 
S t .  Walnut, IL 61376, (815) 379-2016 

AREAInon-AREA. pbmlhf, SL Ulru GI. 3R, 
/UW, PL. BL.TRC, FE. 88'81, PK, AZ. 1776, 
WSIM. FT. NATO. VIET. O S All rrpllra 
answered. Scott 1 Tomaslc. 3104 E 62nd PI, 
R R. XI, Hohan, IN 46342. (219) 947-2976 

Lonely country boy (24) wants phm opponcnta 
f a T R C ,  AK, WSIM. M A .  PA* and FE Tom 
Cundlff, Box 53. St Bsrnlcc. IN 47875. (317) 
x7,.2,50 -. - . --. 
Wanted AREA rated games ofTRC and PB I'm 
33  ycan old and AREA ratcd 9W L a m  Wmn. 
5023 B Hammond Hgrs , Fr Campbell, KY 
42223. (502) 439-1665 

Wanted pbm PB. rated or non-raced Wulmg for 
my S r a  pbm gamr AREA rated l5W Mark 
Loyd. 550 St Tammany St .Baton Rouge, LA 
70806, (501) 926-2737 

TheBllUmoreCdlcl  O a m n  Club IS now open 
for msmberahlp Conracf L a m  Bencl, I r  
768-2159 or lohn Brsivogle 944-9166 

Adult -kr pbm oppancnt~ 3R, GO/\, mated or 
non-rated Wlll OM. DIP phm Anyonc out h r e  
for l a m  pbm of VG'S Wclfic War? Roy Flsm- 
ma. 9 E Eager S t .  Balomore. MD 21202 

Lwl lng  for phm opponents, e l h r  l"dl"ld"al or 
l a m  to play USIARVN role m campaign game 
of VG'r Vlelnam Roy Flcmlng. 9 E  Eager St . 
Balllmors. MD 21202 

Adult namer seek% allred ohm oomnsne for . .. 
VO'a Paclflc War Roy Flcmng. 9 E b g c r  st , 
Beitlmore, MD 21202, (301) 837 2671 

AREA rated d u l l  rcckr phm oppanear for TRC 
STAL. AK Send semp o rchaac  slds All lutsrs 
anmered. O e w  Schnltlksr, 272 Oak Landhog 
CL . Ssvcrna Park. MD 21 146,001) 5.144098 

FlfDIP. SC. IT. C N .  RB Wntcfor frce m l e  
of Pollfsl%, monUlly newalencr of Wa.vhmgton 
a rm Rcllnve of (Tacltly) Hlghly Organ&d 
Gamesters. Ken Peel, 8707 Flnt AVD . 17-2,  
Sllvsr Spnng. MD 20910. (301) 495-2799 

No* Shors Game Club All game8,21 and over 
only Alan R Moon. I I  Broadway. Apt 6. 
Beverly. MA 01915. 1617) 922-7488 

AF. BR. OE. MD. PAA. POG. FT, WAT %n 
Bmoklmc. MA ares Call 8Rcr 7 30 p m Paul 
Ruender. 4 Auburn Coun. Unll 3. Brwkllne. 
MA 02146. 277~1497 

16501ver ) seeks reltahla ~ i a v s r l  for AREA PB . . 
pbm c o c a  must All letter8 anruered, hut no 
beglnnerr. plearc' Pclcr Halfman, 75 Oudmk 
Dove, Lexington, MA 02173. (617) 8610036 

Strategy Oamlng Socmy-Inlunarxonal all-hobby 
dcmocrattr waraam~na aaaoclatlon Monthly 
newsleucr, pWlcat!ons. ratmg. 
and mors Ocorge P h ~ l l ~ e s ,  8 7 ~ 6  Park. 
WDICCPI~~. MA OtM5 

Adult s c e k ~  senour players for CIV. DIP. OL. 
MR. WSIM SourcslNils, Rf Oarry Hamlln. 

OPPONENTS WANTED 

Seek 4!h Ed 3R Playcn m OKC and slvwhcrr 
FLf only lohn Mlchalsk~. Rt 10, Box 526-Q. 
Mmre. OK 73165. 794-1604 

Quanst of wargamcn nccklng mors playcrs (RO 
for Frlday nlgbtplay DIP. CIV,, DUNE. CM, 
RB. Pax Brit . nc hchard Clodfellcr. P 0 Box 
41. Ors~ham,  OR 97030, 66542M 
BB '81 or TRC for pbm R f  meetmgs for other 
gamer smce 1965 an aflclonado contact car1 
W I U I ~ ,  1601 o lwe  S t .  bW7. Eugene. OR 
97401. 683-8443 

DssgraLe' Need opponcnl for 3R, SON, PL. 
W&F Shawn Oorman. 12556 S E Lbnwaod, 
R o .  Mllwauk~e. OR 97222. (503) 659-7260 
Opponcncs wanted for phm FE Ellher ride 
Send S r a  turn Chrlr Lewis, 502 Heather Dr , 
Telfffd. PA 18969. (215) 721~9182 

~xpenensed du l r  r e h  nf opponsntr play mosr 
TAHCC warzamel Jlm Loman 71 1 Mamlc 
~ r .  wcstch;~ter.  PA 19382, (2151431 16 i4  

AREA l a +  vckr  rated pbm Rur~lan Front 
I C Lawmn, lSlSO#st St.. Blda XI. Cuiumhta 
SC 29202 

Waled .  aduitpbm for WAT, STAL. DD (cur- 
rsnt edleon). MD. LW Also wlll Rf Ulcrc and 
orher games AREA rated pro" 12W We% 
SmlUleman. 114 Doe Dr.. Bellon. TX 76513, 
(817) 939 2274 

Adu l~  dcrlrer Rf players for BB'SI. UF. FE. 
MD. TRC. 3R. VITP, PL and oUlsrs Slan 
Ororsman. 2212 5Ul, No 53. Lubback. TX 
79401, 747-6268 

Adull reek! hf oppnentr for BB'SI. FT. 3R. 
UF. VITP. MD, CAE Slan Grossman, 2212 
5th. No 53, Lubbock. TX 79401, (806) 
747-6268 

Adult opponent for pbm or Rf Nonh Dallas HW. 
FT 3R wlll lake AREA players Duay Koell- 
hoffer. 1412 Lome Dr . Rtchardron. TX75080. 
690~5469 

Dallas area boardgamerr The Texas War 
Dcprnmsnt mserr the becond Sunday each 
month Glen Taylor. 333 Prertonwod. R M .  
Rlchsrd~on. TX 75081. 64.2835 

Adult desires pbm players for BB '81 and GOA 
All rcphcs answered Rtrhardo Cruzan. 1918 
Edgeulaod. Tyler. TX 75701. 1214) 593-6706 

Ftf apponsnrs from Richmond. Pstenburg 
Hopewell wanted for ASL Rs f r r  over I8  years 
old Jcm Fyb. 913 Conjursrx Or . Colonial 
Hgtx . VA 23834. 520-7350 

Wanad IWO or hlghcr AREA rated opponcnta 
for phm m p v g n  game of TFX or 88 '81  (match 
play rulcx) Stefan Jelernlanrk~. 5405 Melvin 
Coun. D ~ I E  cxcy. VA 22193, (703) 590-9849 

Adult wnously rccklng hf for CAE. FT. GE. 
TLD. MD. NAB, TRC. UF, VITP. WBIP Wlll 
travel 30 mlier Mlchaei Caner. 106 N Mt 
Stuan. Ellensburg. WA 98926, 1509) 925-1403 

UF, BANZ. NAPRf Chni Hauhns.  63272131 
NE. Seattle, WA 98115. 524 0943 

Adult 131) reeks Rf opponenls ,n area of 
Milwaukee. WIfor TRC. BB. FE. FR Andrew 
W~tClIeff, 4415 S 46th S t .  OrscnBeld, WI 
53220. (414) 543-5618 

AREA 12Mprov seckx phm POO. AF. DL. FT 
and VlTP ua3ng Gcncrd 19-6 ruier. Scoll Spahr. 
1066 Fronterr D r .  Loramis. WY 82070 

Adult gamer bond wtlh rolllaire play Seek8 
frluldly sompetltlon for phm AREA or non- 
AREA rated play (12W pro" STAL. DD. FR, 
TRC. AK Kellh Henlge, 2318 Kdmary, 
Rawhnr. WY 82301. (307) 324-3610 

Pmvlslooal AREA ISM scehng ocher AREA op 
ponents (Makc My Day') Pbm prefsrred, FE. 
68'81. TRC. WAT Mark Cralg. 612 Rldcsv 
Rd , S W . Calgary. Canada. Province AB 
T2S OR6 

Opponent8 uanlcd for multl~piayar phm TLD 
Wlll  end info to all lnlererted Also hf TLD, 
FT, AF. TRC and SL Save  Plorroyskk. 22 
Memer Ave Kltcbener. ONT , Canada N2H 
1x2. (519) 742-5335 

MD, PB, TAC. RW, BIS. PL, FE, PK. VITP. 
PGG and LW Pa, %rremmo. >'NO Llnlon *vc . 
R ,  Monfred. Wekc H3S IS). (514) 738 1885 

Aoy gamers m Wlndrar* L m h n g  for opponcncl 
far 3R. TRC, PL. FE. AOC Any cluhs ~n 
Wlndror" Austin Langs, 2614 Chandler, 
Wlndsor. ONT .Canada N8W 483,948-5155 

Wanted adult phm opponents for TRC Rated 
games, AREA WOProv. 31-years old Robeno 
Anuualle. Vta Emlio de March, 27, Wl4l Roma, 
Italy 

I am dcsperalr for opponents I ploy SL v r l s l .  
TLD. BIS. FP, FE, 3R, SUB, AF L llvc ~n 
Nuremberg area SP14 Dan Reed. HHC 1135 
Armor, A P 0 NY. NY M 6 .  Erlangen. Wesl 
Germany 

OPPONENTS WANTED 

COLLECTOR'S CORNER 

, ,<~>.,> 
Ouf~ofpnn t  OENERALa, Vol 1 i uD for $4 W 
or 1.33 ~ a r l l s r  ~rrues cost more S A ~ E  for ~ I P I  

Tlmalhy Slabon, 45 Counlly Manor. Orland 
Pad .  IL 60462. 1312) 361 2539 

For Sale lame collccrlon of board waraame 
magvlner plus several Avalan Hill board r a r ~  
same3 Send SASE for list Rohcrt Kruck. 21122 

u o d  D r .  Hopedalr, MA 01747 
-- 

For Sale 35+ AH wargamer rams collectors 
edlllonr Send SASE for lhn Rqvmond Bcmu- 
dm.  I58 I h h  SI . Hoboken. NI 07030, (201) 
S<A.,>,* "-" . . ,- 
Large wlecaon of old AH wargames Anslsa. 

7he "Opponents Wanted" ndver- 
tisements on this page are intended 
ar a servtce to the readership ofthis 
penodtcal. 7his ren,rce will continue 
so long as certain edrrorial policies 
are adhered to srnctly. 7he editors of 
The GENERAL reserve the right to 
excise ony p a n  ofor an entire adver- 
tisement should these not befoilowed, 

Wnntads will be accepted only 
when pnnted on the approprinteform 
or a reasonablefocsimrle. Such must 
be occomponied by the approprinte 
fee. 7his may toke theform qfuncon- 
celled US postage; note rhatforergn 
posroge is not acceptable. No refunds 
ofthisfee will be m d e ,  even should 
the a d  not be printed due to farlure 
to conform to our polrcies. 

Please print or type the a d  copy. If 
the a d  I S  not legible, rr will not be 
printed. Too, no od deallng with 
products ofother manufacturers will 
be printed and any metztion ofsuch 
will be excised. Ads ore acceptedfor 
a s~ngle printing only. Should the 
render des~re  that a spectfic a d  enjoy 
a multlpleprinting, o sepnrate num- 
ber ofcopies equal to the number of 
times the ad is to be run must be 
submrtred-although only one rorol 
payment need be included to cover the 
printings. 

All matenal tn 7he GENERAL is 
protected by copyright omi reprod~~c- 
don with intent to sell for stn'ctlyfor- 
brdden. Advertisers may sell photo- 
copies of pnnzculnr nnicies from 
SOLD OUT back issues NO LATER 
in stock (for a listing ofthose irsues 
st111 in stock, consult the back issue 
section nt the bottom of this page), 
provided tho1 they charge no morefor 
this service than their own expenses. 
Anyone offenng such copies for o 
prolit or distributing copies of bock 
issues stiN available win be in vrolo- 
tion qf the copyright lows of the 
United Smtes. 

Finally, due to the pressure ofvar- 
zous deadlmes, qfren advertrsemenrj 
submined weeks before an rssue ap- 
pears will not be printed m that is- 
sue. Please be patient; such will be 
printed in the immediatelyfollow~ng 
issue Please do not specify oponic- 
ular issuefor on a d  to appear: such 
requests cannot be honored. 

* GENERAL BACK ISSUES 
Only the following GENERAL back lssues are still avadable. Pnce is $3.00 per Issue plus 10% postage 14-3: AIW-H, DN, S, Q, TRC-S; 3R-S; S T G S R ;  WAS-V; PB-Sc 

and handl~ng charges (20% to Canada, 30% overseas). Maryland residents please add 5% state sales 14-5: S G H ,  A, DN, Q; WS&lM-A, TRC-S, MD-S, SST-S, 3R-S 
tax. GENERAL postage coupons may not be used for this or other "on-game orders. Due l o  the low quan- 16-1: AZ-Sc, S, DN; 3R-S; NP-S; PB-SR; 1 7 7 6 5 ;  DIP-S 

* 
tities of some back issues we request that you specify alternate selections should your first choice be 16-2: BIS-A, Sc, H, DN, Q; PB-SR; AK-S; 1 7 7 6 8 ;  WS&lM-S 
unavailable Below 1s a llst~ng of each lasue by subject matter; game abbreviations are italic~zed and found 16-4: MR-A, V, DN, Q; COI-S; 3R-S; TRC-SR 
in the Opponents Wanted ad lnsert in thls lssue and anlcle types are rdentlfied as follows: H-H~starical 16-5: TRC-S; SUB-Sc; SST-S, WAS-S, PB-V; RB-V; NAP-S; COD-Q 
Background, DN-Designer's Notes. V-Vanant, SR-Senea Replay (sample game). S-Strategy, 16-6: DUNE-A; DIP-V; OS-V; AZ-DN, Sc, SR; PB-A, PBM 
Q-Questions, P-PBM (postal) system, Sc-Scenanor, A-Analysis. The largest (feature) articles are 17-1: W&P-A, DN, V, Q; 3R-S; COI-S; MD-V; COD--A, MR-V; LW-S; WAS-SR 
always the first ones listed in each issue. Those issue numbers printed I I I  red ~nd~ca te  one-color reprints 17-3: AK-S; 3R-S; COD-S, Q; AF-A, DN; TRC-V; VITP-V; COI-SR 
of previously out-of-print issues. 174: FE-S, P, DN, V; MD-V, Q; COI-SR; VITP-S; 1 7 7 6 S c ;  WO-A; SST-V; NAP-S 

17-5: CM-S, V, Q, RW-V; SL-V; STAL--V, PL-S; 3R-S, SR, CAE-V; KM-S; MR-S 
17-6: STAL--S; WS&IM-V, Sc; WAS-V; 3R-SR; SL-S; TLD-Q; CL-S; VIP-S; TRC-S 
18-1: F m - A ,  Q; BIS-S; S G S ;  DUNE-V; DIP-S; AK-A; PB-SR; A G S ;  W&P-S 
18-2: AF-A, Sc, Q; AK-V; 3R-DN; TB-V; SL-S, Sc; AIW-V; VITP-S; DIP-S; DD-S 
18-3: WA-S, DN, V, Q; AOC-V, Sc; AK-S; VITP-V; SL-S, Sc; WS&IM-SR, P; DIP-S 
18-4: GL-H, V. A, Q; SL-Sc, A; LW-V, W&P-SR; AOC-S, P; FE-V; WAS-S; AK-S 
18-5: 3R-S, A, V, DN, Q; S G S ,  A, Sc, TRC-V, TB-V; RW-V; C G A ,  DUNE-V 
18-6: R - A ,  Sc, V, DN, VlTP-V, Q; MD-S, Q; SOW-A, Q; SUB-Sc; B G V  
19-1: SOA-A, V. DN, SR, Q; TLD-A, Q, 3R-S, Q; DWTK-DN; TB-A 
19-2: BE-H, Sc, S, DN; TLD-A, Q; S G V ;  3R-S; SOA-SR 
19-3: GSL-A, Sc, V, SR, Q; DIP-A; RW-Sc; GE-V; 1 7 7 6 S c ;  WIT-V, Q; S G A  
19-4: CIV-A, V, DN; CM-V; DIP-A; GL-V; A G V ;  TR-Sc; WO-Sc; SLA; 3R-S, Q 
19-5: SON-A, S, H. Q, W&P-S, Q; DIP-A. WAT-V; WS&lM-Sc, SL-A 
19-6: VITP-PBM, SR; 3R-V,Q; DIP-A; FT--V; BIS-V; NW-A; %A, Sc; SUB-V, Sc 
20-1: GI-S, A, DN, V, Q; VITP-SR 
20-2: 7T-A. DN, S, Q, MR-V; LRH-A; SL-Sc, W&P-V, GOA-S, Q, DIP-A. P G V  
20-3: FRED-S, V, Sc, Q; PB-A; 1 7 7 6 S c ;  DWK-S, V, Q; DIP-A; CON-V. S 
20-4: FITG-S, A, Q; SST-PBM, V; AW-A; DUNE-PBM; DIP-A; S G D N ,  A, Q, B G S ;  KM-V 
20-5: BR-SR, S. H, Q; LRT-S; DIP-A; GSL-Sc; GE-A; WS&lM-Sc; SON-Q 
20-6: B-17-A, V, SR, Q, AF-V; LW-S; DL-S, FE-S; DIP-A; MD-S, BR-SR, GOA-Sc; SL 

-A, PL-Q 
21-1: UF-S, A, SR, DN, Q; SOA-S; GI-H, S; TRC-S; DD-S 
21-2: NAB-S, DN; W&P-S, A, Q; NAP-S, Q; DIP-A; FR-S; FE-S; 3R-S; BFI-S; 1776 

-S; S G A  
21-3: BB-S, SR, Q; JR-S; S G A ,  H; SOW-V; DIP-A; FRED-S, FE-S. Q; SST-S, TLD 

-S; P G S c ;  1 7 7 6 Q ;  SOA-Q 
1-4: PGG-S, SR; PB-A; 3R-S; TRC-S, V, Q; DIP-A; STAL-V, S; SL-Sc. PK-Q 

11-5: HW-S, V, A; MR-S, Q; OR-A; DIP-A; 3R-A; RB-S: CON-V, CIV-S; SL-A 
21-6: FP-H, V, SR; AIW-S, Sc; B G V ;  TAC-V, Q, SL-A; PK-Q 
22-1: PM-A, S, Q; TB-A, V; DWE-DN, TR-V; GSGPBM,  DIP-A; AOC-S; WAS--S, Q; AK- 

V; CIV-S; 3R-S. Q 
22-2: BANZ--A, SR, Q; R-A. S; SUB-Sc; VIP-S. Q; AK-Q 
22-3: PB-SR; PL-Sc, V, Q; SOA-S; 3R-V; DIP-A; CIV-A; UF-Sc, Q; AIW-S; GOA-A, Q; 

m - A  



ACADEMY OF ADVENTURE GAMING ARTS & DESIGN THE GENERAL 
OFFICIAL ORIGINS AWARDS NOMINATION BALLOT 

for tho year 1985. to be presented at ORIGINS '86. July 3-6, 1986, in Los Angeles, California 
(for information about Origins '86, write PO Box 8399, Long Besch, Ca 90808) 

The Origins Awards, presented a t  Origins each year, are an Instructions. Read Carefully. Print legibly or type nominations 
international wries o f  awards aimed a t  recognizing outstending achieve Ballots that ara meuy, not  fil led out  correctly. o r  show attempts 
menn In Adventure Gaming. T h y  are compriwd o f  the Charles Roberts at stuffing wil l  no t  be counted. You may l ist t h r w  nominees per 
Awards for  boerdgamlnp. and the H.G.Walls Awards for  miniatures end category. It does no t  matter i n  what order you l ist them. T o  keep 
Role-Playing gamer A n  Awards C o m m i n w  of hobbyists ( w m e  pro- the voting a meaningful as ponibie, do not  make selections i n  un- 
fesslonals, but prlmarlly independents) directs and administers the awards familiar categories. YOU MUST SIGN THE BALLOT1 And include 
rystem. The nomination bal lot Is open t o  all intereated gamerr YOUR your addreas. You may vote only once. 
VOTE can make a difference1 A final bal lot Is prepared b y  the com- Nominations should bo for products produced during the 
mittea and voted on  b y  the mambors of the Academy o f  Adventure calendar year 1985. Miniature figure sariea nominations should be 
Gaming A r n  & Daign. Academy membonhip, $3 per year, is open t o  for  product lines which are either new or have been rubatantlaily 
active, c~ ;comp l i shd  hobbyists, both pro and amateur. Memberhip expanded i n  1985. 
guidellnm am available for a SASE f rom the addresws given below. This ballot may be reproduced and circulated by any means 
Corraapondence should be sent t o  the US address. avallabla, provided its contents are faithfully copied. 

DEADLINE: MAY 3, 1986 

THE H.G. WELLS AWARDS FOR OUTSTANDING 
ACHIEVEMENT IN MINIATURES AND ROLE-PLAYING 

GAMES 

1. B a t  Historical Figure 
Serlea, 1985: 

2. B a t  Fanusy/SF Figure 
Sorlea, 1986: 

3. B a t  Vahicular/Acasory 
Seriea. 1986: 

4. Bast Miniature R'uloa, 
1985: 

5. Beat Role-Playing Rula,  
1985: 

6. B a t  Role-Playing Adventure, 
1985: 

THE CHARLES ROBERTS AWARDS FOR OUTSTANDING 
ACHIEVEMENT IN BOARDGAMING 

11. Bast Pre-20th Century 
Game, 1985: 

12. Beat 20th Century 
Game, 1985: 

13. Beat Fentry /SF Game, 
1985: 

14. B a t  Professional 
Boardgame Magazine, 1986: 

15. Best Adventure Game for 
Home Computer, 1985: 

16. Best Amateur Adventure 
Gaming Magazine, 1985: 

-- 

7. Beat RoiePlaylng Supplement, 
1986: 

17. B a t  Graphic Prawntation, 
1985: 

8. Best Professional Role-Playing 
Magazine, 1986: 

9. Beat Profeaslonal Miniaturea 
Magazine, 1985: 

10. B a t  Piay-By-Mail Game, 
1986: 

(all are eligible excapt Int 
vears winner: Starweb) 

Name: Signature -- 

CltylState or Prov~nceIZip or Postal Code: 

Send i n  your bal lot b y  May 3, 1986 t o  only one o f  the following eddrwses: 

North 
America: Awards, Howard Bararch 

3304 Crater L m e  
Pleno, T e x a  76023 

va&t counters for RUSSIAN FRONT 
(see Page 12) 

U K  & 
Europe: Awards, Ian L l v l n ~ t o n e  

27-29 Sunbeam Rd 
London NWlO 
United Kingdom 

A ustrella 
81 NZ: Awards, Adrian Pan 

Breakout Magazine 
PO Box 162 
Mooroolbark, Vic 3138 
Australia 



The GENERAL 

A Lifetime of 
Gaming Pleasure 

1 

For over twenty years, the AH GENERAL has set the standard for magazines devoted to the challenging hobby of wargaming. And the oldest 
professional wargaming magazine is still the best value for the wargamer's dollar with the least expensive subscription rate to be found in the 
hobby. Every bi-monthly issue is packed with articles on the strategy, tactics and variations of AH games. Written by the AH staff and by fellow 
hobbyists who are enthusiastic experts on the games, the articles are usually thought-provoking, occasionally controversial, and always enjoyable. 
Graced with the best of graphics, each 48-page issue is full-color and blessed with numerous maps and charts to highlight the information the 
authors present. 

Judging by responses to regular surveys of the readership-conducted in a continuous effort to bring them what they want-the many "extras" 
found within the pages of The GENERAL are as important as the articles. For the past year, The Victory Insider has brought our readers similar 
high-quality and informative articles on the products of Victory Games as a bonus insert. Many issues have Series Replays, move-by-move re- 
creations of one of AH'S games by expert players with neutral commentary on their efforts by the designer or developer. New product announce- 
ments, game strategy contests, historical background pieces, discount coupons, information on conventions and other doings within the wargam- 
ing hobby world-all are found in these pages; and all have but one intention: to increase the pleasure for those who play AH'S fine line of games. 

So, if you know of someone who hopes to make wargaming a hobby that they will enjoy for the rest of their life-all the challenge and color 
of the fascinating hobby of wargaming-you can't go wrong by giving them a subscription of The GENERAL. Even if that person happens 
to be yourself! And you can't beat the price: a two-year subscription represents a 50% saving over the newstand cover price. (Ah . . . but if 
you are not quite convinced that this is for you, try ordering a sample issue-only $3.00. We're sure that one look is all you'll need to understand 
the pride we take in The GENERAL. Individual copies may be ordered direct from The Avalon Hill Game Company at the address below.) 

FREE GAMES FOR LIFE 
To express our thanks to our subscribers, The Avalon Hill Game Company is sponsoring a "GENERAL Subscriber's Sweepstakes". By enter- 

ing a two-year subcription for yourself or another, those reading this ad are entitled to fill out the form below (enclose it with your subscription 
payment). This places yourltheir name in the drawing for prizes guaranteed to excite any wargamer. The Grand Prize winner will be sent-free 
for the rest of his life-a copy of every new AH game published! Second prize will be a free life-time extension to the current GENERAL subscrip- 
tion; third prize will be a free copy of every game published by AH during 1986. The drawing will be held at ORIGINS '86 in Los Angeles 
at a time and place to be announced in the convention program. 

OK, I'm convinced. Please enter a two-year subscription to The 
GENERAL in the following name: 

Name: 

Mailing Address 

CitylStatelZip: 

Country: 

New Subscription Renewal 

Please Indicate Method of Payment ($18.00): 

Check Money Order Charge 

American Express Mastercard Visa Choice 

ACCOUNT NUMBER 
INTER BANK #: EXP. DATE: 

Signature: 

(Please note that US subscriptions are Postage Free. Canadian and 
Mexican subscribers must add $18.00 to the above price; overseas sub- 
scribers must add $24.00. Thank you.) 

SWEEPSTAKES 
YES, I would like to have a chance at a lifetime of wargaming 

pleasure. The two-year subscription to The GENERAL proves that I 
am a serious student of military simulations. Please enter my name 
in The Avalon Hill Game Company's "GENERAL Subscribers' 
Sweepstakes" drawing at ORIGINS '86 and notify me if I should win. 

Name: 

Mailing Address: 

Phone: 

In the event of my winning one of the top three prizes in this sweep- 
stakes, I give permission for The Avalon Hill Game Company to use 
my name in any and all press releases and advertising relating to this 
promotion. 

Signature: 
(This form will be invalid if submitted after June 1986. The Avalon Hill Game Company funher 
reserves the right to reject any entry without prejudice. This drawing is not open to the anployas 
or staff of The Avalon Hill Game Company nor of Victory Games, Inc.) 

Please send Subscription Forms and payment to 
The Avalon Hill Game Company, 

4517 Harford Road, Baltimore, Maryland 21214. 



The GENERAL 

WHAT HAVE YOU BEEN 
PLAYING? 

Rate items 7a  and 7 b  in terms o f  minutes 
necessary t o  play the game, in ten-minute 
increments. (Example: I f  you've found it 
takes t w o  and a half hours t o  play the basic 
scenario of FRANCE 1940, enter "1 5" for 
category 7a.) For an explanation o f  the 
categories, refer t o  the A H  Philosophy of 
Vol. 19, No. 4. Sub-categories are indicated 
by  italics. Enter ratings only for those 
categories relevant t o  the game in question. 
Note that AH'S ratings for Complexity end 
Year of Publishing have been provided; do  
not  rate these categories. 

1. Overall Value 

2. Components 

Za. Mapboard 

Zb. Counters 

Zc. Player's Aids 

3. Complexlty 

3a. Complexity 

4. Completeness o f  Rules - 
5. Playability T h e  g a m e s  I've spen t  t h e  m o s t  t i m e  playing during the p a s t  two m o n t h s  

5a. Excitement Level  

56. Play Balance 

6. Authenticity 

7. Game Length 

7a. Basic/Shortest 

76. Advanced/Longest 

8. Year o f  Publication 

I. Want-ads will be accepted only when printed on this form or a facsimile and must be accompni 
by a 50C token fee. No refunds. Payment may be made in uncancelled U.S. postage stamps. 

CONTEST #I28 

3. Insert copy on lines provided (25 words maximum) and print name, address, and phone number o 
the appropriate lines. 

4. Please PRINT. I f  your ad is illegible, i t  will not be printed. 
5. So that as many ads as possible can be printed within our limited space, we request that yo 

official state and game abbreviations. Don't list your entire collection, list only those you are 

Richthofen's War-RW, The Russian Campaign-TRC. Squad Leader-SL. Stalingrad-ST 

Quest-WQ, Wooden Ships & Iron Men-WSIM. 

I\rue sr u *hulr . . IUslr frllm I 1 0  10. *llh I rqunllny rtrellrnl. Ill rqus l ln~  lrrr ihlr l  
Rrrl J 4nlr l r \  

STATE - ZI IIP 



THE GENERAL 

1s ,kdA 1.4- "Gul. ;trike is an excelleni, ~ m t . . , ~ ~ ~ ,  uu.rru.rw,r *% $*" 
a feather in Microcomputer Games' cap. The ex 

@<& 1 ~ ~ 4  is a pleasure and the game's sound effects gu, 
?: 3 These features mak ' pl 

canning of the rules. 
notes), with interest; 
the armies and equiprent simulated. Thc 
and offers plausible 

dame or rhe Month" 
Jerry Pournelle, Bytg 

"Never slow and always completelv 6 ~ 0 1 1  

Ing. The result is  a major leap rd for 

clusive joystick input devic- 
ide the player along as well. 
rayable, with only a minimal 

n and complete (with designer's 
explain in detail the natures of 

: ~ a m e  explores a touchy subject 
.t ir, the region." 

, Strategy & Tactics Magazine 

qrear-s Best Software: "Gulf Strlke c o ~  
bines land, sea, and air c~mbat in  an i 
teresting 'what-if' game? .. . . 

Gems ifagazir 

games to date." 
( tputer ming Wor 

NEW for C641728 & Appre 11 1 
Gulf Strike. Despite its war with Iraq, 

Iran has been criticizing the Soviet 
presence in Afghanistan and openly 
supplying arms to the Moslem rebels. 
Invoking the 192.1 Treaty of Friendship 
with Iran, the Soviet Union responds by 
rolling across the Iranian border. The 
course of future history is now up to you. 

forces, not wrestling the computer. See 
why reviewers are calling Gulf Strike the 
strategy game of the year for your home 
computer. 

Available on disk for: Commodore@ 6411 28, 
Apple@ ll + , lle, Ilc and Ataria 800, XL and 
XE series. $30.00 

Gulf Strike examines every aspect of 
this complex region. With your joystick, 
maneuver air units, navies and armies 
from a dozen countries over a fullcolor 
scrolling map of Iran, Iraq, and the 
Persian Gulf. Its ease of ~ l a v  allows YOU 
to concentrate on commanding your - 

Call Toll-Free 1-800-638-9292 
for ordering information. 

mic~ocomputer games DlvrsroN 

The l n l o n  1111 Eame Company 
4517 Harford Road, Baltimore, MD 21214 
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